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BILLINGS, CLAPP & CO.,
(Successors to and late of jas. R. Nichols & Co.)

Manufacturing Chemists, Boston, Mass.

Manufacture Chemically Pure Manufacture Chemically Pure

Sulpho-Carbolate of Soda. P R O P Y L A M I N E.
A Spec: in Diphtheria, Scarlet Fever and A Specdfic in Rheumatism, Geut and

Sinilar Complaints. Similar Complaints.

Sem article by Dr. Behee, of Chicago, in the " Boston Journal of W We are now making the chloride, and our display of this rare salt(hemistry," for April, 1877. attracted much attention at Philadelphia, and was honoured with a
Be careful to get a pure article. special medal. It is of the utmost importance that Propylaninie and
It has been used with succes by the first physicians in the couitry. its chioride should be chemically pure.

NICHOLS' BABK & IRON.
FAn Old and Valuable Remedy._»

Nichols' Elixir of Peruvian Bark with Protoxide of Iron.
A prominent peculiarity and advantage consists in associating iron jiot iii a sesquioxide condition, but in the more easily assimilable

formi of a protosalt, with ail the valuable alkaloids of Peruvian Bark, in an elegint and permanent compaund, where the chemical equili-
brium of each principal is undisturbed. We unhesitatingly express the opirion that no more pleasant or desirable chalybeate and tonic bas
ever heo offered to the profession ; and so far as nur knowled4 e exteids, this result (the comhination of the protosalts of Iron with the
active principles of Peruvian Bark), is not attained in any of the numerous preparations crowdel upon the public as a substitute and imita-
tion of our compound.

In order that physicians may prove the presence of protoxide of iron in this Elixir, we give the usual test
Pour a small quantity of the Elixir iuto a wineglass, and ald a few drops of ferrocyanide of potassium. The instant change of color to

a deep blue, shows the presence of iron in the formn of a protosalt.
Our Elixir of Peruvian Bark with Protoxide of Iron, ls soli in bottles holding one pint, also in two quart and gallon packages.If physicians desiring to prescribe this preparation will direct their druggists to procure the larger bottles, they can order it hy prescription

in such quantities as they may desire for their patients.

MADE ONLY BM BILLINGS, CLAPP & Co., BOSTON.

CINCHO-QU I NI NE. Manufacture Chemically Pure
Salts of Arsenic, Ammonium, Antimony, Bar-

A Sa/e and Reliable Substitute r' lum, Bromine, Bismuth, Ceriurn, Calcium,
SULPHATE OF QUININE. Copper, Gold, lodine, Iron, Lead, Man-

In the same dose, It ls equally as etileacious, and at less thant half ganese, Mercury, Nickel, Phos-
the cost. phorus, Potassiunt, Silver, So-

Cincho-Qiinine does not produce headache, or other cerebral dis- dium, Tin, Zinc, etC.
turbances, and as a ton:e and anti-periodie, itsupersedes al other bark
preparations. Priee List and Descriptive Catalogue furnished on application.

.19In corresponding w th Advertisers, please nention THE CANADA LANCET.1Fl
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SOLUBLE PILLS ÀND GRANULES.
Unequaled for Purity in Composition, Solubility in Coating, Uniformity in Size.Perfection in Form and Finish.cohae marked increase during the past few years in the demand for Pills made in accordance with the U. S. Pharma-copia, and other recognized formulas, induced us, sore time since, to commence their manufacture in our own labora-

tory, and we are now furnishing Coated Pis, which-, for beauty of finish, solubility, and generàil excellence are unfequaled.We desire to call the attention of physiciaus and others ta the following points:

1. The best materials are used in their manufacture.
2. No article required by a formula is omitted on account of its high cost.
3. No Pills are deficient n weiht.
4. The Pills are Coated while soft.
5 There i: but one Coating, which is perfectly soluble, [and there isno sub-coating af resinous character.

The Coating is so thin that the Pils are not perceptibly increased in size, and yet it is entirely sufficient ta protecthe Plls from atmospheric influences; and effectualy covers any nauseous taste, thus rendering the Pill easy to beswallowedr

7. The Cating is so transparent as to clearly reveal the color of the mass.S. Their solubility is not impaired by age.
9. The various masses are so thoroughly worked that the materials are perfectly distributed.10. The excipients are peculiarly adapted ta th2 permanent solubility of the mass and its efficient therapeutic action.

t articular attention is called po aur GRANULES a MORPHINE, STRYCHNINE. ARSENIOUS ACID, and
other powerful remedies, which are prescribed in minute doses. The desirability of having these medicines in this shape,securately weighed and ready for administering, has long bcen recognized.

We also offer a line of GRANULES of RHUBARB, IPECAC, OPIUM, CAMPUOR, and ather simple agentsin such minute divisions that they can be administered in almost any requdred proportions. We have taken every pecau.tion to insure accuracy in wMight, and can give assurance that in thisas in other particulars, they can be implicitly reliedupon.

W. H. SCHIEFFELIN & CO., New York.N. B.-We have mae arrangements with Messrs. Lymans, Clare &.Co., of Montreal, whereby they can supply them
pan most favourable ternis.

In Corresponding with Advertisers, please mention THE: CANADA LANCET
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NEW BOOKS, AND NEW EDITIONS.
WILUNG & WILLIMSON wili supply any work in this list on recelpt

of the price, Post-paid.
ALLINGHAM, (William.) On Fistula, Hemorrhoids, Painful Ulcer, FARQUARSON (Robert) and WOODBURY (Frank). A Guide toAiTu re, Prolapsus. Third edition, revised and enlarge. $3.25 Therapeuties andI Materia Medica Edited, with additions embrac-AITREN (W.) Science and Practice of Medicime. Third edition with ing the United States P"har.a*opia. Cloth, $2.25.additions by Meredith Clyner, M. D. 2 vols. Cloth $12. Lea. Q14. FOX (Tilbury). Epitone of Skin Diseases. With Formulae forARTHUR (Robert.) The Treatinent and Prevention of Decay of the Studentsand Practitioners. Socond Edition. Cloth, $1.50.health. New edition. Illustrated. $1.25. GRAY (Henry and HOLMES (Thonas) Anatomy, Descriptive andASHURST, (John, Jr.> The Principles and Practice of Surgery. Surgical. With Holden's Landmarks, Medical and Surgical. NewSecond edition. With 542 illustrations. Clo h $6. Leather $7. Ainerican, from eighth English Edition. Illustrated. Cloth, 6.ATTFIELD,(John.) Chemistry,General,Medicaland Pharmaceutical. Sheep, $7.

Including the Chemistry of the U. S. Pharmacopoeia. Eighth edition HABERSHON (S. O.). On diseases of the Abdomen, comprising thoserevised by the author. Cloth $2.75. Leather $3.25 of the Stomach, and other parts of the Alimentar Canal, Csopia-AITHILL, (Lombe.) Clinical Lectures on Diseases Peculiar to gus, Cæccum, Intestines, add Peritoneum. Second American, fromWomen. Fifth edition. Illustrated. $2.50. the third enlarged English Edition. With Illustrations. Cloth. $3.50BARNES, (Robert.) Clinical Exposition of the Medical and Surgical GANT (F. J.) The Science and Practice of Surgery; a Complctea Diseases of Women. Second American edition from the second en- Systen and Text-Book. Illustrated. 2 vols. London, 1878. 9 50
largedEnglish edition. Illustrated. Cloth $4.50. Leather 85.50. Phila., 1879. Cloth, $12; Leather, $14.

BARTHOLOW, (Robert.) A Practical Treatise on Materia Medica and HIOGINS (Charles.) On Ophthanic Out-patient Practice. Secondrherapeutics. Third edition, revised. Cloth 5.00. Leather $6.0 Edition. 85 cents.
BA RTHOLOW, (Robert.) On Spermatorrhoa: Its Causes, Symp- HOOD (P.) A Treatise on Gout, Rheumatisn, and the Allied Affec-toms, Results and Treatmsent. Fourth edition revised. Cloth $1.10. tions. Third Edition, revised and enliargedi. Cloth, $3.50.BENNETT, (J. H.) On the Treatnment o! Pulmonary Consumption. JEFFRIES (B.) On Color Blindness: Its Dangers and its Deteotion.

With appendix on the Sanitaria of the United States, Switzerland Cloth, $110.
etc. Th'rd edition. Cloth $ ' KIDD (Joseph.) The Laws of Therapeutics ; or, the Science and ArtBILLROTH, (Theodore.) General Surgical Pathology and Thera- of Medicine. Cloth, 81.10.
peutics. Translated from tise fourth German edition, revisedi from LANDOLT (E. A.) Manual of Examination of thse Eyes : Being athe eighth edition by Charles E. Hackley. Second American edition. cor.rse of Lectures deliveredi at the Ecole Pratique. Revised by theCloths 85.00. Leather 86.00. Author. Translated by S. M. Burnett. Cloth, $3.BRYAT, (homa.) he Pactie o Surery.Sec nAerican MIACKENZIE (Morrell.) Diphtheria: Its Nature andi Treatment,fromT (thohidmevsed Enise Pra itieon. Iured. SCo 600 arieties, and Local Expressions. Cloth, $1.fronathehrd reie 7.00.dton lusrtti lth8.0 MORRIS (Henry.) The Anatomny of the Joints o! Mais. Illustratedi

BERNARID, (Claude) anti Huette (Ch.) Operative Surgery and bAyS GetogaH.) Clon Sugi5.50.puic.Si Ei
Surgical Anatomy. By Prof. Claude Bernard, msember de l' Institut tNA PHYS(org H.) odep n SugclTerpuis.SxhEi
(Academhie Francaise et Acadenmie des Sciences) anti C. H. iluette tin.E Clbos L4.) hep Prcia rats5.Src Dans
(de Montargis.) Illustrated by 88 plates drawn from nature, andi en-.AN dY(Amro se .Anafo PractiaonTrese nd Surgis.clDiois,
gravedi on steel. Translatedi fromn the Frenchs andi editedi by Arthur deie saMna o rciioesadSuet.Coh 3rrehern Nortont, F.R.C.S. Lecturer on Surgery, St. Mary's Hospital REBE~ (C. T.) Paresis o! Symspathetic Centres fromn Over-ExcitationLondion. Plain plates, cloth $7.50. Colouredi plates, i cal! $15.00* by Hîih Solar Hleat (Malarial). 81.10.

LOXA, (. L) Cemitry Inrganc ad Oganc, ithExpri-RICE (Charles.) Posological Tables : Including aIl tise Officinal antimeO and L Cmis n o rg ivant an icular Fort- nost frequently employed Unoficial Preparations. Cloth, 81.10.;T eit on. Coth 40 Lqather a o.50. RINGER (Sidney.) Handbook o! Therapeutis. Seventh editionBTh (J. C.) A Treat he Thor an Pratic o greatly enlarged. Cloth, $.50.
MdicinE . Edited Taith n thy Jamer aH. ratieonM. ROCKWVEL L (A. D.) Leotures ont Electricity< in its relations to Med-
MCsie5. Edite w6.50 i•tsb ats1.HthnoMD icine andt Surgcry. Cloths, $1.
CYFoRD, (.5.) ratis on50 th.hoyadPatcfOserc SEILE R (Carl.) The Hand-Book of Diagnosis anti Treatment of Dis-
Second edition, re-written. Illustrated. Clot $4.50.

BRITISH PHARMACOPŒEIA. Published unsder tise direction o! tht Cloth, $1.Ge a Cn o MSHAFFER (Newton M.) Pott's Disease: Its Pathology andt Mechain.
BURNETT, (C. H.) The Ear : Its Anatomny, Physiology, and ica Tramn,1.hrmrk10RtayLtrl.uvt-r.Coh

Diseases. 87 Illustrations. Coth $4. 50. Leather 85.50BINZ, (C.) Elements o! Therapeuties. A Clinical GSide tothe SMITH (J. Lewis.) A Practical Treatise o the Diseases of Chilren.

peuies Trnsltedfrm te furt Gemanedtio, rvisd fo LlusOtratEt. F.)ourt Edtof reviseation teîl e s : Chiis $15

Action of Medicine. Translated with additions, by E. L. Sparks. lse o urth dition, revised and elgd C the5
82.25. Shep $5.50.

COHEN, (J. Sollis.) Diseases o! tise Throat and Nasal Organs. A STILLE(Alfred) anI MAISCH (J. M.). Tht National Dispensatory:Guie t th Tratmnt f Afecion ofthePhaynx Œsphaus Contannsiug the Natural History, Cheistry, Pharmacy, Actions andiRuAea, ToatrxaTnent of ec editio nf thtPhrye d Wnitsohus 2 Uses of Medieme, incluhng those recognzet in tht PharmacopoasTrache, rs ant is o ediIllustrateions. C 5 ato f0 tOIhe UnHited States and Great Britain. With 200 Illustratios,llusatios.C .5.Coer $5. th, 86.75, Sheep, 87.50.
COURLARD (S.). Personal appearance in Health anti Disease. TOLLAND (H1. 11.) Lectutres oin th Practice o! Surgery. Second4 ce t PoCaeea, dEdition. Illustrate. Cloth, $4.50, eather, $5

eURN Loit A Atas of Qk Dsaes.Part , 2, 3, 4 5. To WOAES (Edwar) On Deafness Gididiness, and Noises lu the
ELLIS (George V.). Denmonstratiods of ASatoy, being a Guide to WOOD (H. C.) A Treatise oi Therapeutis, conprising Materiathe Knoaledge of the Huma Body by Dissections. With 255 Il- Medica and Toxicology. With especial reference to tht applicationunst tiPon Froml the sixth London Edition. Cloths, $4.25. of tht Phlsysiological Action e o Drugs to Cliail Medicine. Third
EMLMET (Thoas A.) Thise Prnciples aiand Practice of Gyn peology, St .revien elaged vo., p, 719. Cloth, 8 1hep

Tisra tio. Clots $85. Shcthe $.5. 8votl pp. 261. Clo, 82.50.

W ( A complete reference catalogue of EngliSh, American, and Canadian Medical Works, giving
dates of last edition, etc., may be had on application

WILLING & WILLIAMSON, 10 & 12 KING STREET EAST, TORONTO.
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MALTINE IN PULMONARY PHTHISIS.

The great value of MALTINEin ail wastingdiseases and especially inPulmonaryaffections,is becoming more and more apparent to the Medical Profession.ios,
Since we issued our pamphlet on Maltine one year ago, we have received nearly one thou-sand commendatory letters from the Medical Profession from most parts f the world, a largeportion of which speak enthusiastically of it in Pulmonary affections.Any physician who will test MALTINE, Plain, in comparison with Cod Liver O, in a caseof Pulmonary Phthisis, will flnd that it will increase weight and build up the syste, far morerapidly. There are, however, many cases where the co pounds with Hypophosphites, Phos-phates, Peptones, Malto-Yerbine, and Pepsin and Pancreatine are strongly indicated.

Afterp full trial of the different Ols and Extract f Malt preparations, in both hospital and private practice, I find MALTINE mot
applicable to the largest ium er of patients, and uperior to any remedy of its class. Theoretically, we would expect this preparation,
which bai become pracciay osftcina, to, b of great value lu chroni conditions u waste and mal-nutrition. especially as exemplified inphthsis. Being rich in Diastase, Alumnoid and phosphate, according to careful analysis, it aids in digesting farinaceous food, while in
itself it is a brain, inerve ami muscle producer. 

WM. PORTER, A.M., M. D., St. Louis. Mo.

12 Lundsdouwne Road, Notting lilt, W., London, October 16th, 1880.
t have used MALTINe With Cod Liver Oit with the happiest results in a case of tuberculosis attended with tubercularperitonitis, in which

the temperature f the patient ruse tu 105 1-5• and persistently remained above 100° for upwards of two months. The only niedicine taken
was MAL'TiNE with Cod Licer Oil, and an oceasional dose of Carbonate of Bismuth, to check diarrhoea. She gradually imipruo'ed and made aperfect recovery. I find MALTINE with Cod Liver O is more readily taken and more easily assimilated than Cod Liver O1 in any otherform. 

EDMUND NAsH, M.D.

Bridge House, Revesby, Boston, Linicolnshire.b ee trial of your MALTa g E fmade iwthe case ut a lad suff ering from phthisis pulmonalis has been most satisfactory. Her left lung had
been in the sat stage of disease for somne timie, and ber tenîperature ranged for mnanvs montha hetwcen 101* and 1Oi'. After taking theMALTINE for a few days the temperature came down to 100 , and to-day it stands belonor ', which makes ne feel sanguine that the disease i
checked. - -

TlosAs H'NTER, L.R.C.P.

W r Kensington )Dispexneary, Lond-.on, Noe 24th, IX79.
WL ire tsîng yuur MALTINE aniong- our patients, ani fitl ('-caft lu def from it, eslecially m cases of phthisis.

DR. CIlPPENDALE, Bexident Med'ical Oicer.

The Brches, Northwo/d, July 28th, 179.
1 find that my patients paui readil aigest teour MALTuNR ditri Cod Lier (>1 witlout causing any unpleasant after-feeling. 1 have fuil

confidence lu the virtue it possesses lu) stustain'the 5atout dtlrin- prolonged diseases of a tubercular or atrophie nature.
FREDERIcK Jov, L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S.

ParF. L. P. YANDELL, lu Loyiiril ,. Mcd 41'rs, Jan. 3rd, lIa': -MALTINE is one of the most valuable remediesever introduced to the
Medical Profession. Wherver a construti e va iudicated, n wi l ie found execllent. In pulmonary phthisis and other scrofulous
diseases, lu -bronie syphilis, and ln the variouis cachectic conditions, it is invaluabie.

.4driaii, Mich., Pcf'. 101th, 18so.
I have used vour MAL-uNR preparations i ei practice for the past ye r and cunsider themi far super>r to the Extract of Malt. I haveused your Maito:Yerbine lu uiy own case ot accere bronchitiis that has troulîled nue for tîte î'ast de ycarii. it has donc nie more good thananything I bave ever tried. 

J. TRIPP, M.D.

I am more pleased with your MALTINE preparatiions ecvery dy tiaI 1 se te . I donet know Itu- 1 ighon, A la., eb. 18t h, 0iisticases I have under my care at this tinte lu une cage especiall y, the -MAINP with Cu Liver il has had a nost marked effet, agreeing witthe patiet's stomach, without the least trouble, after uther i'prrations Tf Cod Lieer 011 hal lics tried in vain. J. M. Knk, Mf. 

eir Richinond, li8., Aig. 14th, 1880.After having given several of cour elegant MALTINE prejIarati<,,s thotongh tuai, 1 livefoundnontof then todisappont me. I cousiderit imivaluable and as indispensable to the professi n as opium or t ouidipoe. F. W EPLEY, M. D.

In order to test the comparative mnerits of MALmiNE sad the varions extrade of Malt lu the narket, 1 pnrchascd from difierent drugistssamples Of MALTINE and of the most frequently prescribed Extracre ou Malt, sd have suijected maen to Ipemical analmier.As the result of these examinations, I fintd that MALTINE conitsinl- froni liait as aeh agau t three tiniesthe quanitsi of Phosphates, adfroni three to fourteen tiies as nuuch Diastase and other Album.j;id as any of the Extractn f irait txamiheed.

Pn'r VW A LT.a S. H ANEs, M. D
rofessor ,f Chemixtry an T'oxicol;j, Rueh Medical .cllege, Ci 'ago.

In comparison with the alcoholie Malt Extract, your MALTuNîî about tel tintes as val--ale, as a fiesît former- fro-t fice tutetittecavaluable, as a heat producer; and at least fve tines as saluable, as a starc ditie4ln agent.

PRoFF-sont ATTFIEL, F.C.S.Prroi feto. of th,- ,*"har«rofqa-g Great Brita;i.
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During the Past Year
We placed Maltine and several of its compounds in the handsof one hundred leading Physicians of the United States, Europe,Austraha and India with a request that they thoroughly test it incomparison with other remedies which are generally used as con-structives in Pulmonary Phthisis and other wasting diseases.
Froin the tone of the seventy reportsl already received,' fl teen,of which are upon, comparative tests with the principal Extractsof falt in the narket, we are fully justi4ed in making the fol-lowing claims, viz:

FIRST :-That Maltine (Plain) increases weight and strength far more rapidly than CodLiver 011 or other nutritive agents.

SECOND :-That Maltine, Maltine with Peptones, and Maltine with Pepsin and Pan-creatine rapidly correct imperfect digestion and mal-nutrition in wasting diseases.
T MIRD -That Maltine is the most important constructive agent now known to theMedical Profession in Pulmonary Phthisis.

Fourth :-That Maltine causes an increase in weight and strength one and a half tothree times greater than any of the Extracts of Malt.*

LIST OF MALTINE PREPARATIONS.
MALTINE-pla. 

MALTINE with Iodides.
MALTINE with Hops. MALTINE with Peptones.
MALTINE with Alteratives. MUTINE with Pepsin and Pancreaine.
MALTINE with Beef and Iron. MALTINE with Phosphate .
MALTINE with Cod Liver 011. MALTINE with Phos. Iron a id QuinIa.
MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Iodide of Iron. MALTINE with Phos. Iron, Quinia and Strychnia.MALTINE with Cod Liver OI and Pancreatine. MALTINE Ferrated.MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Phosphates. MALTINE WINE.MALTINE with Cod Liver Ol and Phosphorus. MALTINE WINE with Pe sin and Pancreati ieMALTINE with Hypophosphites• MALTINE with PetroleumMALTO-YERBINE.

* MALTINE is a cocentrated extraet of nialted Barley, Wheat and Oats. iii its preparation we employ not to 'exeeed 150 deg. Fahr.,thereby retaining al the nuritie and digestive agents unminpaired. Extracts of Malt are made frou Barley alone, by the German processdhic r directs that the nxtsh bc ieated to 212 de,. Fahr., thercby coagulating the Albuminoids and almo 3t wholly destroying the starchwigestive prineiple, Diastase.

Wle guarantee that M ALTINE will kep perfectly in any cinale, or al aniy se-isjn of the year.
Faithfully yours,

REED & CARN RICK, NEv YORK

l ILESALE D U IUG G I s r s,
Wholesale Agents for the Dominion. 32 Yonge St-, Toronto, Onte
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Drescher's Patent, Pocxet Electro-Magnetic Machines,
PATENTED NOV. 4th, 1879.

NO-(1. NO .These new and powerfui portable machines resemnible in style and appearance the French " Gafe "instrianents, but are far superior,
embod, ing prnt iproventents, whereby an electrie current of much greater intensity and longer duratin is lroduced ifith the satechay t _ ian'nstrumient extant.

o. 1.-With one Batterv Cell. Fitted in a neat malogany case, $5 00. No. 2.- With two Battery Cells. This fine instrunient isenclosed in a polished mahogany case, simnilar in style to that of No. 1. $7.50.
SNo 3-A suneior-, Two, ll Macine Hand

No. 3.

somely mounted in a double-lid case, as here illni.
trated. and fitted with extra electrodes., $9.00.

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

F. G Otto & Sons
61 CHATHAM ST.,

New York City.

M1!anufactu re.s of Surgical Inctruments and(j
Orthopedic Appliances.

ç g 
The Best of American 

Manufacture.

Planten's CansulesQ GEORGE TIEMANN & CO.,
Known as Reliable 50 years, for General Excellence

in Manufacture.

I. Planten & Son, 224 William St., New York.
'Sec note p. 64, Profs. Van Buren and Kees, on

Uriniary Organs.

Soft and Hard Capsules of all Descriptions,
Also Empty Capsules.

ji, 1D ,3et. 7. "JZ~Us
(Order by numlx r only.)

Boxes 100 each.

Suitable to administer Quinine and other nauseous niedicine, with-
out taste or smnell. It prevents irritation of the mouth or throat, and
at the sanie time avoids injury to the teeth. 100 by nuail, 50 cents.

Suppository Capsules, 3 Sizes,
For Rectal Medication, Box 100, 50 Cents.

We also bave Capsules adapted for giving medicine,, to Horses or
Cattle, 2 sizes, (Ounce and Half-Ounce), for liquids or solids. Box
10 Capsules, either size, by mail 50 Cents.

N.B.-We make all kinds of Capsules to order. New Articles, and
Capsuling of Private Formulas a specialty.

Sold by all DruggistM Samples Free.

F. A. STOHLMANN. ESTABLIsHED 1826. ED. PFARRE.

67 CHATHAM STREBT, NEW YORK.
MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

Surgical Instruments
IRECEIVEZD

2 Awards at Centennial Exhibition, 1876.
2 First Medals and i Honorable Mention

at International Exhibition, Santiago
Chili. 1875.

2 Silver Medals and i Bronze Medal at
International Exhibition, Paris, 1876.

DOCTOR'S RISIDENCE FOR SALE.IN TUE VILLAGE OF MILFORD, with introduction to a good
country practice in a wealthy agricultural section in the county

of Prince Edward. Property first-class. Price k2100. $0SO cash, hal-
aime to e.uit purchaser. Satisfactory reasons for selling. Address

A. NOXON, M.D., MILFOiD, ONT.

C,
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Michigan College of Medicine Detroit.
~F'A UL T Y.

IIENRY F. LSTER, \M. 1)..
of Principles ai iPratier of .1dicinle an

1iedicine.
cincal

WIiLIAMi BRODIE, NI. 1).,
Professor o)f Clinical Mledicine.

JAMES BURGEss BooK, NI. 1).,
Profexsor rf Surery and Clinical Surgery.

WILLIM C. GUSTIN, M. D.,
Profe-r.r of Obstctrice, Clinical Midwi.feiry and Clinical Di.eases of

Children.

DANIE1. LAFERTE, N. ).,
Prof. of Anat. Orthop ?dic Surgery and Clinical Surgery.

Tilr>. >R F tî~I KER Af M 1.
Professo<r af G nito-Urinar<y Diaa <e

(•Ar.ui C. YEMANr'S. I. r).,
Prossor of Diseas< of the Skinî.

Cil \RI J. Lxsv, . 1.,
Prf<e<sur Clinical Dieaes o< f the Ehie, and of Die «ixex of the Ear

and Th<rîat.

C il A RL ES A. I)D~ E l N Dou îg M. 1)
Professor of Physioy ad Ili.toloy.

L C. MvlUv< >r I D.,
J'trao f Mcdliii? Jl«,*is )it Ie,:J lilN I. IL-IIERoN, MI. D.,1

Proîfessor of ùauria Medica and Therapeatica. ('HARLES JUNG, P'if. D.,
C. IIENRI LEONARD, M. 1)., of General Chemitry.

Profess, of 3ledicl and Surgical Disealgses of Womeini and Clinical GiUs-IAV SCIHULENUERiG, NI. T.
Gynecoloqy. Prosector to the Chair oýfS«p

CHARLES DOUGLASS,M. D., . WILLARD CH.ANEY, Ni. I.
P'r<ofîr of Diseases of Children, and Clinical Medicine. Assi«tant ta the Chairs of Phayiology au I LaIja ogy.

JOHN E. CLARK, M. 1)., E. j, M lCPHARLIN, NI. D.,
'roifess<or of Medical Chemnixtry and Phyxics. Demoinatiator of A iaitoimyi.

FOR ADMISSION, Students are required to pass a i ttrienil 1ion exaiiaiLtioi. (See Coli'e circular).THE CURRICULUM embraces three years of _,raded stud. The Colleiate Year cnsists of a preliniiary (or optional) Session of aboutfourteen wecks, and a Regilar Session of six months.
THE REJULAR SESS[oN will open on tht first Tue3lay in Septeiber, and will close e irly in the following March. The PreliminarySession commences on the secon:I Tuesday in M arch. Du-ing both the Pre iminary and Reigular Ses.ions, the several Professors wili takespecial pains to examine the studenti upon the subjects of the previous lectures.
The large CENTRAL FrEE DISPENSARY in the College buiilding is open daily, anl affirds a vast amonunt of clinical material, whichwili be utilized for the practical instruction of the students. In addition to this, ample Haspital advantages are offered to the students ofthis College. [he Michigan College of Medicine Hospital is under exclusive controi of this Faculty, aiI is distinctively a Clinical ilospital,the students being brought into direct bedside communication with the patients.
FEES.-Matriculation Fee (paid but once), e5; Annual Fees (including tickets for Regular and Preliiniiary Termis), Q50; Optional (orPrelimimary) Term, to students who do not attend the Regular Session, $15; Graduation Fee, $20.

For further particulars, and for College circular, apply to

J. J. MULHERON, M.D., Registrar.
In corresponding with Advertisers, please mention THE CANADA LANCET.
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BELLEVUE HOSPITAL

OITY OF NEW YORK.

SESSIOsrS OE' 1880-81.
HE COLLEGIAK1 YEAR in this Institution embraces the Reguar Winter Session and a Spring Sessio.
THE REGU LA R SE S SION will begin on Wednesday, September 15, 188o, and end about the middle of March,d88. During this Session, in addition to four didncic lectures on every weekday except Saturday, twoorthree hours arelaily allotted to clinical instruction. Attendnnce upon three regular courses of lectures is required for graduation.THE SPRING SESSION consists chiefly of recilations from Text-Books. This Session begins about the niiddle ofMarch and continues until the middle of june. During this Session, daily recitations in ail the departments are held by acorps of Examiners appointed by the Facu]ty. Short courses of lectures are given on special subjects, and regular clinicsare held in the Hospital and in the College building.

Faculty.
ISAAC E. T.AYLO,. M.D., Emeritus Professor of Obstetr'cs ad diseases of Wonen and CWdren, and Presidcut uf the Façulty.JAMES R. WOOD, M.D., LL.D., Emeritus Professor of Suagen enFORDYCE BARKER, M.D., LL.D., Professor of Clinical Midwîfery and Diseases of Women.BENJAMIN W. McCREADY, M.D., Emeritus Professor of Miateria Medica and Therapeuties, and Prof. of Clmuical Medicine.-AUSTIN FLINT, M.D., Professor of the Principles and Practice of Medicine, and Clinical Medicine.W. H. VAN BUREN, M.D., LL.D., Prof. of Principle,. and Practice of Surgery, Diseases Mf Genito-Urinary Systee., sd Clinical Surgery.LEWIS A. SAYRE, M D., Professor of Orthopedic Surgery and Clinical Surgerv.ALEXANDER B. MOTT, M.D., Prof essor of Clinicat and Operative Surgery.*WILLIAM T. LUSK, M.D., Professor of Obstetrics a d Discases of Woneu sud Children, and Clinical Midwifery.A. A. SMITH, M.D., Professor of Materia Medica and Therapeutics, and Clinical Medieine.AUSTIN FLINT, JR., M.D., Professor of Physio o a d Physiological Anatomy, and Secretary of the Faculty.JOSEPH D. BRYANT, M.D., Professor of General Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy.R. OGDEN DOREMUS MD., LL.D., Profesor fo Cheistry and Toxicology.EDWARD G. JANEWAY, M.D., Prof. of Patitologicîî Anatomy and Histology, Diseases of the Nervous Systcm, and Clin. Medidine.

PROFESSORS OF SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS, ETC.HENRY D. NOYES, M.D., Professorof Ophthahnology and Otology.J. LEWIS SMITH, M.D., Clinical Professor of Diseses of Children.EDWARD L. KEYES MD., Professor of Dermatology, and Adjunct to the Chair of Principles of Surgery.JOHN P. GRAY, MD., LL.i., Professor of sychoogical Medicine aud Medical Jurisprudence.EItSKINE MASON,*M.-D., Cliiolcal Professor of Surgery.
JOSEPH W. HOWE, M.D, Clinical Professor of Surgery.LEROY MILTON YALEM D., Lecturer Adjunet on Orthopedie Surgery.BEVERLY ROBINSON, I D., Lecturer on Clinical Mediciue.FRANK H. BOSWORTH, M.D., Lecturer on Diseases of the Throat.CHARLES A. DOREMUS, MD., Piî. D., Lecturer on Practical Cheiistry and Toxicology, and Adjunet to the Chair of Chemistryand Toxicoîogy.
FREDERICK S. DENNIS, M.D, M.R.C.S., )WILLIAM H. WELCH, M.D., * DemonstratorsofAnatom.

FACULTY FOR THE SPRING SESSION.
FREDERICK A. CASTLE, M.D., Lecturer on Pharimiacoilgy.WILLIAM H. WELCH, M.D., Lecturer on Pathological Histology.CHARLES A. DOREMUS. M.D., PH.D., Lecturer on Animal Cheinistry.T. HERRING BURCHARD, M.D., Lecturer on Surgical Emergencies.

-- Lecturer on Normal Histolov.CHARLES S. BULL, M.D., Lecturer on Ophthalmology and Otology.

FEES FOR THE REGULAR SESSION.Fees for the first and second year, each........ ............................................................ 140 00Fees for all third-year Students, and for ail Graduates of ther Colleges...................................................10000Matriculation Fee............................... 
........................... 5 0Dissection Fee (including inaterial for issecti10

Graduation Fee 
3000.................... 
1000

FEES FOR THE SPRINC SESSION.Matriculation (Ticket valid for the following Winter)Recitations, Cliuies, and Lectures ..
•••••••••........................................................................ 5 OUDissection (Ticket valid for the followi;g Winter) .............................................................. 

15 00
MATRICULATiON ExAM eTioN.-The matriculation will consist of English Composition (one foolscap page of original composition uponany subjet, in the handwriting of the candidate); Grammar, an examiination upon the above-mentioned composition; Arithmetic, includ-ing vulfr ad decima fractions; Algebra, includiug simple equations; Geoinetry, first two books of Euclid. This examination will be

waived for those who have received the degree of A. B., those .who have pas8ed the freshisian exsîîîination for euitrauce into any incorporatedliterary college, those who present certificates of proficiecy inu the subjedts of the matriculation examination fro he principal or teachersof any reputable high school, and those who have passed a matriculatio exsoinatio at ny recogaized nedical college or at any scietifleschool or academy in which an examination is required for admission.
For the Annual Circular and Catalogue, giving full regulations for graduation and other information, address

Junelst, 1880.. PROF. AUSTIN FLINT, JR,,
SFcRETARY 1 ELLEYUE HosITAL MEDIcAL COLLEGE.



PRINCIPLE FOR THE
ASSIMILATION OFi& Eu PR 0 FAT

HYDROLEINE "HYDRATED OIL."
"HYDROLEINE " may be described as partially digested oil, which will nourish and produce

increase in weight, in those cases where ois or fats, not so treated, are difficult or impossible to di-

gest. In CONSUMPTION and other WASTING DISEASES, the most prominent sy.ptom is emacia.

tion, of which the first is the starvation of the fatty tissues of the body, including the brain and

nerves. This tendency to emaciation and loss of weight is arrested by the regular use of HYDRO.-
L EINE. The ordinary so-caled emulsions of Cod Liver Oil and other fats, whether pancreatised or not,
merely remain in the form of a coarse mechanical mixture for a short time after agitation. The di-

gestion of oil, having in no sense been artificially produced. still devolves upon -iose functional

powers, the deficiency of which is the most prominent symptoms in these cases.
" A great misconce tion as to the real characteristics of a true pancreatic emuls:'n has been en-

tertained by many, an but few appear to have studied the different aspects presented by ::-ch an

emulsion as is produced on fat by the energetic action of pure soluble pancreatin, as contrasted with

the coarse mechanical mixtures of oil or fat and water, which are commonly supposed to represent
this function of fermentative digestion. r

Some seem to think that if a bottle of oil is shaken up with the compounds sold as the active
rinciple of the pancreas, and a yellowish cloud is diffused for atime through the oil, an emulsion has
en obtained. So it has, but not the true pancreatic emulsion, which forms an integral portion of

the process by which fats are digested and assimilated. From the unvarying result of many hundred

trials with the pure, active principles of healthy pancreatic fluid, taken at the time of digestion, I am
perfectly convinced that no valuable result has been attained, unless the emulsion formed is as high-

refractive of light as milk. The color may vary, according to the oil or fat used, from a far whiter

fuid than the densest milk to the opacity and color of Devonshire cream, but unless at least the

equivalent of the density of the best milk is produced in oil, when a third of water is held in suspen-
sion, no real pancreatie emulsion has been formed.
m The mere mechanical mixture formed by common pancreatin is rarely better or more persistent

than may be produced by rubbing up oil or fat with a solution of mucilage, or by a warm application
of dissolved gelatin, shaken with oil until it becomes cold.

The first essential towards the digestion of fats or oils in the human body is that it shall assume

the state of the very finest and most permanent emulsion, and this is only known to be attained when

the oil and water is perfectly opaque, from the minuteness of the globules. This is the first f unction

of the pancreatic emulsifying principle, and by this alone can we be certain that it possesses its proper
fermentative activity."-Prof. Bartlett's Treatise.

HYDROLEINE
The efficacy of this Preparation is NOT CONFINED to cases of CONSUMPTION, as from

its valuable tonic effect on the nervous systen, In addition to its special stimulating action on the or-
gans concerned in the production of Fat in the body, ii causes p '4d increase in weight in fersons of
naturally thin habit, who do not Present any evidence of disease.

The principles upon which this discovery is based have been described in a treatise on I Tus
DIGESTION AND ASSIMILATION oF FATS IN THE HUMAN BoDY," by H. C. BARTLETT, PH. D., F.C.
S., and the experiments which were made, together with cases illustrating the effect of Hydrated Oil
in practice, are concisely stated in a treatise on "CONSUMPTION AND WASTING DISEAsEs,". by .G.
OVE REND DREWRY, M.D., of London.

In these treatises, the Chemistry and Physiology of the Digestion of Fats and Oils is made clear,
not only by the description of a large number of experiments scientifically conducted, but by cases ia
which the deductions are most fully borne out by the results.

Copies of these valuable works wIll be sent free on appiloation.
FORMULA OF HYDROLEINE.

Each dose of two teaspoonsful, equal to 120 drops, contains:
Pure Oil.. .............................. ............. 8o m (drops.)
Distilled W ater........................................35 " .
Soluble Pancreatin................................... 5 grains.
Soda................................................... "
Boric Acid...................................... ..... "
Hyocholic Acid......... ...................... 1-o

DOSE.-Two teaspoonsful alone, or mixed with twice the quality of soft water, to be ta]=
thrice daily with meals.

Unlike the ordinary preparation of Cod-Liver Oil, it produces no unpleasant eructation or sens
of nausea, and should be taken in such very much smaller doses, according to the directions, as will;
insure its complete assimilation; this, at the same time, rendors its use economical il the ziighest do-

gree.

à o brain-workers of all classes, Hydrated Oil is invaluable, supplying, as it does, the true brain

food. Economical in used-ct iit result. Tcnic-Digestive and Highly Nutritive. Full particu-

lars sent on application tW ·M R
HAZEN MORSE,

57 Front Street East, TORONTO
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l|REMEDY
AN ARTIFICIALLY DIGESTED COD LIVER OIL.

Over 1,5oo bottles sold duringthe first four months of its introduction intoCanada (from April to August, z88o) entirely through Physicians'prescriptions.
Al the leading medical men in Toronto and Montreal are using Hydro.AcIine with success; 1 would refer to some of them: viz:
WM. T. AIKINS, M.D.....Toronto.

Lic. Med. Board. 1849. M.D. Jeff. ColT.Phi., 1850: Lect. Surg. 'iar. S. Med;Surg. Tor. Gen. Hosp; Mem. Med.COuncil. 1866-69 Mern. Coun. Colt.
Phya. Surg. Ont. 186)-8'o.

CHAS. D. O'REILLY, M.D., *
Res. M.D. Generai Hospital; M.D. CU.

Univ. McGill Coll., 1867.
O. S. WINSTANLEY, M.D.,

MeM. Coll. Phys. Surg. Ont., z877;
JAS. A. TEMPLE, M.D,, .. .. "

Mens. . ZOIL. Sur.&. Eng.. 1865; M.D.,C M. lniv. McGil Co I., 1865; Fe.Obstet. So. Lond., Eng., 1872; Lect.Mid. Prof. Med. Jur. & ToL Tri. Med. Sc.

E. H. TRENHOLME MD BCL., Montreal

JAS. H. RICHARDSON, M.D., Toronto.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1847; M.D.,

Univ. Tor., 1850; Prov. Lec., 1847; Lect.
Anat. Tor. S. Med; Mem. Med. Coun-
cit, 1866-69.

JAS. H. BURNS, M.B., . .
Mem. Cona. Coll., Phys. Surg., Ont, z88o.

JAS. E. GRAHAM, M.D., 64
M.B., 1869; M.D., 1868, Univ. Tor. Lic. R.

Coll. Phys. Lon. 1871.

J. J. D UGDAL E, M.D. L R CS MoNt
I publish one of the numerous testimonials I have received relative to themerits of Hydroleine, showing the opinion held by medical men:r

Mr. Hazen Morse: 32 BEAVER HA.., MONTREAL, 25th May, 188o.
Dear Sir-My experience with Hydroteine has been more than satisfactory, and I know noremedy iae it in cases of a scrofulous or tubercular diatheses. In some of my cases the effect ofthe re fledy as been really marvellous. I a, dear sir, Yours truly, E. H. TRENHOLME M. D.The following statements show the value of Hydroleine more conclusivelythan anything else could possibly do, as the sale in each instance has been createdwithout a dollar's advertising and entirely through Physicians:-
MESSRS. JOHN Lwis & Co., Victoria Square, Montreal, sold ten dozen bottles Hydroleine in one-nonth at the beginning of the introduction of the Hydroteine.M. HENRY R. GRAY, St. Lawrence Main street, Montreal, sold six dozen bottles Hydroleine mnthe saine period (one rnonth).
MR. WM. S. ROBINSON, 35 Yonge St., Yorkville, Ont., under date ofJuly 21, z88o, writesas follows:Hazen Morse, Esq:
Sir-Since the introduction of Hydroleine into this locality I have sold over three dozen boules,and find that it gives every satisfaction; it is an excellent preparation and I have no doubt of itbecoming very popular. I am, yours respectfully, WM. S. ROBINSON.

HYDROLEINE PRODUCES IMMEDIATE RESULTS.
One bottie of Hydroleine will accomDlish greater results than can be obtainedby u-sing ten bottles of Cod Liver Oul.

BIC1cz LisT.
Hydroleine half pound bottle ....... .............. per dozen Szo

......................per bottie SiN.B.-I vill forward to any Medical man desiring to test its virtues forhimself one foul sized bottle Hydroleine upon receipt of fii*ty cents (half price), ex-press charges prepaid. This offer only applies to the first bottle.

HAZEN MORSE
57 FRONT STREET EAST.So.1, Agent for the sale of Hydroleine TORONTO.ir t.e Dominion Of Canada.
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VACCINE VIRUS.
-AND-

We continue as for several years to supply ANIMNAL VIRUS propagated at our nwn stables from lymph of theaBeaugency Stock," imported by ourselves expressly for this purpose. Results of experience enable us to recomumend itas of unsurpassed excellence.
The esta ish ment is under the care of a competent physician of long experience in this specialty, who will spare nopains to produce a perfectly relable and pure article, which we are prepared at ail times to furnish in fress and activ'ec brndition. Our new method Kine Crusts will be found mucli superior to the ordinary form, thougli points are recommendedas the most reliable form of virus attainable.
Ail our Virus is put up in strong, airtigt, saledpackages, for safe conveyance by mail or express, and will be sent,(post-paid if by mail) upon the following terms :

Ten large Ivory Points, well charged on both sidesSix large Ivory Points, well charged on both aides.....*.*.*...*.*.*.•.•..1 50Lar&o ivory Points, less than six, well char ed on boti sides, each •.•.•.•.•.....025One Crust, new method, in air-tight Glasu apsule, prepared for immediate use . . - 2 00Also liimasi zed Virus, from HEALTHY CHILDREN, procured for us by physicians of undoubted reliability.One Crust from Unruptured Vemicles (one remove from hefer if preferred).2 00We will giv a fresh supply in case of failure reported within twenty days fron Points, thirty days from Human, andninety days from Kine Crusts. Orders by mail or telegraph answered by return train. Liberal discounts upon largesupisfor (ities, Tcàwns, and Institutions.
Searifying Vaccinator. Steel, Nickel Plated. (See Cat.) Each, 25 cents,New Illustrated Catalogue of Surgical Instruments, post-paid, on request. In writing us please name this journal.

« CODMAN & SHURTLEFF,
~.AX RS I POBTERS O' SA INSTRU]MJlNTS

13 & 15 TEMONT ST. BOSTON, MASS.
N. t. -See our other advertisements in other numbers of this journal.

CLINICAL THERMOMETERS.

Nos. 2 and 95, selected from one of the best English makers, by one of our firm ; made expressly for us; warranted.rcurate, thoroughly seasoned and very superior. Straight ; self-registering; contraction in stem, to prevent loss edIex ; graduated to one-fifth degree.
No, 96, in addition to the above, has Patent Lens Front, causing the reister to appear greatly magnified, so as to lx,.sily read ; having plano-convex cross section it does not roll. Prices as follows as

No. 2. In German ilver or in Ebony Case, 3, 88, 4 and 5 inches long, each. •. •. . $3 00No. 95. In Germa Olilver or lu Ebony Case, 8, 8JY, 4 and 5 Inches loMi each..........3 50Postage, either, 4 cents.

Also a fMll ausortment of Surgical Instrments. Illustrated Prioed Catalogue on Applicatic:
N.B. Aspirators and Atomnizers. Faulty and even dangeroct imitations of our Asirators and Atomiz,having appeared, we suggest the need of special care in purchasng.
Des-iotions of the genuine on application.

CODMAN & SHURTLEFF,
Kakers and Importers ,of Surgical Instruments,

13 and 15 TREMONT STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
See other advertisement above, and in writing please mention this Journal,91.
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BULLOCE & OPEENBHAW'S

SOT -URTM

Sugar Coated Pills!
HAVE BEEN PRESCRIBED BY PHYSICIANS WITH

CONFIDENCE SINCE 1858.

They are entirely reliable in every respect, and have been pronounced the most
readily dissolved Pills in the market, after experiments by disinterested Pharmacists, in
comparison with Sugar Coated Pills of various makers. Gelatine coated and compressed
Pills.

The CENTENNIAL COMMISSION at PHILADELPHIA awarded
them a DIPLOMA and MEDAL, for SUPERIORITY of FINISH and
PURITY of INGREDIENTS.

No higher award could possibly be obtained by any other manufacturer.

Full Price Lists (with Recipes attached) furnished upon application. Physicians are
requested to specify (B. & C.) upon prescribing Sugar Coated Pills, and they will obtain
the desired effect.

FRESH AND RELIABLE VACCINE VIRUS AT $1.50 PER CRUST.
BULLOCK & CRENSHAW,

Chemists and Importers,
No. 528 Arch Street, PHILADELPHIA

For Sale by H. SUGDEN EVANS & CO., Montreal, Que.
tu J. WINER & CO., Hamilton, Ont.
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SEA B U. RY 8ý0H 0 NSOKa
This article.in intended to take the place of the ordinary Emp. Adhesive, on account of its superior ality and
cheapness. I lt is pliable, water-proof, non-irritating, very strong, and extra adhesive. It is not affctedby heat or
cold, is spread on honest cotton cloth and never cracks or peels off ; salicylic acid is iucorporated with it, which
makes it antiseptic. It is indispensable where strength and firm adhesion are required, as in counter-extension, or
in the treatment of a broken clavicle. It has been adopted by the New York, Bellevue, and other large hospitals,and by many of our leading surgeons.

Furnished in rols 5 yards long, by 14 inches wide.
Price1 y mi pe y4

Price by mail, per yard roll, 50 cts., 5 yards 40 cts. per yard.

BELIADO; AS
SEA BU

UN R BBER COM INATON ecent analyticalIN RUBBER COMBINATION. tests conducted b,Prof. R. O. Doremus, of Bellevue Hospital Med College, and J. P. Bittershall, 1h. D., analytical chemists, NewYork, to determne the comparative quantities of atropine in Belladorna Ilaster, preparcd by the different Ameri-can manufacturers, disclosed in each case that our article contains a greater proportion of the active principle ofBelladonna than any other manufactured. Saiples of the various manufactures, inc;udingi our own, for this test,were procured 1n open market by the above namied chenists thenselves. In the ireparation of this article, weincorporate the best alcoholic extract of Belladonna only, with the rubber base. It is packed in elegant tin cases,(one yard lm oach case), which can be forwarded by mail to any part of the country.

Prie yma il, post-paid,'$1.00.

IN RUBBER COMBINATION. ccess t:
fly (best selected Russian), with the rubbcr base, which constitutes, we believe, the nost reliahle cantharidal plasterknown. It is superior to the cerate, and other cantharidal preparations, the value of which is frequently greatlyimpaire by the excessive-heat used lm preparing them, which volatilizes or drives off an active principle of the fly.
By our peculiar process, no heat is used.

Price, by mail, per yard, $1.00.

MAUS TA PIAS 1R
SEABURY 8ç JO0H,N SON

IN COTTONdCLO T H. n r°elar"hen wett Cak
be removed without soiling the skin. Always reliable.
ALL THE ABOVE ARTICLES TO BE OBTAINED OF CANADIAN DRUGGISTS AT PRICES MENTIONED.

ALWAYS SPECIFY SEABURY & JOHNSON'S

m

c go

C*3

'z1

'E~r- AS'MI['T ;La
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SAVORY & MOO0RES SVEOUALTtES,
MEDICATED GELATINE (Patent).

LAMETS FOR IRTERNAL ADMINISTRATION
Consisting of thin sheets, of uniform thickness, accurately divided into squares by raised lines, each square contain-ing an exact dose of the M edicine with which the sheet is impregnated.
Issued in sheets, each consisting Of 24 squares. Price is. 9d. per sheet.-The Lamels are TASTELESS whenswallowed quickly with a littie cold water.

TRE REMEDIES FOR HYPODERMIC INJECTION
Consist of Small Discs (SQUARE), impregnated with Alkaloids, etc., and are put up in small boxes, each contain-ing 25 1)iSCS, price 2s. 6d.
The chief feature of these Discs is their instant solubiity, by which hypodermic solutions can be immediately obtainedof uniform and reliable strength ; they keep good for au unlimited period in their dry state, and are extremely portable.

TUE OPHTHALMIC REMEDIES
Comprise Minute ROUND Discs impregnated with a dcr iite proportion of Alkaloids, etc., and are issued in smallTubes, each containg 100 Di-ýc- 2s. 6d.
The little round Discs of sdî Gclatine have the ndvantage of slowly softening and dissolving. The atropine, orother medicament giadually (lis.,o1scs out, and is thn-, pLiced iiinlcr tlie mo~t faLvourab)le circumstances for absorption.lience much smaLer doses serve to produce a wa1e/ at, by t1ii forion of application, than when drops are introduced.

BLISTERING GELATINE, OR LAMELLE CANTHARIDIS.
The most elegant, efficacious and convenient mode of Blistering. Tins, 1s. 3d.

N.B.-A List of the whole series of Medicated Gelatine Preparations will be forwarded postfree on application.

SAVORY & MOORE, 143 NEW BOND ST., LONDON, W.
22 AND AIL CHIEMISTS TIIROUGIHOUT THE WORLD.

TH. IMPROVED BODY BRACE.

THE BANNING
Truss and Brace Company's

SYSTE M-

Mechanical Support
ABDOMINAL AND SPINAL H

SHULDER AND LNG BRACE. Has the uminalfe I (ndorsenent of over five thous-and of the Ieadin medical mni of this countr and-Europe, and has been adopted by then in theirpractice

PRACTI TIONERS
report to the Medical Journals aii1 to ns that cases of

Hernia, Epinal Deformities and 0
IEUterine Displacement.

which have gone through th. whole catadoe ni ofother Spinal Props, Corsets, Abdoiinii i Supporters,Pessaries and Truases,

Yield Readily to our Systemn of Support. o
AN ExIIRIssNCED PHYSICIAN iN ATTEN'-cd D ANCE FOR CONSULTATI ION.

BanningTruss&BraceCo.
704 BROAD WVTAY, No. 19. - Tua IMPRovED REVOLVINGN'ew York City. SPINAL PROP, for sharp angular curva-

ture, or '' Pott's Disease " of the spine.Recent and important inprovements inXteNO OTEl OFFICE OF ADDRESS. this have led to its adoption by the mosteminent:physicians.Cs .0Send for our Desciiptive Pamphlet.



FORMULÆETHERAPEUTICS
-OF-

WM. R. WARNER & CO.'S

PHOSPHORUs PILLS.
(PREPARED FOR PHYSICIANS' PRESCRIPTIONS.)

1,-PIL. PHOSPHORI 1-100 gr., 1-50 gr., or 1-25 gr. Warner & Co.3
DosE.--One pill, two or three times a day, at meals.
T HERAPEUTICs.-When deemed expedient to prescribe phosphorus alone, these

pills will constitute a convenient and safe method of administering it.

2.-PIL. PHOSPHORI CO. [Warner & Co.]
» Phosphori, 1.100 gr.; Ext. Nueis Vomice, l gr.

DosE.-One or two pills, to be taken three times a day, after meals.

THERAPEUTIC.-AS a nerve tonic and stimulant this form of pill is well
adapted for such nervous disorders as aro associated with impaired nutrition
and spinal debility, increasing the appetite and stimulating digestion.

3.-PIL. PHOSPHORI CUM NUC, VOM. [Warner & Co.]
5 Phosphori, 1-50 gr.; Ext. Nuels Vom., X gr.
Dos.-One or two, three times a day, at meals.

THERAPEUTICS -This pill is especially applicable to atonie dyspepsia, de-
pression, and in exhaustion from overwork, or fatigue of the mind. PHoSPHORUs
and Nux VoMIcA are asezual stimulanta, but their use requires circumspection as
to the dose which should be given. As a general rule, they should not be con-
tinued for more than two or three weeks at a time, one or two pills being taken
three times a day.

4,-PIL. PHOSPHORI CUM FERRO. [Warner & Co.]
» Phosphori, 1-50 gr.; Ferri Redacti, 1 gr.
DosE.-For Adults-Two, twice or three times a day, at meals ; for children

betweun 8 and 12 years of age-one, twice or three times daily, with food.
THERAPEUTICs.-This combination is particularly indicated in consumption,

scrofula and the scrofulous diseases and debilitated and anomic condition of
children; and in anamia, chlorosis, sci.'tic, and other forms of neuralgia; also
in carbuncles, boils, etc. It maybe admini'.tered also to a patient under cod-liver

B11 treatment.

BE CAREFUL TO SPECIFY WARNER & CO. WHEN PRESCRIBING.



WARNER & CO.'S PHOSPHORUS PILLS.

5.-PIL. PHOSPHORI CUM FERRO ET NUC, VOM. [Warner & Co.]P Phosphari, 1-100 gr.; Ferri Carb., 1 gr.; Ext. Nucis Vom., Y6 gr.

DosE.-One or two pills may be taken three times a day, at meals.
THERAPEUTICS.--Th1is pill is applicable to conditions referred to in the pre'

vious paragraph as well as to anoemic conditions generally, to sexual weakness,
neuralgia in dissipated patients, etc.; and Mr. Hogg considers it of great value
in atrophy of the optic nerve.

6.-PIL. PHOSPHORI CUM FERRO ET QUINIA. [Warner & Co.3
» Phosphori, 1-100 gr.; Ferri Carb., 1 gr.; Quinim Sulph., 1 gr.

DosE.-One pill may be taken three times a day, at meals.

THERAPEUTICS.-PHOSPHORUS increases the tonie action of the iron and qui--
nine, in addition to its specific action on the nervous system. In general debility,
cerebral anæmia, and spinal irritation, this combination is especially indicated.

7.-PIL. PHOSPHORI CUM FERRO ET QUINIA ET NUC. VOM,
[Warner & Co.]

1,1 Phosphori, 1-100 gr.; Ferri Carb., 1 gr.; Ext. Nue. Vom., 14 gr.; Quinn Sul., 1 gr.
DosE.-One pill, to be taken three times a day, at meals.

TRERAPEUTICS.-The therapeutic action of this combination of tonics, aug-
mented by the specifie effect of phosphorus, on the nervous systen, may be
readily appreciated.

8.-PIL. PHOSPHORI CUM QUINIA. [Warner & Co.]
e rhosphori, 1-50 gr.; Quini Sulph., 1 gr.

DosE.-For Aduits-Two pills may be given to an adult twice or three times
a day, with food ; and one pill, three times a day, to a child from 8 to 10 years of
age.

THERAPEUTICs.-This pili improves the tone of the digestive organs, and is a
general tonic to the whole nervous system.

9.-PIL. PHOSPHORI CUM QUINIA CO. [Warner & Co.]
» Phosphori, 1-50 gr.; Ferri Redacti, 1 gr.; Quinie Sulph., % gr.; Strychnio, 1-60 gr.
Dosa.-One pill, to be taken three times a day, at meals.

THERAPEUTICs.-This excellent combination of tonics is indicated in a large
class of nervous disorders accompanied with anomia, debility, etc., especially
when dependent on dissipation, overwork, etc. Eacli ingredient is capable of
making a powerful tonic impression in these cases.

10.-PIL. PHOSPHORI CUM QUINIA ET NUC. VOM. [Warner & Co.]
It Phosphori, 1-60 gr.; Quinin Sulph., 1 gr.; Ext. Nueis Vom., V gr.

Doss.-One or two pills may be given to an adult twice or three times a day.
at meals; to children, from 8 to 12 years of age, one pill, two or three times a day,

TIHERAPEUTICS.-The therapeutic virtues of this combination do not need specia
mention.

BE CAREFUL TO SPECIFY WARNER & CO. WHEN PRESCRIBING.
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11.-PIL. PHOSPHORI CUM QUINIA ET DIGITAL, CO. [Warner & Co.]
P Phosphort, 1-50 gr.; Quiniw Sulph., ½ gr.; Pulv. Digitalis, % gr.; Pul. Opil, 4 gr.; Pulv.

Ipecac., 4 gr.

Dos.-One or two pills may be taken three or four times daily, at meals.
THERAPEUTICs.-This combination is especially valuable in cases of consump-

tion, accompanied daily with periodical febrile symptoms, quinine and digitalis
exerting a specific action in reducing animal heat. Digitalis should, however,
be prescribed only under the advice of a physician.

12.-Pil. PHOSPHORI CUM DIGITAL. CO. [Warner & Co.]
e Phosphori, 1-50 gr.; Pulv. Digitalis, 1 gr.; Ext. Hyoseyami, 1 gr.

DosE.-One pill may be taken three or four times in twenty-four hours.
TTHERAPEUrICs.-The effect of digitalis as a cardiac tonic renders it particularly

applicable, in combination with phosphorus, in cases of overwork, attended with
derangement of the heart's action. In excessive irritability of the nervous system,
in palpitation of the heart, valvular disease, aneurism, etc., it may be employed
beneficially, while the diuretic action of digitalis renders it applicable to various
forms of dropsy. The same caution in regard to the use of digitalis may be re-
peated here.

13.-PIL. PHOSPHORI CUM DIGITAL.,ET FERRO. [Warner & Co.]
e Phosphori, 1-50 gr.; Pulv. Digitalis, 1 gr.; Ferri Redacti, 1 gr.

DosE.-One pill, to be taken three or four times a day, at meals.
THERAPEUTICs.-This combination may be employed in the cases referred to

in the previous paragraph, especially when accompanied with anomia.

14.-Pil. PHOSPHORI CUM CANNABE INDICA. [Warner & Co.]
» Phosphori, 1-50 gr.; Ext. Cannibis 1nd., V. gr.

DOsE.-One or two pills, to be taken twice or three times a day, at meals.
THERAPEUTICs.-The Indian Hlemp is added as a calmative and soporific in

cases in which morphia is inadmissible from idiosyncrasy or other cause, as well
as for its aphrodisiac effect.

15.-PIL. PHOSPHORI CUM MORPHIA ET ZINCI VAL. [Warner & Co.]
e Phosphori, 1-50 gr.; Morphire Sulph., 1-12 gr.: Zinc. Valer., 1 gr.

DosE.-One pill may be taken twice or thriee daily, or two, at bedtime.
THERAPEUTIC.-Applicable in consumption attended with nervous irritability

and annoying cough ; in hysterical cough and neuralgia it may be givèn at the
same time with cod liver où.

16.-PIL. PHOSPHORI CUM ALOE ET NUC, VOM. [Warner & Co.]
» Phosphori, 1-60 gr.; Ext. Aloes AquosSi' gr.; Ext. Nucis Vomicse, % gr.

DosE.-One may be given daily at or inmediately after dinner.
T HERAPEUTIs.-In atonic dsp6p8ia, neurose8 of t7 8tomaCi, hypochondria

and constipation, this combination fulfils important indications.

BE CAREFUL TO SPECIFY WARNER & CO. WHEN PRESCRIBING.



SOLUBLE SUGAR-COATED

PHOSPHORUS PILLS.
Observe the following Tiade Mark on each label as a guarantee of genulinenss.

o

C

The method of preparing Phosphorus in pilular forn lias been discovered and
brought to perfection by us, without the necessity of combining it with resin,which forma an insoluble compound. The element is in a perfect state of sub-
division and incorporated with the excipient while in solution. The non-porous
coating of sugar protects it thoroughly from oxidation, so that the pill la not fin.
paired by age. It is the most pleasant and acceptable form for the administration
of Phosphorus.

Speoify WARNER & 00. when prescribing, and order in
bottles of one hundred each when practicable, to avoid the
substitution of cheaper and inferior brands.

PILLS SENT BY MAIL ON RECEIPT OF LIST PRICE.

WM. R. WARNER & CO., CHEMISTS, PHILADELPHIA.

Messrs. WM. R. WARNER & CO. Naw YoRx, November 11, 1877.
(J.NTLEMEw.-The Phosphorus Pilla submitted to me for chemical analysis and microscopieexamination, afford onl" traces of P'iosphoro Acid, and contain the one.twenty. crfthoaciciun f the elemen In each Pill, as expressed upon the label; they do not exhibit par icles0 Undviiled Phosphorus, the mass heing perfectly Ixomogeneous in composition soft lu consiet.once and thoroUgh lroteeted by the non-porous coatlng of sugar from the oxiâtslng Influenceof the air. Eaoh pi lIos an exemple o' what skili, care an(l clegaut Pharmacy eau do.-I regardthem as a marvel of perfection.,

Very respc ttully. A. E. MCLEAN,
Analytical Chemist and Microscopist,(Late oif Edinburgh, Sootland.) 40 and 42 Broadway, N. Y.

CENTENNIAL WORLD'S FAIR AWARD.
"Tiei io -Coated Pilla of Wm. R. Waer a Ce. art Soluble Rellable and Unurpassed In thepefcino uaa.oaî tiiorougii composition and accurate subdivision.""Tiie Pilla ete Pesphorus are worthy of spécial notice. The élement le tioroUiuy diffused and sub.dMvded, yet perfectly protected frem oxidation."

AUes4 A. T. GoSHKoB, D1rfetor-Goenral.
(SEAL] J. L CO MPW . LL. J *• I AWLBy, Presien.

MWcospete Ila'of W. B. Warnseg. * C..'. Phaphruss PUE msaIs os .pUcos
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ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS.

BY A. M. RUSEBRUGH, M. D.

Surgeon to the Toronto Eye and Ear Dispensary. Read
before the Toronto Medical Society, Jan. 13th, iSSi.

between 1847 and 1855, first called the attention
of the profession to localized-electrization by means
of the faradic current ; while Prof. Remak, of
Berlin, in 1855, and 1858. called attention to
localized electrization by means of the galvanic
current.

In 1867, Messrs. Beard and Rockwell, of
New York, introduced the system of gencral
electrization by means of the faradic current, and
i 1871 a system of general electrization by means
of the galvanic current. The former is now called
by them " General Faradization," and the latter
" Central Galvanization." Beard and Rockwell
may be said to have done for general electrization
what Duchenne and Remak did for localized

The history of electro-therapeutics may be di- electrization; the latter systematized the methods
vided into three eras: the Era of Franklinic E/ec- of localized faradization and localized galvaniza-
iricity ; the Era of Gaivanization, and the Era of
Fradization. Previous to the discovery of animal
electricity by Galvani, and the construction of

nd the pile by Volta, (1791-1800), only franklinic or
n, static-electricity was used. From [8oo to 1832ub. both franklinic electricity, and the gilvanic cur-

rent were used ; and from the date of the
on discovery of the induced or secondary current

by Farady, in 1831, to the present time, the three
forms of electricity, franklinic. galvanic and fara-
dic, have been used, although the franklinic or'
static forn of electricity has almost been super-
ceded by the galvanic and the faradic.

Kratzenstein, in 1744, and Jallabert, in 1747,
recorded cases of paralysis cured by sparks drawn
from a frictional apparatus ; and in 1778, Muduyt,
in a memoir presented to the Sociétié Royal de

Âc Médicine, reports as follows :-" Electricity is a
rernedy of vast and varied powers ; it has a posi

ce tive and very beneficial influence over nutrition
and it equalizes the circulation, materially affecting

tion, while the former have systematized the
methods of general faradization and central gal-
vanization. In general faradization they claim t,
have discovered a tonic of great and varied. effi
cacy, and therefore indicated in a large range of
conditions of debility ; and in central galvanization
they claim to have discovered a remedy that can
be used with the highest success in hysteria, in-
sanity, neurasthenia, gastralgia, dyspepsia and cer-
tain diseases of the skin. It is therefore claimed
that " the sphere of electro-therapeutics has
in a measure, corresponded to, and progressed
with the advance in the method of application.
Thus, when peripheral applications were chiefly
used, the scope of electro-therapeutics, though im-
portant was narrow, neuralgia and paralysis being
the diseases for which it was mainly employed.
On the introduction of localized galvanization of
the nerve centres, electricity was found to be most
useful for many conditions in which, previously, it
had been supposed to be either valueless or contra-

the pulse, the perspiration, and the secretions ; and indicated. 'lhe sphere of electro-therapeutics is
is surprisingly efficacious in the treatment not only by general faradization and central galvanization
of paralysis but also of other conditions, such as still further extended to embrace a large variety of
constipation and edema." I conditions and indications which localized appli-

Aldini, a pupil of Galvani, recommended, in cations fulfil either not at all or but very imper-
b. 1804, the use of galvanism in cases of amaurosis, fectly."*
s. deafness and insanity; and also to produce arti- GENERAL FARADIZATION.-The object ofgeneral

ficial respiration. faradization is to bring the whole body, as tho-
Electro-puncture was discovered in 1825, and roughly as possible, under the influence of the

was the beginning of the science of Electro-Sur- i faradic current. As used by Beard and Rockwell,
gery. and Surgical uses of Electricity ; Beard and

Duchenne, of France, in various publications Roc'dwedi, New ork, 1878. Page 411.
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the negative pole is usually placed at the feet Or pole, for the simple reason that the positive pole iscoccyx and the application made to the surface less painful than the negative, and consequently aof the body with the positive pole. Other electro- stronger current can be used. For conveniencetherapeutists have, however, obtained satisfactory of description, however, I will suppose that inresuits, by applying the positive pole to the feet general faradization the negative electrode is alwaysor coccyx and making the applications with the applied either to the coccyx or to some part of the
negative pole. Although we are indebted to lower extremities, and kept in that position while
Messrs. Beard and Rockwell for having systema- the application is made with the positive pole.
tized this method of general electrization, and
for their efforts in bringing it under the notice of
the medical profession, I find that the faradic
curre-nt has been used by the laity, as a general
tonic, for many years. As used by the latter, I
find that the positive pole is almost always placed
at the feet or coccyx, and the entire surface of the
bodv is successively brought under the influence
of the negative pole. Cases have come under my
observation where very decided tonic effects have
resulted from this method of general electriz-
ation.* In using the galvanic battery, polar influ-
ence, and current direction have an important bear
ing li electro-medicine and electro-surgery ; but, in
us:ng the faradic current it seems to me,-at least
on theoretical grounds, to be a matter of very little
practical importance in which direction the cur-
rent flows. The faradic current is an induced
to and fro current, alternating between positive
and negative at each interruption of the primary Fw. 1. General Faradization The hand being used ascurrent by the automatic vibrator, and although the positive electrode.
these alternating currents have unequal strength The patient is seated on a stool, as a chair with(the opening induced current being stronger than a back to it is not so convenient. The feet maythe closing), it is found that chemical decom- be placed on a copper plate which forms the nega-position of a similar character occurs at both tive electrode; it should be wetted with warmpotes : iodine for instance appearing at the nega- water, and during a séance should be kept warmtive as well as the positive pole when faradic say with a warmed soap-stone. The clothing ofcurrents pass through a solution of iodide of the upper part of the body should be removed orpotassium, hence the terms positive and negative, arranged so as not to inteifere with the manipulaanode and cathode, cannot have the same signifi- tion with the positive electrode ; and the roomcance as where the galvanc battery is used, and should be kept at a proper temperature. The
where the current always flows in the same direc- positive pole is nominally applied to the entiretion. In general faradization, Beard and Rock- surface of the upper part of the body, but prac-well usually make the applications with the positive tically, in many cases where the current is simply

used as a general tonic, it is found to be sufficientgeThe exl)anation of its philosophy by so ne of these to make the application to the back and side ofgentlemen is very simple, and dotihtless with miany patients the neckadepcly twnthsihadappears to be quite self-evident. It is as follows : " When , and especially between the sixth andthe applications are made to the surface with the positive seventh vertebra. General tonic effects cai bepole the nervous energy is weakeniec, and the normal elc- atie ihu pligtepstv oettricity (?) is carried out of the body; whereas when the attamed without applying the positive pole toapplications are made to the surface with the negative p either the upper or lover extremities. When the(the positive being applied to the feet the nervous eneg i e
is increased, as the positive pole at the feet or coccyx adds apphcations are made thoroughly, however theto the natural electricity of the bdy" time is divided somewhat as fllows :-To the
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head one minute; to the back t/hree minu/es; to ceptibly communicated, not only to the spine but
the abdomen three minutes; to the upper and also to the larynx through the laryngeal nerves; to
lower extremities four minutes; and to the neck, the stomach through the pneumogastric ; to the
sympathetic and cervical spine, four minutes. lungs through the phrenic ; to both hands and arms

The forehead is more sensitive to the electric through the brachial plexuses and their branches-
current than any other portion of the surface of in short, to the most important nerves and organs
the body, and should be treated m ith a very weak of the body. The sympathetic is also directly
current, and for a very short time. The moistened affected at this point." * * * "This ap-
palm of one hand is first applied to the forehead, plication is a very important factor in general fara-
and with the other hand connection is very gradu- dization, and will achieve decided tonic effects on
ally maide with the positive pole by gently pressing the svstem, even when no other portion of the
the moistened sponge electrode connected with body is touched by the curirent."
the positive pole, which is placed on the table The posterior triangle of the neck, just by the
for that purpose. Before rnaking the application posterior border of the sterno-cleido-mastoid mus-
to the crown of the liead, the hair is wetted, as cle, is said to be another important locality in
the latter is a non-conductor. This application is electro-therapeutical anatomy. Firm pressure on
made with the hand also, and a weak current, but this space with the electrode, and using a current
slightly stronger than that to the forehead, is used. of considerable strength, will effect it is said. the
The back of the head (over the cerebellum) and brachial plexus, and in some cases the pneumogas-
the upper portion of the spine will usually bear tric and phrenic nerves also.
quite strong applications, and the sponge electrode In regard to the strength of the current and the
may be used. Over the middle of the spine even iength of the applications, it is recommended that
stronger currents can be borne. In applying the the first applications be nade with a mild current,
current to the back, the sponge is passed down the and the hand used for the positive electrode.
entire length of the spine, and latterly over the Subsequently, as the patient becomes accustomed
liver, kidneys and spleen. The latter application to the treatment, the rule is simply 'to make the
can be made underneath the clothing by means applications pleasantly painfu'
of the long-handed spinal electrode. The stomach In carrying out this method of treatment, I have
and abdomen can be reached by simply slip- made some modifications of detail which I find
ping up the underclothing. In cases of obsti- advantageous, and which may be of service to
nate constipation, shocks by sudden interruptions others. I dispense with the copper-foot plate and
of the current are recommended. The stomach avoid the inconvenience of bareing the feet and
and solar plexus may be treated by placing the keeping them warm during a seance, by applying
sponge or palm of the hand below and underneath the negative electrode either to the back part of
the sternum and making considerable pressure. the leg, the outer side of the thigh, or to the l>op-
Currents of moderate strength are used over the liteal space. A double cord may be connected
stomach and abdomen, pressure being used to with the negative pole and an electrode ippied
reach the organs of the abdominal cavity and to each of the lower limbs. The electrode may be
the applications made lightly to produce con- kept ir position by înserting it underneath the
tractions of the abdominal muscles. The positive stocking, or, when in the popliteai space, by flex-
pole is not usually applied to the lower extremities, ing the leg or the thigh. The cylindrical handles
unless there is weakness or paralysis. that usually accompany the faradic battery answer

According to Beard and Rockwell, there is no admirably for this purpose. They are supplied
single place on the surface of the body where the with flannel covers which are wet with warm water
electrical influence can be communicated to so or warm sait and water before being used. The
many.important nerves as at the cilio-spinal centre. soles of the feet, the caif of the ieg, and the peri-
" If the sponge be pressed firmly over the sixth neurn are fot sensitive to the faradic current, and
and seventh cervical vertebrie, and moved slightly the negative-electrode may be applied to any of
on either side of the spine, while a powerful cur- thes6 parts as is most convenient.
rent is passing, the electriS influence may be per- The continuous co battery is used, and when
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the positive electrode is applied to the head the
connecting cord is attached to the A post, and
the connecting cord of the negative-electrode is,
at first, attached to the B post, with the switch
(Sw.) turned to the inner or weaker post (Wk.)
and the sheath (Sh.) pushed in.* Without chang-
ing the posts, this weak current may be increased
in strength by moving the switch to the outer post
(St.) and withdrawing the sheath. If the current

FIG. 2. Diagram of continuous coil faradic machine. Z.Z. P. Single battery cell. P. N. Poles of primary wire*
Rh. Vibrating rheotome. Sw. Switch for tapping primary
and intermediate coils. A. B. C. D. E. Posts for tapping
continuous coil. Sh. Soft iron sheath for covering induction
coil.

A. B. strong is well borne, the switch is turned and
the sheath pushed in; the negative cord is re-
moved from B and connected with C, and the cur-
rent A. C. weak gradually increased to A. C. strong.
After a first or second application A. C. strong may
be applied to the forehead as well as to the crown
of the head. This current may also be applied to
the side of the neck. To the back of the neck
and to the abdomen A C may gradually be in-
creased to A D; and to the entire length of the
spine A D may be increased to A E.

In treating a sensitive patient for the first time,
the application of the positive pole is confined to
the back of the neck, and the hand used as the
electrode. As tolerance is established, the appli-
cation is extended to other parts and the strength
of current very gradually increased.

In regard to the frequency of the applications
in general faradization, it is recommended in most

ytusc esf-%-, Ut a so
the contractile fibre cells,-thus stimulating the

t Beard and Rockweil state that they find from experience circulation and with it the processes of waste andthat the continuous coul faradic battery is the best for geherai re pair.faradization, and the separate coil battery best for anoes-
thesia. 

O General faradization seems to have met with

contractions affect no %n lAy 1 il1

cases to make the applications about three times a
week, and to persist in the treatment for several
weeks. Beard and Rockwell, in comparing the
history of all their cases, find that the average
number of applications administered to each
successful case, is about 15 to 25, and the length
of time over which the treatment extended was 4
to 8 weeks.

The special effects claimed for general faradiza-
tion may be summarized as follows : It relieves
pain and local or general weariness, and in many
cases exhiliration is experienced after each séance.
It equalizes the circulation and improves the tem-
perature of the extremities. Its permanent or tonic
effect is seen in improvement in the sleep,-
increase of appetite and improvement in diges-
tion,-regulation of the bowels,-relief of nervous-
ness and mental depression,-increase in the size
and hardness of the muscles, and an increased
disposition and capacity for physical and mental
labor.

It is admitted, however, concerning these per-
manent tonic effects, that they are not uniform,
and, strangely enough, general faradization is said
to be usually contra-indicated in those cases and
for those temperaments that will not bear any of
the internal tonics.

General faradization is indicated, according to
Beard and Rockwell, first in those diseases that
are dependent on or associated with impairment
of nutrition and general debility of the vital func-
tions, such as nervous dyspepsia, neurasthenia,
anæmia, hysteria, hypochondriasis, paralysis and
neuralgia of a constitutional origin, rheumatism
and other toxic diseases, some forms of chorea,
and oftentimes in functional disorders of the genital,
digestive and other special organs, and second, in
the morbid symptoms dependent on some local
cause which cannot be satisfactorily diagnosticated.

In regard to the rationale, it is claimed that
general faradization is a stimulating, sedative tonic
and that the powerful tonic effects are largely due
to the passive exercise and consequent oxidation
that result from the numerous contractions that
take place during the applications, and that these
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intelligent and appreciative consideration from its this is true, "flot only of hysteria, chorea, and of
first introduction, and especially by the profession many affections allied to them, but of certain states
in the United States; in Germany it was received of neuralgia, and a number of diseases of the skin."
with much interest and appreciation, and has re- Fourth, "that a large proportion of the most fre-
ceived the endorsation of Prof. Erb of Heidelberg. quent and distressing chronic diseases, as hysteria,
Dr. R. Vâter Von Artens of the University of hypochondria, neurasthenia, chorea, epilepsy, nerv-
Prague and Benedict of Vienna. ous dyspepsia, neuralgia, and many forms of in-

My own experience witlh this method of general sanity, are so obscure and subtle in their pathology
electrization is necessarily limited. I have made that it is impossible to discover the precise seat of
use of it, with benefit, in some cases of hysteria the disease in any given case, even where some
and debility of the vital powers associated with local pathological condition may exhibit, and con-
eye-disease, and recently in a case of posterior sequently we can neyer know just where the currentspinal sclerosis associated with paralysis of the should be localized," hence localized electrization
optic nerves. 1would probably fail to meet the requirements of theCENTRALGALVANIZATION.-Tho object of cen- case. Central galvanization requires sothe fami-
tral galvanization is to bring the whole central liarity with the construction and management ofnervous system under the influence of the gaqvanic the galvanic battery, and mucdi greater skill and
current at one sitting. One pole, usually the care than is required in general faradization. The
negative, is applied to the pigastriumo or sternum, galvanic current is a potent agent for good or for
and kept i that region, while the other is applied i a s be d t in

thlani i imossibe to discvthe prcise. sdeto

over the head, neck and spine. interruptions of the current are to be avoided
Since the time of Remak, electro-therapeutists and it must not be forgotten that the sudden open-have applied the galvanic current to the head, ing of the circuit, either by the abrupt removal of anneck and spine, but onîy in the fosi of localized electrode or otherwise, causes as great a shock to

electrization. Beard and Rockwell, however, claim the nervous systern as the sudden closing of the
for central galvanization a distinct and separate circuit.
position among the different methods of using
electricity, and daim that although sedative and
tonic effects are produced by localized galvaniza
tion of the nerve centres, they are inferior in C
quality and degree to those derived from central
galvaiition, and that this conclusion is derived
from actual trial and observation of cases. ( S

In lhe method of central galvanization, it is
assumed, first, " that the nutrition of the central
nervous system will be improved by passing through
it a mild galvanic current." That the constant

lant,-it is a tonic with a powerful sedative
influence." Second, that in the majority of cases FIG. 4. A twelve-celled Bartlett battery. P. S. Currentselecter. w. Switch. P. C. Pole-chander. Sw. Switch ofpole-changer. R. Positive. L. Negative. P. N. Screwnerves are in a condition of abnormal irritability, posts for electrodes. (P. Positive. N. Negative.) E. Sponge
and need the calming effact of ancnectrotonus, electrode, with wooben handie.
hence the pole is applied to the head, neck and Any battery that gives a uniform current, and is
spine. 2"hird, " that in a very large number of provided with an arrangement for gradually in-diseases, and especiaîîly of the so-called functional creasing and decreasing the number of cels indiseases, the pathology is not exclusively confoned circuit without breaking the current, will answerto the brain, or sympathetic, or spinal cord, but for central galvanization. The stationary battery,the whole central nervous system is invaded by the cabinet battery and the portable battery, cana condition of exhaustion and irritability That al be used for this purpose. The two former give
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the most uniform current, but the latter is by far unier garments), a spinal electrode %vith a srong
the most convenient, and is, in fact, the only prac- insulated vire handie, and a smaller electrode %vith
tical one for general practitioners. The battery a handie for thc head and neck.
that I amn most familiar with, is the portable Bart- The negative pole being applied over the solar
let battery. I find it quite convenient, and suf- ced
ficiently effectual. The switch of the current se- aed the stv of cure t tre fop o to 6
lecter (P. S.) is made sufficiently wide to cover tnr ga and r e nt) a spi er l e trd i with a s ron g

twa oint, a d a prin ke ps t e t o in cont ct plexus; te -É poitive% is plce at% theý topi fo the a

by this contrivance the number of cells in circuit
may be increased or diminished without breaking
the circuit, and a rheostat may be dispensed
with. When the switch of the pole changer (P. C.)
is turned forward (to R.) P. is the positive pole
and N. the negative. When the switch is turned
to L. th- poles are reversed. The covers of the
electrod&' )nnecting-cords should be distinguished
by different colours; the same colour should always
be connected with the same pole, and the pole-
changer should always be turned to R. Small
rubber tubing makes a very durable covering
for the connecting wires. In the absence of
a spinal electrode, one may be extemporized
by attaching a large flat electrode to a strong
copper wire, half a yard in length, and cov
ered by rubber tubing, or kerite-covered wire
may be used. In central galvanization I make
use of three electrodes; a fdat electrode, four

FIG. 3. Central Galvanization. Second position of thepositive electrode.

inches in diameter without a handle, for the
stomach orsternum, (to be inIrted beneath the

6 or 8 cells is allowed to flow for about one
minute when the strength is reduced to o. Trhe
cranial centre must be well wetted previous to this

application. A current of similar strength is s >me-
times applied to the forehead also. The positive

eleztrode is next applied to the mastoid process,
and the strength of current gradually increased to
8 or io cells ; the electrode is then passed down
the inner border of the sterno-cleido-mastoid mus-
cle, say of the right side, from th a ear to the
clavicle, for the purpose of affecting the pneumo-

gastric and sympathetic. Without removing the
electrode the current miy be applied to the op-
posite side by passing the electrode across the
sternum and up the border of the sterno-cleido-
mastoid to the auriculo-maxillary fossa of the left
side, and giving two or three minutes to each.
The electrode is now moved backwards to the
cervical spine and allowed to rest over the region
of the cilio-spinal centre for about two minutes
with the strength of the current increased to 15 or
20 cells. The séance is ended by giving about five
minutes to the galvanization of the spine, the elec-
trode being passed up and dovn its entire length.
If the patient is bald, or the hair thin and vell
wetted, the current may be applied all over the
upper part of the head, and the entire séance may
be conducted without removing the electrode or

b

breaking the current. These manipulations are,
however, more or less interrupted or interfered
with by the dress of the patient. But when flat
adjustable electrodes are used the dress is not
much interfered with, as they can be passed be-
neath the clothing. The spinal electrode is flat,
and is provided with a long handle. The flat
electrodes are metallic, and are provided with
flannel covers which can be easily removed, wash-
ed, and replaced.

In comparing central galvanization with generai
faradization, Beard and Rockwell claim most
important differences. In general faradization,

.

gD
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although the application is made over the entir
trunk and to the central nervous system, specia
attention is given to the muscles of the abdomer
and extremities. In central galvanization 'th(
chief aim is to affect the central nervous system,
whereas in general faradization ' the chief aim is
to affect the muscular system,' although both the
central and the peripheral nervous system are
affected by the latter. Hence, in cases where great
muscular debility is the leading system, the faradic
current is primarily indicated ; and in cases where
nervous exhaustion is the leading symptom, central
g dvanization is more especially indicated. In
many cases, however, it is found that the best
results are secured by alternating or combining the
two methods.

It is claimed, moreover, that there are cases not
a few, ' where ail forms of faradization, and where
local galvanization of the nerve-centres irritates
rather than benefits, but in which, under the method
of central galvanization, there is sure and constant
improvemeit.'

It has been objected to this method of electriza
tion, that ail formrs of galvanization of the nerve-
centres are dangerous. Dr. Althaus states that he
thas applied the galvanic current experimentally to
the head and neck, and that unpleasant results
had followed these experiments. Dr. Anstie says
that the cervical sympathetic should be galvanized
with very great caution, or not at ail; and Dr.
Brown-Séquard reports having tried to galvanize
the cervical sympathetic of a friend in 1855 for
violent headache, but the galvanic current produced
a dangerous syncope.

It is stated in reply that ail potent reiedi-s are
dangerous when used dangerously ; that nothing
is easier than to produce these symptoms in
s!iïceptible patient, 'provided strong currentsare used or interruptions are allowed, or the
applications are prolonged;' but that when the
treatment is commenced with very mild currents
and great l)ains taken to avoid breaking the circuit,th- most sensitive and delicate patients can bear!
and be profited by the treatment.

NoTE-Since this article was in type, the 3rd edition of
Beard & Rockwell'b work on medical and surgical electricity
has been issued, in which I am pleased to observe a
respectful reference to the writings of Dr. Poole of Lindsay
on his theory of the action of electricity. In the preface
(written by Dr. Rockwell,) occurs the following :-" In re-
gard to the theory of Dr. Thomas W. Poole, of Lindsay,Canada, that electricity is essentially a paralyzing agent, andthat its sedative and tonic effects are due to its paralyzingpower, this may be said : That, granting for a moment thefull claim, it yet remains, that practically, we do obtain fromthe use of electricity sedative and tonic effects similar tothose which we obtain from a vast number of remedial agen-cies. Allowing that these effects are resultants of a paralyz-ing influence it is none the less justifiable, on scientific andpractical grounds, to use the terrms sedative and tonic."

(To be continued.)

SUBCUTANEOUS INJECTIONS OF ERGO-
TINE, IN MYOMATOUS FIBROMAS,
AND CFRONIC HYPERTROPIIY OF
THE UTERUS.

TranslatedYfrom L'Union M1iedicale du Canada,

BY THoS. R. DUPUIS, M.D., KINGSTON, ONT.

In four women who vere affected with intersti-
tial fibromas in the body of the uterus, a diminu-
tion in the size of the tumor, and an arrest of the
metrorrhagia was obtained by this means. In the
case of two fibromas the size of a chestnut, situated
in the neck of the uterus, the results obtained were
not such as could be desired. In six sub-perito-
neal tumors, varying in size from that of a chest-
nut to that of a gravid uterus, no essential amelio-
ration resulted from the injections ; their volume
remained the same, although the hemorrhages were
somewhat less frequent. In hypertrophy of the
uterus without any complication, the ergotine was
successfully employed fourteen times. In hyper-
trophy resulting from failure of the uterus to re-
turn to its original condition after parturition, or
more particularly after abortion, it has showa itself
especially serviceable. In uterine infarctions, and
in cases of membranous dysmenorrhoea its use bas
produced equally good results.

The author, after numerous trials, bas come to
prefer the preparation of Werniet, employed with
the necessary precautions. In the majority of tie
cases referred to above, the injection was followed
by a very prompt amelioration of the symptoms.
Several of the patients became pregnant before the
termination of the treatment ; amongst the rest the
improvement obtained, continued. Three of the
patients-one having a fibroid, and the other two
chronic metritis-found it necessary to have re-
course to treatment again at the expiration of
about a year and a half. Two women who had
been thus treatcd died a lenigth of time after the
last injection. In one of the cases the fibroma was
found to be surrounded by a calcareous shell (coque
calcaire) in which were included also., the large ves-
sels of the vicinity. In the other case, it was in-
closed in a network of connective tissue in which
were apparent fine muscular fibres, some in a state
of fatty degeneration, and in several places others
in a state of calcareous degeneration. The author
is of opinion that, during life, there was a marked
ischæemia of the rnorbid products.
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He concludes that when there is no improve-

nient perceptible after the first fuw injections of
ergotine, recourse should be had to some other
system of medication. (Archiv fur Gynækologie,
Bulletin Général de Thêrapeutique Mêdicale et Chi-
rurgicale,) etc.

OSTEO-PLASTIC OPERATIONS.-PIRO-
GOFF.

WV DR. ALEXANDRE TAUBER, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

IN THE UNIVERSITY OF VARSOVIA.

(Translated from the Progrès Medical, by C. W. COVERN-
TON, M.D., M.R.C.S.E., Toronto).

ish hospital of Kazanlik, they showed us four am-
putations by the process of Pirogoff. At the end
of the campaign, in our visits to the hospitals of
Nicolaieff, Odessa, Karkoff, Moscow, and St. Pe-
tersburgh, we also saw a number of wounded wlo
had undergone amputation of the foot by different
methods, and in particular by that of Pirogoff.

After the war, in a paper published in the Rus-
sian " Military Medical Journal," entitled, "On
the Artificial Le igthening of the Extremities,"
May and June, 1878, and in other writings, we
drew the attention of our colleagues to the im-
portance of utilizing the materials of the war for a
comparative study of the different classic methods,
of amputation of the foot. Since then several
Russian and foreign journals have nublished a

We desire to draw the attention of French sur- large number of observations of amputation of the
geons to an operation which, performed frequently foot by the different methods, and in particular by
in Russia, Germany and England, nevertheless has tht of Pirogoff.
but little repute in France. If a few surgeons, As it will be perceived, the materials furnished
notably M M. E. Bekel of Strasbourg, and Leon by the last war on this operation are of sufficient
Le Fort of Paris, practise this amputation of Piro- importance for claiming a deep and extended
goff, the great majority of operators abstain from study, and we purpose undertaking it soon, and
performing it, and some even whose opinions are making it known to our French colleagues. For
held as authoritative, criticize it. Accustomed as the present we content ourselves with relating con-
we have been to see it extolled and utilized with cisely our eight personal observations. We curtail
advantage in our country, it is not without some from our description all useless detail and insist
surprise-let it be said without the least appear- only on the points important to be remembered.
ance of criticism-that during the four months we It is not without importance to note first, that
have devoted to attendance on the surgical clinics during this war we found ourselves habitually in
of Paris, the practice of the hospitals, and the such conditions that we could not foilow the pa-
amphitheatres of demonstration, we have not seen tients operated upon. It was thus that those of
it utilized on the living and scarcely even demon- Chipka (August, 1877), re-united at Gabroff, Tir-
strated on the dead subject. noff, Sistoff, were at first kept for several weeks in

The advantages, however, of this operation are our hospitals. When their convalescence was
incontestible, and seem to us well calculated to established, we had them transported to the near-
have attracted for it a greater amount of favor from est hospital, where they received the care of our
French operators. Attached as military surgeons colleagues, who kept us informed of the resuit of
to the Russian ambulances during the last Russo- our operations. They waited until the cure of
Turkish war, we were able to observe a large num- these wounded was established, to distribute them
ber of wounded with rifle balis in the foot or over Russia. Those of Plevria remained for more
extensive frost-bites. These last were of especial than three months, receiving treatment at our
frequence when our troops were shut up in the Provisional Hospital in Bagotte, and there we
passes of the Balkan, of Chipka and of Arapka- were enabled to make autopsies on those who had
nak. Under these circumstances, our colleagues succumbed fter operations. In eight cases, five
practised very frequently the osteo-plastic amputa- times we practised operations by Pirogoff's proce-
tion of the ankle, I having performed it eight dure, and three times by that of M. Le Fort.times. The Russian military surgeons were not Three operated on succumbed; one of these last
the only ones to practise it, and at the time of a had been operated on by Pirogoff's plan, the re-
visit that we made in Janu4y, 1878, to the Turk- maining two by that of M. Le Fort. We should
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think it unjust to consider the method of the
French surgeon as having furnished a greater
mortality than that of Pirogoff, the three patients
operated on having succumbed to purulent infec-
tion. Three of the five remaining wounded were
again seen by us a long time after the operations.
One had been operated on by the method of Le
Fort.

Observation I. - Soldier of 22 years of age,
vounded the 9 th of August, at Chipka. Trans-

ported to Divisional Hospital No. 14, three days
after having received the injury. A ball of large
calibre, after having shattered the astragalus, had
penetrated the tibio-tarsal articulation without
making an aperture of exit. Impossible to find
the foreign body; articular suppuration abundant.
Fourteen days after the wound, the inflammatory
symptoms persisting, ve persuaded the man to
submit to an operation. We then opened freely
the tibio-tarsal articulation. The astragalus was
badly fractured ; the calcaneum equally injured,
presented itself in the aspect of a pulpy mass.
The articular surfaces of the astragalus and cuboid
were in some places entirely destroyed. In the
rest of their extent they presented a red color,
resembling acute inflammation of cartilage. Osteo-
plastic amputation of the ankle by Pirogoff's me-
thod resolved upon. Curvilinear dorsal incision,
heel flap bounded by a stirrup-shaped incision
commencing half an inch in front of the inner
malleolus and ending at the external malleolus,
vertical section of the calcaneum. We preserve
the largest part of this bone. The section made,
fearing to leave in the heel flap a suspicious part
of the bone, we scraped off by the aid of a curette
all the spongy part of the retained bone. There
remained then only in the flap the posterior tube-
rosity of the os calcis, and a part of the periosteum.
The tibia and fibula were then sawn horizontally
above the malleoli, after having taken care to
separate theni from their periosteum. A large
drainage tube placed in the posterior angle of the
wound; union of the calcaneo-tibial surfaces by
means of thick catgut suture; silk sutures in the
cutaneous wound. Wound left open and carefully
disinfected several times a day with a solution of
phenic acid. Heel supported with folded gauze,
kept in position by a few turns of bandage. In
this way the see-saw motion that the. weight of the
heel would have given to the stump was avoided,

4
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vhich would have compromised success of union
by first intention of the skin.

Everything went on well. The fifth day after
the operation all the cutaneous sutures were re-
moved and union of the skin by first intention was
ascertained. The eighth day, application of a
plaster bandage, pierced with holes, through which
the extremities of the drain penetrated. At this
period the patient had to undergo the fatigue of a
transportation of 50 kilometres-from Gabroff to
Tirnoff, through a very mountainous country.
During the journey the patient was placed in a
litter furnished with springs. We are unaware of
the length of tirme he remained in the hospital at
Tirnoff; but seven months afterwards, in March,
1878, making the passage in a steamboat from
Odessa to Nicolaieff, the wounded man recogniz,-l
us and showed his foot. He not only wallk d
easily without a stick, but even ran on the dcck
of the boat, showing his companions that he
was able to outrun a soldier unmaimed. 'ihe
heel was shod with a leather stocking having in the
interior a soft cushion. In examining the sturnp
we had difficulty in believing in so perfect a weld-
ing of the bones. It was regularly roundd and
its inferior surface covered with a hardened skin.
The cutaneous cicatrix, linear and rose colorcd,
corresponded with its antero-posterior part. The
heel had no disposition to incline backwards and
there was no pain in walking. We think it well
to remark here, that in our osteo-plastic operaticns
we leave always untouched-not only the tendo-
achilles, but that we take care not to open the
serous retro-calcanean bursa situated in front <f
this tendon.

Observation I.-Jean Fedorenko, wounded by
a ball on the 18th of July, 1877, below Plevna ;
transported to the provincial military ambulance
No. 5o, at Sistoff. The form of this wound re-
sembled much the preceding one, but this patient
had only the astragalus shattered. The calcaneum
did not appear to us to have been touched by the
projectile. The course of the wound was from
before backward. Near the aperture of exit, the
sheath of the tendo-achilles had been wounded,
the lesion equalled the breadth of three fingers
from the tendinous insertion.

The Pirogoff incision. In this case we sawed
with a narrow saw, the calcaneum, very obliquely
from behind forward and from above downwards,
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fron the border of the posterior astragalo-calca- leg. We immediately removed the sutures, but
nean surface to the cuboid surface. The two without any result. Patient died from septicemia.
malleoli were equally sawn obliquely, but in the The cause of the gangrene was sought in vain at
contrary direction-from before backwards. The the autopsy. The posterior tibial artery had not
coaptation was equal and perfect ; we maintained been injured. During the operation, we had
it by the aid of an osseous suture of catgut. From noticed it pulsating in a distinct manner near to
the commencement the patient did not progress the internal malleolus. The calcanean flap could
well. He had fever ; sometimes the temperature not have exercised pressure on the posterior part
went up as high as 40° Cent. (104° F.). It was of the flap, as it had been very easy to pull it
necessary several times to make incisions to give down. We consider then that septicemia may beexit to purulent collections in the posterior part of viewed as the sole cause of the gangrene of the
the limb situated in the direction of the fiexor flap; the circumstance confirming this opinion was
muscles. Later on, inmmobilization by means of a that the same ward contained another patient, on
fixed apparatus plastered from the stump and legs whom we had made re-section of the knee after the
as high as the knee, frequent washings of the plan of Moreau, who did well for ten days follow-
wound with a solution of phenic acid through ing the operation, after that time gangrene of the
apertures in the apparatus, brouglit about a sensi skin displayed itself above the patella, spread up-ble amelioration of his condition. The 13th of wards to the thigh and produced a general infection
October, the 41st day after the operation, we had of the organism.
to leave Sistoff and our patient. The cutaneous Observat i IV-In the month of August, 1877,wound had cicatrized by the second intention. arrived in the military ambulance there, a soldier
l'he angles of the wound were still occupied by in whont a ball had traversed the right tibio-tarsal
drains, which gave issue to a thick yellow laudable articulation from wiîthout inwards and broken the
pus. The wounds resulting from incisions into two malleoli. At our first examination we were
the purulent collections in the limb had granulated able to determine purulent arthritis of the wounded
and were in process of cicatrization. The calca- articulation, a lesion of the calcaneo-astragaloid
neum appeared to be completely welded with the and calcaneo-cuboid articulations. The wounded
corresponding surface of the tibia. Lateral and man had a great deal of fever. We immediately
antero-posterior pressure gave no motion and oc- drained the whole tibio-tarsal and tarso-metatarsal
casioned the patient no pain. In April, 1878, articulations, removed the splinters and simplified
(seven months after the operation) we received a the wound. This intervention brought about noletter from one of our colleagues at Krementchug, result. Fearing then that our patient might suc-informing us that Jean Fedorenko was completely cumb to pyæimia, we decided on practising re-sec-
cured and that he walked very well. tion. After having made two lateral incisions,

Observation 1 -- An artilleryman wounded by following the axes of the malleoli, we introduced
the explosion of a grenade which struck his left the finger into the articulation. The astragalus
foot, was transported to the hospital at Sistoff. was completely separated fron its attachment tolis foot was completely crushed ; the tibio-tarsal the neighboring bones. We then abandoned theirticulation was intact, but the soft parts and the idea of re-section, to have recourse to the osteo-nterior part of the bones of the foot as far as plastic amputation. In fact, contrary to the opinionChopart's line were badly ground up. In this case of Hueter, who admits that the ablation of theve thought it best to perform an osteo-plastic am- astragalus does not constitute a contra-indication
)utation of the limb. The saine operative proce- to re-section, the experience of the Servian war oflure as in the first case and same treatment as in 1876 has demonstrated to us, that in these caseshe preceding cases. Heel supported by the aid we obtain occasionally a swinging articulation,
f a few turns of bandage, and rigorous disinfection which renders the foot inapt in its functions. Tof the wound, left nearly open. Three days after perform this operation, with the result doubtful,
he operation, the grafted flap of the heel became and to expose our wounded patient (already ex-lack. The gangrene which appeared at first near hausted) to a suppuration of long duration, seemed
he borders of the wound, spread rapidly over the to us much les rainal1 than to ra, ti L

pcse t e osteo-
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plastic amputation. We therefore decided for the to us that the extremity of the tibia was grafted
latter operation. The dissection of our dorsal with the anterior extremity of the calcaneum, and
curvilinear flap discovered to us an alteration of that the posterior part of the latter bone see-sawed
the bones of the limb above the base of' the mal- above, forcing the patient to rest only on the angles
leoli. The tibia and fibula were sawn two inches i and inferior border of the bone. The right leg was
above these projections and very horizontally. eight centimetres shorter than the left. In the an-
The calcaneum was afterwards cut from behind bulance they had attempted to apply a protective
forward, and horizontally, as recommended by apparatus, but the patient preferred assisting him-
Professor Le Fort. The course from behind for- self with crutches.
wards, of the narrow bladed saw of Langenbeck,
appearing to us difficult and liable to the danger
of wounding the tendon and soft parts of the heel, THE VOMITING OF PREGNANCY.
we considered it best to abandon that part of the
procedure. The astragalus extirpated, an assistant BY R. W. BRUCE SMITH, M.D., SPARTA, ONT.

laid hold of the calcaneum with re-secting pincers, I have been induced after careful consideration
and with a chain-saw we detached the superior to communicate from my case book a brief history
surface of the os calcis as far as the cuboid. To of the treatment of a few cases of obstinate vomit-
terminate the operation, a flap of sufficient length ing in pregnancy which came under my notice
was cut on the heel. In this way the sawn surface during the past year. I have arrived at this con-

,of the boues of the leg was about twice less ex- clusion, not from any opinion of my own, that the
tended than the corresponding surface of the cal- treatment pursued was in any way novel, but
caneum. ¡We could not therefore fix the bones by rather to give my own limited experience in the
suture as well as in the preceding cases. A large use of a remedy which I have found most superior
drainage tube was placed in the wound and we in relieving the distressing nausea and vomiting so
re-united the lips of the calcaneous section. The common to the pregnant.
case proceeded badly. Soon the superficial sutures On March 25th, I was called to see a lady
fell out. Pus in abundance was interposed between twenty nine years of age, multipara, who had early
the bones and prevented their rapid union. It that morning arrived in St. Thomas from some
was necessary to employ straps of diachylon to part of Michigan, and had only reached her desti-
sustain the calcaneum, and to inaintain in contact nation when vomiting of a most obstinate char
the lips of the wound. Towards the end of the acter set in, and for about eight hours the nausea
fifth week after the operation we were obliged to and vomiting continued almost incessantly. I
leave our patient, whom we left in the following found her about three months advanced in preg-
condition :-The borders of the calcaneous wound nancy, and at that time greatly debilitated on
were covered with healthy granulations; at the account of the violent retching which had lasted
angles of the wound where the drainage tubes were several hours. From the brief history of the case
situated, escaped a great quantity of thick and well-î which I could gather, I learned that in her pre-
formed pus. The calcaneun was not soldered to vious pregnancies, two in number, she had been
the bones of the leg, on which it lay mobile. Con- greatly affected. and had resorted for relief to
cerning the general condition of the patient, it was several physicians in the place where she had re-
satisfactory. Six months after the operation, we sided. In the first pregnancy she obtained relief
were enabled to examine the patient at the provi- and had recovered and gone the full term, the
sional military ambulance at Nicolaieff. He told nausea and vomiting being relieved by some bitter
us that the wound had suppurated for two months. tonic, likely calumba or quassia, which deservedly, I
A circunistance that struck us, was that he did believe, have a fair reputation in the treatment of
not use the right leg, but walked on crutches. such cases. But in the second pregnancy, it had
This limb was flexed on the thigh ; when he at- been found necessary to produce premature labor
tempted to place his weight on the right foot, he before relief could be obtained. I saw at once
experienced pains in the cicatrix, lost his equili- from the state in which I found the patient that I
brium and fell. An attentive examination revealed might, perhaps, have to resort to a similiar mode
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of procedure. I determined, however, to use
every effort to prevent the necessity of premature
delivery, and resorted to medicines which have
been highly extolled by good authorities. I pre-
scribed

R Cerii Oxalas
Bismuthi Trisnitras

Div. in Chart 3.

grs. xx. M.

Sig.-One powder to be taken every two hours.

I called again in about five hours and found
the patient sleeping soundly. I was called in
again next morning about io o'clock and found
her condition no better than on the previous
day, but persisted in the administration of the
same inedicine, although the benefit could scarcely
be seen. In two hours, changed the treatment and
prescribed a drop of the wine of Ipecacuanha in a
teaspoonful of water every hour.. 'Called again
aboq 3 P mfl., and was pleasingly surprised to find
that the change was something wonderful. The
retchings and vomiting had entirely ceased and
that evening she was able to partake of nourish-
ment and continued to improve. She afterwards
informed me that on the third day there was a
slight return of the nausea, but one dose of the
medicine was all th it was necessary. This woman
continued to the end of her term without any
return oi the sickness from which she had suffered
so much.

In the second case, there was mnch of a repeti-
tion of that just related, with the exception that
the symptoms were not quite so severe, and being
a primipara there was no history of such sickness
before. She had tried many domestic remedies
for relief, but the symptoms continued and were
oaly relieved by vinum Ipecac in the same doses
as in the former case. I have by me the notes of
two other cases coming under my notice where
this remedy produced the desired effect alnost im-
mediately.

My own experience has, perhaps, not been suf-
ficiently protracted to enable me to cite very many
cases in which I have proved the efficacy of this
treatment. But I have gleaned sufficient from my
knowledge of these cases, to come to the conclu-
sion that the wine of Ipecacuanha in very small
(loses has a surprising effect in the treatment of
the vomiting in pregnancy. I have not arrived at
this conclusion without the, greatest scepticism,

1 -, 2

but after repeated successes, I am lead to believe
much benefit may be derived from the use of the

drug mentioned when administered in the manner
before stated.

METHODS OF HARDENING MATERIAL
FOR MICROSCOPIC SECTIONS.

BY C. SHEARD, M. B. M. R. C. S., ENG.-TORONTO.

Lecturer on Microscopy in Trinity Medical School, Toronto.

It is the object of the present paper only to
point out briefly, a few hints which may be ser-
viceable in the manipulations and preservation of
morbid growths in connection vith their micro-
scopical examination, in order to determine cor-
rectly their histology. I may at the outset re-
mark, that it is impossible to make a proper mi-
croscopical examination of any tissue or organ
which bas not been submitted to a proper process
of hardening, and that this process usually requires
from eight to ten days, according to the nature of
the tissue and the character of the reagents used.
I deem this remark necessary, inasmuch as I fre-
quently have had very excellent medical practi-
tioners leave me growths or large tumours to ex-
amine microscopically, and call next day for the
results. I will consider the best means for hard-
ening the various growths according to their posi-
tions, or the tissues with which they are connected,
taking up firstly-

Mforbid cond//ions of Mue skin, including growths
from subcutaneous tissue which invade the rete
Malpighii, Epithelioma, &c., of skin. For these
growths I find the best fluid for general use is
methylated spirit. Dilute spirit in the proportion
of two parts spirit, to one part water being empioyed
for the first three days, and then the fluid changed
and ordinary methylated spirit substituted. When
I say the tumour is to be placed in spirit, I do not
mean that a large mass of epitheliomlatous cancer
is to be simply thrown into spirit and left there
for a week, but that the growth must be first cut
into pieces about one inch square and these placed
in the spirit-this is to allow the fluid to permeate
all parts of the tissue, and thus preserve them in
an equal degree of freshness ; this is an important
step, and one usually forgotten. I remember on
one occasion having had sent to me by Dr. Hugh-
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lings Jackson, an adult human brain, where death tubules and any pathological changes in connec-
had taken place during an attack of chorea-the tion with them. For vascular changes, and for
object being that the corpora striata and optic amyloid changes, I prefer Mller's fluid, the com-
thalami might be searched for embolism. The position of which is potassium chromate two parts,
brain was preserved entire in spirit, the result of sodium sulphate one part, water two parts.
the preservation being that the central parts were For showing pathological changes in connection
all rotten, and hence a very valuable specimen with the brain and spinal cord, I think the best
lost. If a small portion only of a tumour is kept hardening fluids are either a 2% solution of potas-
for examination, take a fair piece, not merely a sium bichromate or ammonium bichromate, the
thin slice from the surface or bottom, but a portion material in these requiring usually from a week to
about three-fourths of an inch in thickness, ex- ten days.
tending from the peripheral part of the growth to After taking any material from a hardening fluid,
t.he centre so that the histological condition of it is generally necessary to leave it for an hour or
the various parts of the growth may be studied, two in clean water, and w-hen chromic acid or
and also its method and area of invasion. In many chromates have been employed, it muay be peces-
cases such a portion is absolutely necessary in sary to leave it even six or eight hours in watcr
order to thoroughly make out the character of the until it is washed pretty free from the yellow colour
growth-for example-in an epithelial cancer, if which is imparted to it fromi the chromic acid, as»
the peripheral part only were submitted to micros- i the presence of the latter interferes with the action
copical examination this might be only a chroni- of most staining fluids. After the material has
cally inflamed area, and we might conclude that the been thus washed, some of the best pieces may Le
growth was an innocent one. seleted and placed in absolute alcohol for ten er

For very hard subcutaneous growths, such as fifteen minutes, and imbedded in blocks of imbed-
scirrhous tumours of the breast, and chronic inflarm- ding mixture. For imbedding, I use o-i equal
miatory masses, where we wish to study the rela- mixture of white wax and olive oil. Of imbedding
tions of the rete Malpighii to the growth, I prefer mixtures there are any number, and there are
a very dilute solution of chromic acid, say one- unfortunately too mainy microscopists who pridesixth or one-tenth per cent. in water, as this themiselves in having a special imbedding mess for
causes less shrinkage than the methylated spirit, almost every tissue and organ of the body ; such
and renders the sections less brittle, and also does microscopists have, as a rule, littie knowledge
n-t interfere with their staining, since a section apart from imbedding, and I hold the exceptions
which has shrunken under the action of spirit will are rare indeed viere one good imbedding nix-
not take staining fluid nearly so well as one in ture cannot )c rade suitable on all occasions, and
which the shrinkage is not so great. any one is good which is neither too brittle nor

For pathological changes in the alimentary too soft, and is easily cut with a sharp razor. The
canal, I prefer a mixture like the following :-One above mixture certainly has the advantage of be-
part chromic acid solution, one-sixth %, two parts ing a cheap one. These notes, I think, if attended
mnethylated spirit, and one part water. The mia- to, will be found to give satisfactory results in
terial should be left in this fluid for five or six preparing specimens from tissues which have un-
days, the fluid being changed occasionally in the idergone ordinary pathological chtanges, and I trust
mean time. they may be of service to any of your readers who

Forn athoneare now endeavouring to confirm their diagnosesFor pathological changes in the liver, I prefer by the use of the uicroscope.
a solution of chromic acid, one-sixth %, and the
material may remain in the solution for six or eight CHLOROFORM CouGîî MIXTURE.-This is pre-
days. pared as follovs

For pathological changes in the kidney, I use R Morphia acet...gr.iij
a 5% solution of mono-chromate of ammonium, i
and leave my material in solution for eight or ten p
days. I find this reagent most effectual where it Syr. seng.............. VSir. pbn ir eladonnæ........... w ijis desirous to study, especially the relations of the Dose, one teaspoonful three time.s per day.
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orrr il il(Tt ut.It is very greatly to be desired that the Medica
.Council should, either through its Educationa

ONTARIO COUNCIL MATRICULATION. Comnittee, or in some other manner, without on
To te Fitorof he CNAD LANET.day's unnecessary delay, declare what is the reaTo the Editor of the CANADA LANCET.meaning and design of the Regulation. If it is

SIR,-There can be, I think, little doubt that the as the Editor of the LANCET and most of thos
Medical Council intended to prescribe for Matricu- who have given the subject any attention suppose
lation, as your recent editorial in the LAN CET states, there will be no difflculty in candidates being pre
the Intermediate Examination with Latin as a pared in our High Schools, and the Council ma3
compulsory subject. Ordinary Intermediate can- be perfectly satisfied with the rigor of the examina
didates are all obliged to pass in the nine subjects tion. But if, on the other hand, the latter part o
composing Groups I., IL. and III. ; but they are the Regulation specifying in detail the subjects o
allowed to exercise an option as to what addi- examination conveys the true interpretation, i
tional subject or subjects they may take. They may will be necessary for candidates to qualify them
choose Group IV., comprising Natural Philosophy, selves for this severe test by home study or privatt
Chemistry and Book-keeping-or Latin, French or tuition.
German. It will be found, that under the present syster

As I understand the intention of the Medical of conducting the Intermediate Examination, i!
Council, it was designed to make the choice for would be impossible for a candidate to take three
the candidate, instead of allowing him to make out of four of the optional subjects, because the
that choice himself. But, as the Regulation at candidates taking these various subjects are fre-
present stands, it compels him not only to take quently under examination at the same time. This
the compulsory subjects of the Intermediate Ex- shows conclusively that the details of the Regu-
amination, but also two of the optional subjects, lation, in their present form, cannot possibly be
viz. : those of Group IV. and Latin, and in correct.
addition to this-one of the other two optional Yours respectfully,
subjects-French or German. It is out of the W. 1YTLER,
question to expect that the great majority of High Head laster, Gielp/ Hig School
Schools can, under such'circumstances, undertake Guelph, Jan. 18, 1881.
to prepare candidates for the examination pre-
scribed. The Intermediate classes in these schools
are so arranged that instruction in the optionas sub- GREAT MEETING 0F THE FACUciTY
jeçts is to a great extent simultaneous. Whioe one IN OSHAWA.
portion of the class, we wiul say, is engwged with a
Latin lesson, those who do not take Latin may T the Editor of the CANAtoLn.Iis

be occupied with Natural Philosophy, while still SI R,-On returning from my travels, I iearnt thatanother division may be under the charge of ano- a large meeting of the medical faculty of King's
ther master studying German or French. It wouid and Queen's Division was to be held in Oshawa
be too much to expect, that for the sake of one on the 5th of December, to take into considera-
or two pupils who, by such an extraordinary Regu-' tion the propriety of forming a Provincial Asso-
lation as that under consideration as it now stands, ciation-amending the existing tarif, and for other
are compclted to take three out of the four optional purposes.
subjects, the entire arrangements of any High Circulars were sent by Dr. Coburn the* Secretary,School should be compieteiy disturbed. In fact, by order of Dr. Ailison the President, to the
in most schools, it would be a simple impossibility members of the Division Association, requesting
to accompwish the work. The task of arranging a their attendance at the time and place indicated.
practicabie Time-table is, at best, a difficuit one;- You wiil mark my surprise when I say that thebut if puplis are to be prepared for such a test as meeting was but very thinly attended, ony the
the preserit Regulation prescribes, the most effi- President and Secretary putting in an appearance.
cient and experienced organicers would shrink from However, the two officiais were bent on busi-
attempting it.

f
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ness. The Secretary, after waiting fully two hours, oil to any patient of his, whose bowels are consti-
requested the President to take the chair, which pated, and if no evacuation takes place within a
accordingly was done. The President, an old shorter period than twenty-four or thirty-six hours,
medical practitioner of upwards of 50 years' stand- as happened in the case of Robert C., he will find
ing, in his usual stentorian voice, ordered the in the evacuations produced, a surprising number
Secretary to call the roll. " Yes, sir." " The of the so-called gall-stones whether there were any
President." " Here, sir." " I'm through, Mr. symptoms of liver disease or not. If, however,
President." The old official then, with much the bowels be not constipated and the evacuation
dignity, called the meeting to order, and proceeded occurs within an hour or two after the oil has been
to business-no response. taken, he will probably not find any of these bodies,

He then, with much feeling, which he scarcely or but very few of them, in the discharges, perhaps
could suppress, deivered the following oration : only a little bile or mucus, no matter how often

" GENTLEMEN,-In addressing you on this mo- the dose may be repeated, or in what quantity.mentous occasion, it is my imperative duty to What I contend for is, that these bodies are pro-
enter my caveat against the members of the Asso- \Vhat I te for is ta the boies are pro-
ciation who have so ungenerously absented them- duced by the secretions of the alimentary canal
selves from this important meeting ; their conduct upon the oit itself, and that time is as necessary
is highly reprehensible : and I hope that they may to bring about this change as it is in the ordinary
live long enough to repent of their indifference to process of digestion. I have, on several occasions,what was intended for their especial benefit. (Hear, ordered large doses of olive oit, as an aid in the
hear, from the Secretary.) I am proud to say that
I represent the most intelligent medical constitu- removal of scybalous matter that had accumulated
ency in the Province, and it grieves me much to and become impacted in the intestines in which
think that anything should come in the way to these bodies were seen in the discharges more or
prevent any one from attending on such an impor- less abundant. I must confess that I was vervtant occasion." (Hear, hear, from a voice that had d . e t .
just arrived in time to witness the termination of m
the proceedings.) appearance, and do not wonder that a superficial

The Secretary at this stage looked rather grim, examination of them would lead Dr. McLean, of
intinating that the chair could not be vacated Michigan, into the same error as Dr. Kennedy in
until he read a huge bundie of letters of apology mistaking them for gall-stones. That these bodiesfrom many absent members. Some had important are only fatty concretions and fot gail-stones is
cases to attend to-others had to ask permission are ol onion an ot glstonesis
of their wives before being allowed to go-another the acknowledged opinion of our best medical
had inarried a wife and could not go. The Presi- authorities who have made any note of them, and
dent at once ordered the Secretary to put on the I am not aware that this opinion has been called
brakes, wind up the affairs of the Society, and in question, except by the gentlemen above men-adjourn sine die. It is deeply to be regretted that tioned. If Dr. Kennedy conceives them to be
while we see every Division Association in the
Province holding their regular meetings, so much gall-stones, and publishes this opinion in one of
apathy is shown by Kings and Queens that they the leading medical periodicals in the world, he
will not spare a day or two in the year to promote should have been prepared to substantiate it with
the general interests of a noble profession which specific proof. This lie has failed to do, but askshas donc so much for the alleviation of human
suffering and distress. me to prove that they are not gall-stones,-or, in

Yours, &c.,
REPORTER,.

OLIVE OIL FOR THE REMOVAL OF
GALL-STON ES.

To the Editor of the CANADA LANCET.

SIR,-Will you allow me space for a reply to
Dr. Kennedy's letter, under the above heading,
in the CANADA LANCET for this month ?

If Dr. Kennedy will order a large dose of olive

other words, to prove a negative. This, I conceive,
is an unfair and illogical mode of reasoning, and
opens up another and different subject of discus-
sion. I would beg, however, to call his attention
to the following negative evidence:

With very rare exceptions, ail gall-stones con-
tain a nucleus or nuclei, which these bodies do
not possess, but are homogeneous like wax. They
are of variable color, from black, brown, yellow and
white, usually alike in the same galt-bladder,* but

* Hein found 28 exceptions in 632 cases (4.43 per cent.)
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differing in physical characters and chemical con
position in different individuals and different case
while these fatty concretions are always white
opaque, presenting the same appearance in ever
case. The number of gall-stones found in th
gall-bladder averages from five to ten ; when the
are coutnted by hundreds and thousands, it is th
rare exception and not the rule. They are alway
difficult to find in the evacuations, requiring th
assistance of an expert, while these fatty concre
tions as a rule are found in surprising numbers
and may be gathered by the handful by the patien
himself. Unlike true gall-stones, they possess
neither a nucleus, middl2 zone or external crus
or shell, are not larnellated or striated, contain no
cholestuine, biliary coloring inatter, salts or other
coastituents of gall-stones. Dr. Fenwick found
" stearic acid, but no bile pigment, nor cholester-
ine." Of the concretions destitute of cholesterine
we have, according to Von Schueppel, only two
varieties, viz.: 1st, pure, simple pigment stones,
small, often gravelly, not very frequent, the larger
ones mulberry-shaped, blackish green, homoge-
neous and shining like tar. 2nd, simple lime-
stones (carbonate of lime), very rare, always single,
heavy sp. gr., very hard, and of a whitish gray color.

These are the only varieties of gall-stones found
in the human gall-bladder that contain no cho-
lesterine, and yet we are told that these fatty
concretions contain "no pigment matter nor
cholesterine." I thouglit, Mr. Editor, that my
former communication was sumciently conclusive
to satisfy Dr. Kennedy, and I was not a little
surprised that he should again return to the dis-
cussion.

Yours truly,

A. RUTTAN, M.D.
Napanee, Jan. roth, 1881.

TORONTO MEDICAL SOCIETY.

The Vice-President, Dr. George Wright, took
the chair at 8.30, Nov. 4th, i88o. The minutes
of the previous meeting were read and adopted.
Dr. Macdonald reported a case of coal gas poison-
ing with recovery. In the discussion upon this
case, Dr. Oldright remarked the. infrequency of
the administration of oxygen gas in these and

- similar cases, attributing the fact to the difficulty
s, in obtaining the oxygen at the required moment.
, He said that Mr. Heys, of 44 Duke street, intended
y having an apparatus ready charged at his house
e and at his laboratory on King street west, capable
y of generating oxygen within a few minutes. Dr.
e E. St.G. Baldwin mentioned a case of gas poison-

s ing-where the man was exposed for a very few
moments, resulting in death-the autopsy showed
signs of suffocation and a redness of the trachea.

Dr. Riddel had examined the bodies of two
t persons recently drowned-the cutis anserina was

not present.
Dr. Graham reported a case of hemiplegia after

apoplexy. A week ago a pemphigoid eruption
appeared on the left forearm and hand-the adja-
cent skin being congested. He considered the
eruption to be due to an alteration in the trophic
nerve centres. In a second case of hemiplegia in
a person, aged 6o, a bed-sore appeared on one of
the nates ten days after the apoplectic attack-
a slough formed conical in shape, with the base
directed inwards, the apex being at the surface.
Dr. Workman believed the existence of the hypo-
thetical trophic nerve centres was essential to ex-
plain Brown Séquard's experiments on dogs.

Dr. Workman then related the particulars of a
case where a man of temperate habits displayed
a long train of nervous symptoms, vertigo, amnesia,
irritability and paresis of the left side-occurring
thirteen years after an injury to th'e right side of
the head.

Dr. Oldright brought before the notice of the
Society the different strengths of the various solu-
tions of opium, which went by the name of
Battley's Solution or Liq. Opii Sedativus. The
strength varied from i in 4 to 1 in 13, according
as Lyman, Lee or another druggist manufactured
it. He considered it desirable that a uniform
strength should be adopted. On one occasion a
patient of his received a much larger dose of
opium than was desired. Dr. Workman asked the
opinion of the Society upon the effects of opium
in the very old and in the very young. Dr. Old-
right thought its effects variable and required
watching in both extremes of life.

Dr. Cameron overcame the difficulty of the
variable strength of Battley-by never ordering it.
Should it be prescribed the Pharmacopeal Liq.
Opii Sed. was indicated, unless expressly ordered
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IN ORDERING SPECIFY " WYETfIfS."

HYPOPHOSPHITES
0F

LIME AND SODA
WITH

COD LIVER OIL.
Thspreparation represents in a convenient form one of the most efficient and popularies in cases o a Pulmonary Character, witb tendency to Hemorrhage, Lois of appetil,Cough and especially when attended with Emaciation.

The Hypophophites with Cod Livl O, inay bc given also withgreatadvantae in An.mis, Cheorosis, to Nurcing Mothers, and in all cases of Nervous Exhustion and dGen.rlD.biit,.
Since the first introduction of the "H ypophosphites of Soda, Lime and Iron," separatelyor costbned, in the treatment of the large classso wasting diseases, (of which consumption isthe most prominent asnd familiar type). The confidence of the medical profession in thesearticles has steadily increased.

Phosphorus itself, which theoretically is strongly indicated in these cases, as a stimulantto the ner-vous system, and thus îudirectly as a promoter of nutrition, cannot be so disguised orsheathed ith demulcents as to be tolerated by the stomachs of many patients who wouldotherwise be greatly benefitted by its use. It must be cbemically combined, and introducedinto the organism in such a form as to favor its absorption and assimilation. Precisely this 
done when Hypophosphorus acid, with one or more of the alkaline bases above mentioned, isproperly prepared. Te stomach receives it without irritation; it is taken up along witb otherfood and cafried into the economy, to be there resolved, and to supplv the waste which oftenconstitutes the first link in a chain of morbid actions.

It is lu cases ofpulmonary disease, with emaciation, cough, debility, hemorrhage and thewhole train of too-well knoivn sy.mptoms, that the benefits of this'article are niost mnanifest. Inimany other wasting disorders, both in children and adults, the same indications are presented.
'dl The advantages derived from Cod Liver Oit in the saine class of affections need hardly bedwelt upon. We use a strictlycorrect expression when we saytbat the tissues are hburning up"thev are really being consumed to maintain the temperature-.offen much above the normalstandard-. of the body. Cod Liv... Oit takes their place aâ a fuel. By its introduction into theeconomy, and its consumption there, the living elements of the organisni are enabled to retaintheir structure, and restored to their proper nutrition and functions. r

By conbining the Hypophosphites with Cod Liver Oit the latter in a finely divided state,by our peculiar process of emulsifying, and so disguised as to be inoffensive to even a delicatestomach, we are enabled to afford at the saine time a stimulant to tbe nervous system, and apromoter of nutrition, as well as a fuel which takes the place of the wastisg tissues.

It would be easy to dwell at much greater length upon the clains of this valuable combina-tion on the faver of the medical profession and the public ; but we feel assured that tise foregoingbrief statement, founded upon physiological and cheumical facts and borne odt b the constant-ly increasing testimony of experience, vill cominend itself to those who gise i their unbiasedconsideration.

We vould only say further, that this preparation, like every other bearing our name, is com-posed of the ver>' best materials, and made up witb the utinost care. Wae are, tberefore confi-dent that it will fully maintain our assertions ii regard to it.

ADULT DOSE-One half to a tablespoonful three times a d. An hour before or aftermeals is the best time to take it.

Children may take one to two teaspoonsfull as often. For Infants decrease in proportion toage.

Ea tablespoonful contains six grains of chemically pure Hypophosphite Salta, manufactu-red expressly for tbis preparation, w.ith scrupulous care and cembined at once to avoid anychemical change.

SHAKE THE BOTTLE WELL BEFORE USING.

JOHN WYETH & BROTHER,
CHEMISTS,

PHILADELPHIA.



JN ORDERING SPEHP/fY ">WET'S."

ELIXIR WAHOO..
(EUONYMUS ATROPURPUREUS.)

An Invaluable Gastrie Tonie, Mild Cholagogue, pleasant

Laxative or Cathartic.

In the above preparation we present to the medical profession an
article which will supply a want long felt, viz.: that of a mild, safe, agree-
able and certain cathartic. It has been in a different and inferior form,
known for many vears as a remedv nuch used by eclectic physicians.
The recent exhaustive experirnents under the auspices of the British
Medical Association. by Rutherford, has brought this article prominently
before the regular profession, as a remedy of great value, standing in
almnost the first position arnong the cholagogues examined. Dr. W. M.
Collins, of London. writes of it in the Laiic't. as " particularly service-
able in cases of hepatic dyspepsia, or what are comnionly called attacks
of 'biliousness' with furred tongue, pale stools, lassitude and general
ma/aise." Dr. T. R. Black. of Ohio. to whom we are much indebted
for his contribution on the therapeutical use of Wahoo. in sumnimmg up
says, "l In Euonymus we have an invaluable gastric tonic, mild chola-
gogue, pleasant laxative or cathartic, according to dose. Bartholow is
our only author who. until recently, properly designated its properties
and uses ; he confirns the opinions of the above, and pronounces it a
cholagogue of specific power. We manufacture largely the Fluid Ex-
tract, from which we prepare the Elixir, and recomrnend it in preference,
as we are able to mask its bitterness so thoroughly that the physician
can prescribe extemporaneoudly, with confidence that the taste will
not prove objectionable to the most fastidious, or to children. The
Elixir of Wahoo, as prepared by us, will be found an admirable gastric
tonic, as well as a mild cholagogue cathartic, acting, usually, within a
few hours of its administration. It bas also some dituretic and anti-

periodic properties. It does not cause griping, and nay be given
repeatedly for somie tin without increase of dose. We solicit a trial
of this valuable article, in the confidenc that its great therapeutical
virtules will be readily recognized by those who prescribe it.

JOHN WYETH & BRO.

Manufacturing Chemisis
PI>IILADE'LPHIA.



LN OlìDEJ|ING SPECIFY - WYETH'S."

PEPTONIC PILLS.
PEPSIN, PANCREATIN, WITH LACTO-PHOSPHATE OF

LIME AND LAcTIc AciD.

(COPYRIGHT SECUREU).

This pill will give immediate relief in many forms
of Dyspepsia and Indigestion, and will prove of per-
manent benefit in all cases of enfeebled digestion pro-
duced from want of proper secretion of the GastricJuice. By supplementing the action of the stomuach,
and rendering the food capable of assimilation, they
enable the organ to recover its healthy tone, and thus
permanent relief is afforded. One great advantage of
the mode of preparation of these pills is the absence
of sugar, which is present in all the ordinary Pepsin
and Pancreatin compounds-in this form the dose ismuch smaller, more pleasant to take, and is less apt
to offend the already weak and irritable stomach.-
The resuits of their use have been so abundantly sat-isfactory, that we are confident that further trial will
secure for them the cordial approval of the Medical
Profession, and the favor of the general public.

Each pill contains one grain of pure PEPSIN, and
one of pure PANCREATIN, which is equivalent to 10
grains of the ordinary or saccharated usually prescribed
and dispensed. Physicians will appreciate the great
advantage of this mode of administration, the in-
creased benefit to the Dyspeptic being due to a full
and effective dose of each, freed from the unnecessary
bulk, and really hurtful addition of sugar. A single
pill will give immediate relief.

DIRECTIONS.-Take one pill immediately after eat-ing or when suffering from Indigestion, Lump in the
Throat, or Flatulence. For children, reduce the pill
to powder, and give a fourth or half, according to
age.

JOHN WYETI & BRO.,
CHE MIS TS,

PHILADELPHIA.
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ELJXIR 0F FREE PHOSPHORUSI

Although Phosphorus has long been recognized as of great thera-

peutical value, there has been up to the present time a drawback to
its extensive employment in the difficulty of finding a safe, accurate,
and agreeable form in which to administer it. Notwithstanding the
persistent efforts of pharmacists and practitioners, with various solutions
of this dnig in oils, chloroform, alcohol, etc., all the preparations tried
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otherwise. In the aged he had found the presence
of senile kidney, which lie could not distinguish
from certain forrns of chronic Bright's disease,
caused the administration of opium to be extremely
hazardous. In baby farms he carefully avoided
prescribing opium in any form, yet many of the
infants perished with symptoms of poisoning by
opium. Drs. Daniel Clarke, Macdonald, Robin-
son, and others, reported cases in which minute
doses of opium had produced alarming symptoms
in both extremes of life.

The discussion upon the paper read by Dr.
Graham at the last meeting upon " Disseminated
Sclerosis," was opened. Dr. Cameron said that he
agreed with Charcot's description of the disease,
and its close alliance with paralysis agitans, yet
cases had been reported in which differences had
been found at the post mortem which could not
be set lightly aside. lammond's description
of simple cerebral sclerosis corresponds with the
description given by other authors of Paralysis
Agitans. There were four varieties of cerebro-
spinal sclerosis which might be ascending or de-
scending-the former being the more common.
In a young person the occurrence of feebleness in
a lower limb not associated with anæesthesia or
atrophy should direct attention to sclerosis. In
the age at which it occurs Charcot does not entirely
agree with Hammond's, McLane Hamilton's, or
Jaccoud's cases. The cases related by Dr. Graham
w'ere at variance with Charcot, and Dr. Cameron's
-cases had been beyond forty. In the ascending
form of the disease the symptoms of the first stage
are± shown in the reverse order to that in which
they appear in the descending form. The articu-
la,ïon is slow and scanning, and there is a peculiar
dlhcu]ty in pronouncing the letters p. b. and g.
Ankle clonus occurs in this disease and resembles
spinal epilepsy. Contractures occur generally in
ex ension and adduction. In some cases the third
stage is delayed for eight or ten years. The
trenor, which in sclerosis affects the head (while
this is fixed in paralysis agitans), Hammond, Orden.
stein, and Erb think is due to the situation of the
patches of sclerosis in the pons varolii, medulla
ob!ongata and other portions of the brain. Other
au horitls have reported cases of the cerebro-spinal
form of the disease without tremor, and in which
the patches of sclerosis were absent from these
)ortions of the brain. The morbid anatomy dis-

closes a quantity of connective tissue material
thrown out amongst the nerve fibres, with subse-
quent contraction. Moxon considers this to be
the local manifestation of some systemic infection
and sclerosis to be an eruptive disease. In the
treatment Hammond uses barium chloride and the
nitrate of silver. Dr. Cameron suggests the use of
the tribasic phosphate of silver. Hydro-therapeutic
measures had also been used and cod liver oil.
The etiology is confined to damp, cold and moral
excitement, and it has been noted as following
some of the eruptive fevers, or some debilitating
cause of that sort, which is doubtless its true,
though oft-forgotten causation.-Dr. Workman had
seen a case in which the contractures were well
marked and were in flexion; they were not per-
manent. He had lately had the fortune to meet
with a case in which the symptoms were amelio-
rated by the institution of a strict antisyphilitic
treatment.-Dr. Daniel Clarke wished to ask Dr.
Graham what was the specific gravity of the
sclerosed brain, and if there was any difference
between the specific gravity of sclerosed and of
the normal brain. He thought the multiplicity of
names assigned to diseases and their constant
division and subdivision tended to create confusion.
He thought that many of these distinctions could
be brought down to one or two principal diseases,
thereby greatly simplifying matters. He considered
sclerosis and paresis as one and the same disease,
with different localizations, paresis affecting the
cortex and sclerosis the white matter.-Dr. Graham
said that in his paper he had purposely been as
short and concise as possible, hoping thereby to
induce discussion, and in this, he was glad to say,
he had succeeded. He did not coincide with
Moxon's theory of the eruptive nature of sclerosis,
and his comparison with atheroma he thought was
not a happy one, as atheroma was the local mani-
festation of a subacute inflammatory action and
not at all an eruptive disease. In reply to Dr.
Clarke's query, he thought the specific gravity of
the brain was greater in sclerosis than in health,
owing to the increased density given to it by the
quantity of fibroid material present.

November r8th.-The meeting was called to
order by the President. The minutes of the last
meeting were read and adopted.

Dr. George Wright related two cases of syphilis-
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une in wnicn the primary sore appeared in the lip
the source of infection was traced to a pipe, which
had been smoked by a person with mucous patches
of the mouth. The second case was one of
syphilitic psoriasis in which the only source of
infection appeared to arise from sleeping in the
same bed and using the same towels as a friend
with syphilis.

Dr. Graham had met with four cases of a similar
character-the first in a male-a labial chancre
from the use of a syphilized pipe; the second in
a girl also labial frorn inoculation ; the third in a
girl fiom a similar cause, and a fourth with a
superciliary chancre and no clear history of infec-
tion.

Dr. Reeve mentioned a case of conjunctival
chancre in an infant a few months old.

Dr. McPhedran related an interesting case of
luxation of the lower end of the tibula forwards,
caused by a fall and twist of the foot-there was
inversion of the foot and a marked separation of
the outer malleolus from the edge of the tendo
achilles. Reduction was effected by eversion and
extension, the bone slipping into place with a
distinct snap. He had been able to meet with only
one case on record. The luxation was caused
by a wheel passing over the ankle and the disloca-
tion was backwards. Reduction was not at-
tempted.

Dr. Oldright, referring to the question of Bat-
tley's solution which had come before the last
meeting of the Society, wished to know if the
B. P. Liquid Ext. of Opium could be used hypo-
dermically.

Dr. Reeve then proceeded to read his paper
upon some diseases of the naso-pharynx tympanum
and mastoid. Recapitulating some points touched
upon in his last paper, such as the anotomy and
physiology of the naso-pharynx and the etiology of
the diseases which generally affect that cavity, he
dwelt for some time upon the complications and
sequelæc, which often required special treatment in
addition to that of naso-pharyngitis proper. He
condemned the too general use of the syphon
nasal douche-gargles were frequently useless as
ordinarily employed, but could be rendered some-
what efficient by using them in the recumbent
position, holding the nose and making pseudo
attempts at swallowing. So-called chronic laryn-
gitis was often due to*post-nasal catarrh and years' duration. It resembled acne vulgaris.

hypertrophy, or edema of the mucous covering ( f
the turbinated bones, and was relieved or cured
by attending to those parts. He had known cases
of asthma relieved by treating naso-pharyngitis.
In the treatment of enlarged tonsils, the guillotine
should be less resorted to and the catarrh generally
accompanying that condition more often treated.
Following the course of the Eustachian.tube and
touching upon some of its diseases, he proceeded
to discuss otitis simple and purulent, aural catarrh
acute and chronic, describing their symptoms and
pathology. In the treatment he recommended
early local depletion and gentle syringing or
douching with warm water, and soothing and
anodyne instiWitions, unctuous applications and
the many so-called ear-drops being discarded. If
pus has formed the instillation of a solution of
boracic acid was useful. Electricity had been
freely tried without success in cases of deafness,
by Dr. Reeve. The inspissation of mucus within
the tympanum and consequent deafness, was often
prevented by periodical inflation, by means of the
air bag. In the prognosis of aural catarrh heredity
was of great weight. In chronic purulent otitis
instillations of boracic acid solution and insufflati9n
of the powdered acid had in his hands produced
exceedingly good results. When the mastoid
became implicated. which was evidenced by per-
sistence of the pain, or by its frequent recurrence
after the appearance of the discharge, and by stiff-
ness of the neck-free local depletion and counter-
initants were indicated, and an early incision down
to the bone, and perhaps boring or trephining into
the cells was necessary. In spite of the most ap-
proved and careful treatment, the disease at times
proceeded to the formation of cerebral abscess and
subsequent death.

The discussion was adjourned until the next
meeting.

After some general business the Society then
adjourned.

Decelmber 2m.-The Society met at 8 p.m.,
Dr. Covernton in the chair. After the usual read-
ing of the minutes, Drs. T. S. Covernton, R.
Lesslie and J. Lesslie were proposed members of
the Society.

Dr. Davidson exhibited a patient with a disease
of the skin, pustular in character, and confined
exclusively to the back, and said to be of two
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Dr. Graham stated that a case of elephantiasis
Arabum under his care was improving, under the
administration of chaulmoogra oil internally and
externally.

The discussion upon Dr. Reeve's paper of the
last meeting was then opened-Drs. Ryerson,
Palmer, Cameron and others taking part in it.
Dr. Reeve closed the debate by replying concisely
to the criticisms made and the questions asked.

Dr. Graham then presented some pathological
specimens from a case of leucocythemia which
had been under his care for four weeks. The
disease ran a typical course-the lymphatics gene-
rally were enlarged. He complained of pains over
the bones, and in the joints there had been some
ædema of the legs. The spleen was not much
enlarged and weighed 5 Y oz. The white cor-
puscles were greatly increased, actually and rela-
tively, being at times 3 to 5. Dr. Graham proposed,
at some future time, reading a detailed history of
the case to the Society.

Dr. Machell presented a patient with a fracture
of the lower angle of the scapula, caused by a fall-
the lower fragment had been turned inwards and
upwards, and had to be pulled out by the fin-
gers, and the arm and shoulder-blade were firmly
rtrapped to the body.

Dr. George Wright related a case of chancroid
in a boy of 13, said to have been caught from a
girl of i i or 12. He also related a case of cardiac
syncope, in which the most alarming condition
was brought on by slight exertion. There was no
organic valvular disease and no periodical effu-
sion. The patient was improving under ammonia
and digitalis.

Dr. Workman read the translation of a case of
narcolepsy, and offered some remarks upon the
-case. Any emotional or psychical excitement
caused the man to fall asleep, from which he could
be aroused only by shaking or pinching. When
the will was required to act, the sleep fits came on.

Dr. Cameron considered the case to be one of
epilepsy.

The Society then unanimously adopted the fol-
lowing resolution :-" That in the opinion of this
Society the formation of an Ontario Medical
Association is highly desirable, and that this So- i
ciety will render what aid it can in such formation."

HURON MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

The regular annual meeting of the Huron Me.
dical Association, was held in Clinton on Tuesday,
January iith, Dr. Sloan, Vice-President, in the

chair. The following memberswere present:-Drs.
Sloan, Hyndman, Worthington, Holmes, Williams,
Campbell, Young, Hurlburt and Stewart.

The following were elected officers for the en-
suing year :-Dr. Sloan, of Blyth, President; Dr.
Holmes, of Brussels, Vice-President ; Dr. Stewart,
of Brucefield, was re-elected Secretary.

Dr. Worthington exhibited a man, aged 20,

who, eight years ago received a depressed fracture
of the skull. The fracture involved the lower and
anterior part of the right parietal bone. Tliere
was loss of consciousness, and complete paralysis
of the left arm and leg. The patient regained
consciousness in about seven days, but the par-
a!ysis in the left extremeties has persisted. Half
an ounce of brain matter was lost. At present
there is to be detected loss of bone in a region
2 in. x 2 in., extending in an antero-posterior di-
rection from the posterior border of the coronal
suture to an imaginary line drawn from the squa-
mous suture vertically upwards through the parietal
eminence, and in a vertical direction from the
upper fourth of the squamoso-temporal area to a
space midway between the coronal suture ard the
most prominent part of the parietal eminence.
This region is the seat of pulsation, synchronous
with the heart's action. The left arm is perfectly
powerless, cold and atrophied. The left leg is
smaller and shorter than its fellow of the opposite
side, and there is considerable loss of motion in
it. The tendon reflex is exaggerated. Both the
left extremities have a considerable degree of
"late rigidity." The patient is not nearly so intel-
ligent as he was previous to the accident. His

memory is considerably aflected, but there is no
loss of speech. There is a slig'it divergent squint
of the right eye, but with this exception the func-
tions of all the cranial nerves are normally per-
formed.

Dr. Sloan, of Blyth, showed a boy aged 17,
who received, seven years ago, a kick from a horse
which caused a depressed fracture of the posterior
part of the right parietal bone. This was followed
by drowsiness and dilatation of the left pupil. At
no time was there loss of consciousness. The de-
pressed bone was removed. Two tablespoonfuls
of brain matter came away. He made a good
recovery. The following is his present state :-
There is complete loss of bone in a region which
is normally occupied by the posterior and inferior
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pait o the rignt parietal bone. This region is the
seat of pulsation. He is as intelligent as he was
previous to the accident. Functions of all the cra-
nial nerves normal. There is no paralysis of mo-
tion or sensation. The dilatation of the pupil
which was present at first, disappeared in a week,
and at the present time there is no difference to
be detected in the size of the pupils.

[These two cases are, exclusive of their great
surgical interest, of great importance, from the fact
of their being a valuable contribution to the liter-
ature of cerebral localization. Two boys about
the same age, receive injuries by which they both
lose about two square inches of skull on the right
side, and nearly in the same situation. They both
also lose about the same quantity of brain matter.
The result in one case is complete paralysis of the
left arm, incomplete paralysis of the left leg and
greatly diminished intelligence. The result in the
other case is complete retention of intelligence,
sensation and motion.

lu the first case, (Dr. Worthington's), the loss
of brain substance has taken place from the region
corresponding to the lower antero-parietal area
and the lower part of the upper antero-parietal
area. The convolutions that correspond to these
areas are the ascending frontal and parietal, and
the posterior part of the three frontals, and as the
forner are the seat of motion for the opposite ex-
tremities, and the latter the seat of intelligence, the
explanation of the effects of the injury are evident.

In the second case, (Dr. Sloan's), the loss of
bran has occurred principally in the lower pos-
tero-1)irietal area, only a small portion of the part
corresponding to the posterior part of the lower
antero-parietal area being involved. These re-
gions correspond to the superior temporo-sphenoi-
dal convolution and the gyrus supra marginalis,
irritation or destruction of which produces dilata-
tion of the pupil of the opposite eye, and a devia-
tion of the head and eyes to the opposite side.
It is not recorded whether the last symptom was
present in this case or not.-Note by Secretary.]

Dr. Campbell showed a woman, aged 58, af-
fectcd with paralysis agitans of the right extremities.
Last August she felt her right hand becoming weak,
and two months afterwards the thumb and fore-
finger of the same hand commenced to tremble.
The tremor then gradually extended to the whole
of the right side, and shCcan only prevent it by

grasping firmly some object. At first the tremor
ceased during sleep, but it is continuous now ex-
cept when she puts the muscles into active use.
On two occasions lately she has had attacks ap-
parently of an apoplectiform character. During
one of these seizures there was loss of speech and
difficulty in swallowing.

Both sensation and motion are impaired in the
right extremities, the former markedly so, the
latter but slightly. She walks with a shuffling
gait, and is inclined to run forwards.

Drs. Stewart and Hurlburt showed a case of
exophthalmic goitre in a woman aged 32. The
first symptons made their appearance very sud-
denly nine months ago. At present there is mark-
ed enlargement of the thyroid, protrusion of the
eyeballs, and palpitation of the heart. She has
been taking a drachm and a half of extract of ergot
daily for three weeks, but as yet with no result.

Dr. Worthington showed a boy, aged 14, who
is wearing a " Wyeth's extension jacket" for dis-
ease of the 4th and 5th dorsal vertebræ, and Dr.
Hyndman showed a case of necrosis of the lower
jaw.

ANTISEPTICS IN MIDWIFERY.

Dr. Angus Macdonald, of Edinburgh, has re-
cently given his opinion about puerperal fever.
Most of us can remember the time when the very
thought of puerperal fever filled the medical man's
mind vith horror and dread. He knew of instan-
ces wvhere a doctor had carried with him, in his
function as an obstetrician, death to parturient
patient after parturient patient, until the grim fact
that he was the cause of death was forced upon his
consciousness. Then he left his practice for some
time, at a minous expense, partly from actual ex-
penditure, partly from making nothing during the
time, to return to realhze the truth that a number
of his best patients were dead, and that dismay and
distrust reigned in the minds of those who remain-
ed. I, at least, can remember well what my father
used to think on this subject. A contemporary ofhis had been the death of some dozen women con-
secutively, and had to leave his shattered practice
for months before he regarded it safe to return.
And it would rather surprise us now to hear how
ilowly the conviction dawned on these men of the
past that the doctor was really the infecting agent;
also, how dull must have been the apprehension of
the moral culpability of remaining at work as ob-
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stetricians when death succeeded death. One of authorities is necessary or effective ; indeed, hethe grandest outcomes of antiseptics is the practi- says it is not acted upon by these very prcachers ofcal abolition of puerperal fever in an endemic form. the doctrine,-a rather strong statement.Dr. Macdonald speaks of these antiquated plans of He goes on to say, " For aimless and hap-hazarddealing with the spread of puerperal fever, and suspension from professional duty I would substi-points out that now they are superseded. He tute the most thorough cleanliness and disinfec-points to the fact that it is in all cases " a true tion, believing that in the latter means the realseptic intoxication, a fever or resorption, and differs safety of the patient lies. I have published myessentially in no wise fron surgical fever." Abra- experience in this matter in the hope that I maysions and lesions of continuity of the lining encourage others to trust to and practice disinfect.mucous membrane of the fœtal tract favor absorp- ant appliances in similar emergencies." Thistion. Micrococci are the infecting agents, it would principal of thorough, rapid, and complete disin-appear. A solution of one per cent. of carbolic fection ought also to be practised by nurses andacid is sufficient to destroy these minute organisms. midwives. If practised, he thinks it would not beThe doctor mult be careful to see that his clothes so often necessary to change the nurses attendingmay not carry infection from one patient to upon pot-parturient patients. Midwives oughtanother ; no ablution of the hands, however per- to be educated to use these disinfectant measuresfect, can present that source of mischief from being as " time is only a very uncertain elenent in disoperative. 'he bare arm must alone be used in infection. "He concludes with a strong expres-connection with a post-parturient patient. As an sion of opinion that if these disinfectant measuresevidence of the immunity attainable by proper pre- were universally adopted the occurrence of puer-cautions, he said that in the spring of 1879 he met peral septicæmia, in both private and naternitywith a case of puerperal fever in a patient of good practice, would be largely diminished. - Drsocial position, where for ten days he personally, Fothersi/1, in Medicalimes.
twice daily, dressed a vulval ulcer and gave th e
vaginal douches. During this time he performed
craniotomy, put on the forceps high up, practised TREATMENT OF FIBROID TUMORS 0F
turning, and extracted an aborted foetus, without T OFF B
the slightest bad consequences of any kind. Had THE WOMB.
the remotest bad symptom showed itself he would Prof. Goodell, in a paper read before the Medicalhave desisted from his obstetric labors at once, and Society in the State of Pennsylva i, says, MThere
without delay. As to his procedures, when called is no question of the occasional bssefit derived
upon to examine or lift a patient suffering from from the persistent use of ergot, which, by con-
puerperal septicæmia he always takes off his coat strining the utenine walls, f ofgt whicd bypc
and rolls up his shirt-sleeves ; hie then washes his stbggteueiewls cuts of the blood supplyand s n tupenin s shirt tse eshe wthen a c i of the fibroid. But, while I have repeatedly seenhands in turpentine or rubs theni with carbolic oul. the tumorgo uhsal nd i se1heAfter his work is accomplished, then he washes athe tumor grow nmuch smaller under its use, I havec

Alerhis andsin tpin and , soap and wausin also seen the remedy do more harm than good.bis hands in turpentine and soal) and waten, using Ergot is best adniinistered hypodermically, anda nail-brush freely. Then he washes his hands in preferably in the subumbilical region of the abdo-
a five-per-cent. solution of carbolic acid, and finally men, where it gives least pain, and where its skin-
puts them under a ta) of ruuning water. " Con- stains are best concealed. iBonjean's purified x-
sderable importance," le says, iappears to me to tract of ergot, in the proportion of fifty grainsbe attached to the latter proceeding, as the running i dissolved in three hundred minims of distilledstream makes it certain that everything is carried water, is for this purpose a very trustworthy pre-aay as wel as washed off the hands. If a basin paration. One or two hypodermic syringefuls isbte employed the hands are brought from te to the dose, which should for several weeks, or eventire into contact with any septic Hatter that might mcnths, be deeply injected once every day." Inremain undestroyed in the basin." He is carefui, one case where the patient dreaded any surgicalhowever, while advocating the perfect protection interference, and even objected to hypodermicafforded b. resoit to antiseptic precautions, to injections, Dr. Goddell decided to try, by theinsist, INothing could be further from my inten- mouth, a combination of ergot and ammoniu
tion in this contribution than to inculcate careless- chloride She dail k rotwn a omum
ness or do anything which could bring danger to drops of the former, and ten grains of the latter.
patients or disgrace to obstetricians. But, on the Aften eleven a eonths of this teatment she came tO
other hand, I am anxious that everything should see him in last Marc, and hie as astonished at
be done for unfortunate patients suffering fron her improved appearance. lier hemorrhages had
puerperal septicemia which is consistent with fair- wholly ceased, and reduced in size was the
ness to the unaffected and to the obstetrician in fibroid that, to discover it, careful examination was
charge." He does ot believe that the abstinence needed. Yet, on the other hand, ergot, howeverfrom practice advccated by certain obstetrical administered, will occasionally not only do no
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good, but will greatly increase the hemorrhages, flush with the wall of the womb. But the portionespecially when the tumor lies under the mucous left behind was in a few days so pushed out, orcoat of the womb and projects into its cavity. enucleated, by the urine contractions as to enableTjien, again, there are peculiar idiosyncrasies him to remove it by -a second operation. Sub-which cannot bear ergot in any form or in any peritoneal fibroids are not amenable to any radicaldose, Such persons] are either greatly nauseated treatment per vaginam. If pedunculated, theyby its use, or they complain of intolerable head- can be treated like ovarian tumors, by laparotomy.ache, and the remedy must be withheld. Further, Sometimes they are removable by enucleationthe use of ergot is not wholly without danger. through an abdominal incision. In one case Dr.Through the squeezing which the tumor gets from Goodell obtained perfect success by removing thethe ergotic contraction of the uterine walls necro- 1 ovaries and thus artificially bringing on the changesis may take place, and this, while curative, is of life.--Medical Times, Dec. ï8th, 'o.liable to cause blood-poisoning through absorption
of putrilage. Twice has Dr. Goodell met with a NERVE STREVCHING WITHOUT ANY CUTTINGmetro-peritonitis set up by the violent contractions OPERATION.-In a late number of the Britishof a womb made vulnerable by the presence of a Medical Yournal, Dr. Bramwell, of Perth, givesgrowth in its wall. In one of these cases, that of a some cases of cure, and others of relief, by cuttingmultiple fibroid, the issue was fatal. Despite these down on, and exposing the sciatic nerve, anddrawbacks, however, especially when combined stretching it in its sheath, and so breaking downwith ammonium chloride, it is so efficient an agent adhesions between it and its sheath. An observa-in mitigating the more exactng symptoms arising tion of his struck me on reading his cases. Hefrom a uterine fibroid that its use should always says, " the nerve when stretched did not 'crack' asprecede every other treatment. Where ergot, if by the snapping of adhesions (between the nervetogether with its staunch ally, ammonium chloride, and its sheath), in which case the relief was not sohas been tried and found wanting, the radical or immediate or marked as it was in those cases insurgical treatment must be brought into use to which this snapping or breaking of adhesions wasremove these growths. He adds that, having per- marked." I have myself had very lately an attackformed enucleation by avulsion fourteen times, he of lumbago, for the first time in my life. A patientcan speak in positive terms of its value. His whom I could not go to see, came to see me. Themethod of operating is as follows. First, seize pain was at the lower part of the spine andthe tumor with a strong fenestrated polypus-for- extending along the upper border of the ilium, soceps whenever the growth is not too smooth and too severe as to prevent my sitting at table ; in fact, allglib to be securely held by the former instrument. movement was very painful. My friend, a wiry,He prefers the fenestrated forceps, because, being muscular man, said, "You cure me-I cure you.'without teeth, it is not only safer than the volsella, le told me he bad cured very many people, almostbut it does not have to be opened so widely, and, instantly. " Well I said, "I believe what you say -therefore, needs less room. The tumor being try your hand." He placed me on my face andfirmly held, the loop of the wire écraseur is slipped hands on the sofa, and he kneaded the painful partover the handle of the forceps, and then berit back- very forcibly for some time, and then he told me,*ward towards the operator, so that the beak of the "I don't hear the 'cric, cric,' which I hear when Iécraseur shall first enter the urine cavity. When cure my patients at once; so I fear I shall notthe beak touches the fundus of the womb, the wire succeed with you." I have also known cases ofis coaxed up beyond the claws of the forceps, and torticollis attended with great pain on any attemptas much higher up as possible. The slack of the at movement get suddenly well on some violentwire is next drawn in, and its free end secured to movement being made, attended by a feeling as ofone of the cross-bars of the écraseur, so that a half- something having given way or " snapped " as itcrushing and a half-cutting movement shall be were. Evidently the cure in my friend's cases, assecured. The mucous coat alone is now cut in those cases of " torticollis," was the result ofthrough as flush with the uterine wall as possible. " nerve-stretching," as practised by Dr. Bramwell.The fibroid is then wrenched from its bed, by And I think we have got at the true explanationtraction and by a twisting movement made both of the success of the popular proceedings in thosewith the écraseur and the forceps while, firn supra- cases ; and, with the distinct object iii view ofpubic pressure is kept up by the han(ls of an "stretching " the nerve or nerves affected, andassistant. Sometimes the seized portion will break breaking up any adhesions of the nerve to itsoff. 'hen the portion left behind must be caught, sheath, we may adopt with advantage the popularnoosed, and treated, if possible, lu precisely the proceeding into legitimate medicine. In severesaine manner. cases the proceeding must be very painful ; but weTwice has he been foyled in trying to remove have chloroform or any analogous preparation tothe whole tumor in this way. In these cases the fall back upon, and allow us to make violentprojecting portion of the fibroid was shaved off or forcible kneading and stretching of the parts
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sufficient for our purpose.- àmes i'Craith. clever character study of a fashionable physician..ALD., 1.E. C.S., in, Mledi*cal limes anid Gaze//e. The gentleman who is presented as a type of this
class is a Dr. Sloper. He has that mixture ofATROPIA IN CHLOROFORM NARCOSIS.-We find, talent, perspicacity and adaptation which insuresthis subject but casually referred to in treatises on success in almost any profession. Starting life inanæ.sthetics. It bas, however, been worked out by an humble fashion, he both marries a fortune andProfessor T. R. Fraser, of Edinburgh, who has makes a fortune, and this without any sacrifice ofshown atropia to be a cardiac stimulanu, advisable is own self-respect or resort to charlatanry. Hewben chloroforr is to be given. It stimulates the is simply a profound student of human natureheart, not only indirectly, by lowering the conduc- and sees no reason why he should not humortivity of the cardiac terminations of the vagi, and it while endeavoring to benefit it. Mr. Jamesthus, of course, diminishing their inhibitory power, says :but also directly by stimulating the intra-mural " It was an element in Doctor Sloper's reputa-motor ganglia of the heart ; and possibly, also, by tion that his learning and his skill were very evenlyraising the excitability of the accelerator nerve to balanced ; he was what you might call a scholarlythe eart from the cervical sympathetic ganglia ; doctor, and yet there was nothing abstract in hisand perhaps it may even stimulate the cardio- remedies---he always ordered you to take some-motor centres in the medulla oblongata. Dr. thing. Though he was felt to be extremelvFraser considersm it advisable to combine with the thorough, he was not uncomfortably theoretic; andatroia a lit mr- of a grain if he sometimes explained matters rather moreof sulphate of atropia, i. c., one to two ninims of minutely than might seem of use to the patient, heliquor atropiæc sulphatis (B.P) and -l to 1 of a never went so far (like some practitioners one asgrain of acetate or bydrochlorate of morpbia. heard of) as to trust to the explanation alone, butThiese are injected about fifteen or twtnty minutes always left behind an inscrutable prescription.before the administration of chloroform is begun; There were some doctors that left the prescriptionand by ibis means, (i) flot only is the patient in a without offering any explanation at al; and heless nervous state when the inhalation is com- did not belong to that class either, which was,ýenced, but (2) less chloroform is required, and, after all, the most vulgar. It will be seen that I(3) moreover, a very objectionable evil is got rid am describing a clever man, and this is really theo or, at all evens, ameliorated, viz., the emesis reason why Doctor Sloper had become a localwhich is apt to occur with chloroforni.-M1ed. & celebrity."

S!irg. Rep. No doubt many will recognize some very fami-
liar traits in the above sketch. There is this to beEXTIRPATION 0F THE UTERUs.-Billroth (Wie- said, however, about New York's fashionablener tIed. hVo asi h tck,) bas operated in all twenty- physicians : in the regular school they hardly havefive rimes. He xas bad fifteen deahs and ten re- the prominence in numbers or position that theycoveries. Fro tbe experience whic lie bas ac- possessed in the time of which Mr. James writes.quired by is later operations lie bas arrived at the Proportionally the number of physicians of theconclusion that his first series of operations was Dr. Sloper type (considerably diluted) is nowfar less favorable to recovery tban bis second series. much greater aniong the quasi-bomeopats-thoseAt tbe end of bis first thirteen operations ten of the who, under the guise of a broad eclecticisin, pro-subjects had died, and only three had been cured ; fess whichever medical dogma suits their patient

but of the twelve following ones he saved seven, best. Tley are persons generally who excel inwhile only five died. Two of his patients died of tbeir powers of adaptation to the idiosyncrasies of
collapse during the first 24 hours, two in conse- wosan.
quence of imternal hîemorrhage,-the ligatures hav- Among regular practitioners the development ofing given way en maise; in one case death was the specialties, as we l as the greaer infusion of
caused by ileus, and in ten cases by peritonitis. the scientific spirit, bas broug new elements intoBillroth is of the opinion that in this species of the problemn of professional success. A consulting
operation the antiseptic method does not play as or specialist practice now appears to most persons
important a part as bas been attributed to it. Fur- a much more desirable thing than a fashionable
thermore he lias had occasion to observe in ovari- one, and for the former there is required moreotomies, such acute symptoms of poisoning by car- study of disease and less of human nature er se.-bohc acid that be is n> inclined to employ the N. Y. Med. Record.
antiseptic method any longer.-Le Nouveau 7our-
nal Medical. 

ARSENIC IN CONSUMPTION-In the Medical
Press and Circular, Dr. Wm. A. Pearse says theSTUDY" oF A FASHIONABLE NEW YORK success of te following combination in manyPHYSICIAN.-In Mr. Henry James's recently pub- cases of consumption has been ao great that lieished novel, amgton Square," there is a very feels it a duty to bring it before the profession.

1
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lW Liq. arsen. hydrochlor. mlxiv., quinia sulph. prevent a relapse ; (3) it is never necessary duringgrs. viij., acid hydrochlor dil. 3iij., syrup aurant. this course to increase the dose so as to produce3j, infus. chirette ad. 3vuij. M. any physiological effect, such as irritation of the'I his mixture equals sixteen doses, of which one eyes. In lichen planus, arsenic is an invaluablewas taken three times a day, after meals. In remedy ; the author has never seen it fail. Inmany cases ten minims of sea water were added to acute eczema it is injurious ; its good effects ineach dose; in others two grains of sulphate of chronic eczema are doubtful. In pemphigus itsmanganese. The patients were directed to con- value is established, but how it acts, whether ontinue the medicine during six weeks, then to the blood or by direct influence on the nervous-allow an interval of a week, and again to resume system, it is difficult to say. Chronic urticaria,treatment. the neuralgia so often associated with zoster and
acne, are often benefited by a course of arsenic.A NEw PHYSICAL SIGN IN THORACIc ANEU- It must be borne in mind that some patients doRISM.-Dr. Drummond, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, bas not tolerate arsenic ; in sach cases the differentdemonstrated before the Northumberland and preparations should be tried before abandoningDurham Medical Society a physical sign which the drug. It should never be combined with an%will apparently be of considerable value in the other drug, even iron ; it should ahways be takeldiagnosis of aortic aneurism, should it not turn out during or after food ; it should never be pushed toto be pathognomonic. When a patient who is produce the slightest constitutional symptoms.-suffering from thoracic aneurism inspires deeply, Mr. Malcolm Morris in Te Practitioner, Julvand then closes the mouth and expires slowly 188o. (Glasow Medica/ fournal.through the nostrils, a puffing sound is heard on TEATMEN F JAUNDic.-The treatment ad-

auscultating the trachea, which is synchronouS IRET NTO A Dc.-htramnadiscutate cardiac e Thich is sthrd vocated by the author of this paper, as suitable in
with the binaural stethoscope, and is evidently a the majority of the non-fatal cases of jaundice, is
sudden involuntary expiration caused by tlh the administration of large doses (15-45 grains) of

udden systolic expansion of the sac expelling air cacanatimes repeated,
romn tbe chest. This physical sign bas been the dose being generally preceded by sedative
lemonstrated by Dr. Drummond to be absent in draugbts, and the external application of mustard

of aortic valvular disease without a , to enable the stomach to retain the remedy.ases it irt in vr case o aneurism , i Three cases of hepatogenous icterus successfully
as come under his notice since the discovery of treated in this way are given. In these it is said
he sign, viz., four ; and be also thinks it will be that the beneficial action of the ipecacuana is
f importance in distinguishing between aneurisof the bile
nd sarcoma of the lung.-Doublin Your. of ï''ed. ducts, m common with that of the intestinal tr ict

Science, Nov. 188o. generally, affecting first the larger branches, and in
relieving their congested and tumefied condition,

ARSENIC IN SKIN IISEAES.-Physiologically permitting the gradual reinstalment of the bile
rsenic combines with tbe colored corpuscles of current ; the obstruction in front being removed,
he blood, prevents them receiving their dutne smaller branches ther unload themseves, and

47 1 the beneficial action reaches the ulti t di l
amout o oxygen n ie lungs, and therefore
diminishes oxidation in the tissues and prevents
wasting, thus lowering the temperature and lessen-
ing the excretion of urea; it renders respiration
more easy, probably as the result of the dininished
oxidation in the tissues ; it seems to lower the
blood-pressure, by paralysing the vaso-motor
nerves ; it produces headache, and eventually
paralysis, and thus seems to affect the brain power-
fully, probably through the influence it exerts on
the blood. Arsenic is eliminatéd by the skin,
mucous membranes, liver and kidneys. It is ex-
tensively used in cutaneous therapeutics. As re-
gards psoriasis, the author concludes (i) that arsenic
sometimes relieves psoriasis in an acute state,
sometimes aggravates it, but what are the exact in-
dications for its use, it is, in our present knowledge
of the etiology of the disease, impossible to say;
(2) it should always be given in smail doses for a
long period after the eruption has disappeared, to

and the liver-cells. The action of this remedy in
hbrnatogenous icterus is more doubtful; if it is to
do good, it must commence its action either by
altering the constitution of the blood itself, or by
acting directly on the liver-cells. A case of this
variety of jaundice is recorded, in vhich ipecacu-
anha seemed to exert a very favourable influence.
Another case is mentioned, in which the remedy
acted well when given by enen.--7e Practitioner,
August, 1880.

PRuurTus VUtva.- -Dr. Tauzsky recommends
the following (Néew York elkdical Record, vol. ii.,
1880., p. 387):

IR Pulvis acacie, 3ii
Bals. Peruvian., -i;
01. amygdalac, 3iss;
Aquæe rosie, ýi.-M.

Apply freely with a camel's-hair brush eight or
ten times a day to the itching part.
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HOSPITAL APPOINTM

be reserved for them the graceful situation of con-
sulting physicians and surgeons, and as such may
do good service after their retirement. We admit
freely that in the past records of appointments
there have been no instances of gentlemen clinging
to the work of their office long after advancing age
had disqualified them for the proper discharge of
their office, but that they have proved to be the
right men in the right place. The fact, however
remains, that sensible as men are in their youth or
manhood of the infirmities of age, they seldom dis-
cover those infirmities in themselves as age creeps
on apace, until they have in their turn become a
spectacle to the youth of another age. To guard
against such possible contingencies, we consider it
desirable in the interests of the profession, and ofSNT

In the few remarks we purpose making on ap-
pointments, we hope the trustees of the different hos-
pitals will not consider that we are usurping their
prerogative. If that unfortunately should be their
point of view, ve can only urge in apology our
belief that hospitals have become such important
parts of our medical polity as schools, and theatres
of medical science, that it is idle to talk of inter-
ference when we consider them essentially parts of
the great republic of medicine and subject to its
laws. The point to which we would wish to
allude relates to the period at which hospital
medical officers should retire, and give place to
others. We do not consider it desirable that the
appointments should be tamdin bene se gesse, unt,
but for a definite period. The appointees should
be men in the prime of life, as after a certain age
they are apt to view improveinents in their art as
useless innovations. There are certainly examples
of minds vigorous and elastic to the very verge of
a long life, but rules must be laid down for average
cases. Tenacity of office inflicts a great evil and
injustice on young men who are excluded thereby
from the advantages of hospital practice at the
time it is most likely to be serviceable t- them,
while the public is debarred from the advantage
of so much aduitional medical skill. It is not to
be concluded, however, from our suggestion of
calling young men into active operation and em-
ploying them publicly while their faculties are
unimpaired, that we desire to sever the connection
between eminent practitioners of more mature age,
whose services have been appreciated. There may

the public which is deeply concerned in their avail-
able skill, that the oficers of the Provincial hospi-
tals should be employed according to some system
of rotation, which would give the public at large
the benefit of the knowledge to be acquired by
hospital practice, and open to the younger mem-
bers of the profession the road to eminence by
allowing unpatronized talent to make its way before
the public.

QUALIFIED QUACKS.
There are a certain number of medical prac-

titioners whose names are entered on the
medical register of their respective Provinces as
duly qualified and licensed practitioners in medi-
cine, but who nevertheless so conduct themselves,
publicly and privately, as to fully merit the
distinctive title of " Qualified Quacks." Such in-
dividuals are much more numerous than is gener-
ally sulpposed, and instead of being on the decrease,
they are unhappily on the increase. So much is
this the case, that it almost inevitably leads to the
conclusion, that the more quackery is suppressed
outside of the pale of professional licence, the more
rampant and exuberant does it become within.
Although to some minds it may seem a paradox, it
is nevertheless true that a medical man may be fully
and legally qualified, and yet a quack in the most
objectionable sense of the term. Some persons seem
to think that as they have acquired the legal right
to follow their professional calling, they are at
liberty to act as their personal judgment may dic-
tate. This is, however, a very mistaken idea.
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No individual, no matter what his profession, is as claimants to special favour. This is an evilfree to exercise his calling, without reference to which derives the strength by which it flourishesthe well understood rules, codes, or canons of the from the doubtful, though not easily denounceable
body to which he belongs, and those who violate proceedings of men who are themselves respecta-e ble, but indirectly encourage the artifices of othersthe rues and regulations laid down for the internai who are not. It is vam to iterate the once receivedg)vernment of the respective bodies to which they axiom that " no respectable member of the medi-belong are (in all professions but that of medicine) cal profession advertises," when the columns ofiable to certain penalties for their off the daily newspapers abound with advertisementsbrritoeran benpied fof hi gowences. The of works bearing sensational titles, and addressedbarrter may be deprived of is gown, the clergy- to the public by medical men, of instruments, pre-man t ay be disrobed, or the hoider of Her Majes- parations, and appliances, advertising, if not in.ty's commission in the army or navy may be cash- tended to advertise, the names, qualifications, andiered, for unprofessional or unworthy conduct, addresses of men vho are not only engaged in, butbut the erring physician or surgeo can be reached who court, practice ! Those who do such things
ob the vori ica of pulicgoon, and rash i should think how much beyond their own personalonly by the voice of public opinion, and as -n burden of responsibiity is incurred by the coursemany cases the public is unable to see the true in- they take. Under the shadow of this practice ofwardness of the cunning arts ot quackery, it not indirect advertising, carried on by men who are

respectable and even eminent members of the pro-
unfreiuentîy approves wherc censure shouid be fessola pugpthprccefoendv-meted out. WXe have often regretted the wvant of fion, lhas sprung up the practice of open adver-medcal litin whave ould regvee poer tof e-tising by qualified quacks. If there were no re-medical legisiation, which vould give power to re- spectable transgressors in this respect, it woul i begulat the internai government of our profession in easy to denounce the whole body of " advertisingthis respect, but we have been unable thus far to doctors " as unworthy of public confidence ; but,pass any such enactment. We hope, however, that as the case now stands, whenever this wvholesaledenunciation is made, there is the consciousnessthe day is not far distant, when such powers will be that the next post may bring cuttings froin news-delegated y act of Parliament as wli enable the papers showing how fully qualified and really goodmedical profession to deal with its recreant mem- men are among the delinquents."berý in the same manner as the other professions
are enabled to do. We quote the following from
the Jondon Lancet of April, 18 8o, in regard to this THE ONTARIO ME DI AL ACT 7,
subject every utterance of which we have in our AMERICAN GRADUATES.
own capacity experienced, and which we fully and I the Virginia Medical 3onthZy for I)cemberunequivocally endorse : 7, In il be founid a letter from Dr. Philiny Car-

"Scarcely a day passes in which we do not re- rol, l. S. Consulate of Sicoe, Ont., on theceive earnest appeals and remonstrances from ac- Ontario Mdi cal Act in reltion to Americanknowledged members of the profession against themisconduct of qualified quacks who advertise in graduates, upon which we desire to make somethe ]av papers, send out circulars, and resort to the comments, After giving a brief outline of theMost flagrantly disrepu table miethods of touting for Act, hie goes on to say that " the lawv in discrimi-public patronage. It would be an extreme mea- At he in o o srtat the law bntdissure to hold the perpetrators of these offences nating in favor of Great Britain is correct, but n
against etiquette, and we take leave to say decency, discriminating against the United States is wrong."
up to the contempt they deserve, and we are, for He also mentions a number of American textthe present, compdled to treat the just complaints books recommended by the Council and used inof our correspondents with a reserve which is alto- the medical schools of Ontario, yet flot one of thegether opposed to our own feelings, and must, we auhors mentioned could practice in Canada with-fear, in a large number of instances, appear ungra- icious, or possibly, even, in some instances, may be out being subject to a fine of not more than $1oomisconstrued to imply a certain kind of acqluies-' nor less than $25.cence in the practices they denounce. Certain it The following statement will also be news tois that, from some cause, the evil against which the most of our readers, viz: "The course in ail ourprofession needs to make a new and determined shools in the United States is, I believe, threestand is on the increase. It is difficult to take up
a daily or weekly paper without finding advertise- years, and in most, if not all, the candidate for ad-ments aimed more or less directly to bring practis- missioni must be a classical scholar." Dr. C hasing members of the profestion under public notice examined the questions propounded to candidates
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for graduation by the Council's examiners, and
feels; sure that any graduate of a reputable medical
school in the United States could answer them
with the utmost ease, yet a gentleman holding an
American diploma would still have to attend a
four years' course at some College in Ontario, be-
fore the Council would deem himn qualified to prac.
tice in Ontario." lie therefore complains that great
injustice has been done to the medical institutions
of the United States, most, if not all of which are
certainly equal to those of Ontario, and concludes
by recommending the profession of the United
States to take the matter in hand, and petition
Congress to enact a law prohibiting Canadians
from practising in the United States until thev
have complied with certain requirements. His
contention is, that the law should not require any
other evidence of qualification than a diploma
from a reputable college in the United States, and
the identity of the person presenting it, in order
to make him eligible to practice in Ontario, espe-
cially as no other evidence of qualification is
required from a Canadian graduate in the United
States.

Such an admission would at once render nuga-

A LANCET.

a classical education, and thereafter attend such
course or courses of lectures as will make their
period of study the same as that required of our
own students. It must be apparent to Dr. Car-
roll's comprehension, that it would be a great
injustice to Canadian students and Canadian
schools, to admit to practice American graduates
of three years' study, and exact a four years' course
from our own students. There may be instances
where an American graduate may have spent four
winters' sessions, and passed a matriculation exam-
ination equivalent to that required by the Ontario
Medical Council ; but such cases are exceptional,
and as all laws are made for the benefit of the
many and not the few, it would be impossible to
discrininate.

We therefore fail to see any just ground of com-
plaint, and we venture to state that if Dr. Carroll
would study the Act and the Council regulations
carefully, he would form a very different opinion
regarding the law, and might even favour the
opinion frequently expressed by many of his con-
frères, that the Act was a good one, and one they
could sincerely wish were in force in the Ur*ted
States. We may, without hesitation, promise Dr.

tory ail efforts to raise the standard of medical Carroll and those who entertain bis views, that
education in Canada, and compel us to adopt whenever they enact and carry into effcct in the
that of the United States, which is, and long has United States such a law as the one now in
been, very much inferior to the Canadian stand- force in this Province, we will be most happy to
ard, Dr. Carroll's statement to the contrary not- grant them medical reciprocity.
withstanding. Dr. C. should know, that until very
recently, te syste of medicl education in the he
United States was very lax. There were medical MODERN ABUSE 0F GYNECoLoGY.-The Louis-
colleges in the United States which conferred the ville Medical News makes the following extracts
degree of M.D. upon candidates after attendance fom a paper, by Clifton Wing, M.D., of Boston:
on lectures during one winter and one summer It is surprising to see the number of physicians
course, or less than one year's continuous at- in good standing in the community who are want.
tendance, and no preliminary or matriculation ing in proper knowledge of the diseases of women,
examination was required even in some of the and do not hesitate to confess their ignorance when
reputable colleges, nor is the latter required to- in conversation with professional brethren, who
day in many of the medical schools and colleges. nevertheless treat patients for uterine ailments, and
The Dr. is in error when he states that attendance give them the impression all the while that they are
upon a four years' course in Ontario is required good authority upon such matters. To such an
from American graduates, before being admitted extent is the farce carried that the majority of
to exaniination by the Medical Council of Ontario. patients, upon corning to the specialist in this
All that is required is that students and gradu- branch, volunteer the information that their family
ates from the United States shall pursue the same doctors " also make a specialty of womb-troubles."
course of instruction as is required of our own . . . It is an unfortunate fact that what is popularly
Canadian students, viz., to pass a preliminary or denominated "success in practice " depends more
matriculation examination, or furnish evidence of upon ability to attract public attention and to
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"impress " the patients and their friends-in other little or nothing of the subject, and upon the otherwords, "business tact "-than upon professional hand from the enthusiasm of operators, which oftenskill .. 
leads to procedures in practice which souud judg-Is it any wonder, with such a condition of prac- ment would not deem advisable.

tice in existence among physicians who are regular
graduates, that quacks and pretenders should CoMPLETE ALOPECIA FROM FRIGHT. -- Theflourish ? What advantage does the patient derive following case is related by Fiedet in the Archivesby applying under suchi circumstances to the Génerale de Médecine: A healthy Ialian blonde"regular?" Why may she not just as well be æt 17, lymphatic with exceDtionally profuse hairtreated by an ignorant pretender as by the gradu- was sewing at a window ; suddenly the floor gaveated physician ? . . . way leaving her only time to catch hold of the

If the physician be one of those who do not window frame, where she hung until taken down
believe in what they term "this new idea of local by rneans of a ladder. No subsequent loss of
treatment for uterine disease," perhaps when he is consciousness nor nervous excitement was observed
satisfied that there is such a trouble he informs the through the day ; at night there was headache,
patient that nothing can be done, sympathizes with 'chils, and bad dreams. In the morning she suf-her, and tells her that she must wait with resigna- fered from nervous excitement and hreat itching
tion for the " change of life," when nature will bring of the scalp. The followipg day she feit better,
her relief. . . . but the itching of the scalp continued and on ar

Tte successfid avoidance of an operation is a ranging her hair, whole tufts came out by the roots.
greater success than t/e successfzd performance of the In three days not a hair was left on the scalp,opeation. In a word, the question for the physician eye-brows, axillæ or genitals. Two years later,
to ask himself when the patient presents is not after constant treatment there was no return of
" Haven't I a good chance to do this or that op- hair.
eration ?" but, "Can I avoid surgical interference SuccEssFUL TREATMENT 0F EMPYEMA. - Notin this case and do the patient justice ?" Were long since, at a meeting of the Manchester, Eng-this course always followed I am sure there would land, Medical Society, Dr. Ashby related threebe less operative gynecology, and that womankind cases of mpyema, tio of the by being shown at thewould not suffer in consequence. . . . meeting. The agew of the patients were two andThe operation-well enough in its proper place a half five and seven years respectively; ail three-of "division of the cervix uteri " fortunately has had a history of five to seven weeks' illness. thenow in a great measure "gone out of fashion," and chest was opened under the spray, after the fashionfor the present at least is not likely to be abused of Hilton's method of opening abscesses, viz: byas in the past, but the picture presented applies making a free incision through the skin of the ninthequally well to other operations now in vogue and intercostal space, in front of the angle of the nibquite as thoroughly overdone. and pushing a pair of dressing forceps throughI can not but feel that the surgical part of the the muscles m the pleural cavity, th s avoidingspecialty is being pushed far beyond its proper ail chanles into the ia rav aoutsphere; that in gynecology, at present, operations al anch of wouninthe dvaphragm. Aitincldin nowand then ths'fvr eiu a half an inch of the ninth rib was excised with aincuding now and then those of very serious na- pair of bone forceps, and a short drainage tubetnre, are often done where they are fot called for, inserted. The dressings were renewed daily forand when it would be better for the patient were the first week, but by the end of the first mon-hthey avoided. . .. the discharge had become scanty, and dressingThe position of critic is fot an agreeable one, every third or fourth day was sufficient. In twobut certainly the state of practice which now exists of the cases the discharge had ceased and thei .this section needs to be radicaîîy changed, and wound healed by the end of two months; and innothing will be accomplished by shutting the eyes the third in two months and a half One of theand holding the tongue. Gynecology is suffering children weighed twenty-six pounds on June 27th,onthe one hand frorn the dabbling of practitioners when operated upon, and thirty-one pounds tenwho assume the treatmei of uterine cases, knowing ounces on August 27th, when the wound had
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bealed. In October, three months after the opera- jokes, he is an idiot ; if he does he is a rattlehead,
tion, all three were well. lacking stability. If he condemns the wrong, he

O. . is a good fellow, but lacks discretion. If he lets
wrongs and injuries go unmentioned, he is acraze in operative surgery. Dr. Carlo Labus, of coward. If he exposes a public man, he does it

Milan, has written a pamphlet in which, afier de. to gratify spite, is the tool of a clique, or belongsscribing the causes of congestion of the vocal cords, to the "outs." If he indulges in personalities, he
he proposes to remedy it by flaying the vocal

cors. onsderngthefaclit wt hc n is a blackguard ; if he does not, his paper is dullcords. Considering the facility with which en- jadispd~ ~ and mnsipid.
o-arIyngeai lesions are nealed, as after tie removal

of tumors, etc., the idea occurred to him to remove
the hyperplastic mucous membrane and wait for
the parts to heal, when phonation would be found
perfect. He mentions 12 cases in which the
operation was performed by him with very satisfac-
tory results. Among them were some prominent
singers whose voices were completely restored by
the operation. He uses a toothed forceps or a
Tuerck's polyp-crusher to strip the vocal cord of
the hyperplastic tissue covering it.

A LIBERAL OFFER.-Having arranged clubbing
terns with the North American Review, we are
enabled to offer that foremost of American periodi-
cals, together with the CANADA LANCET, at the
low price of $6-75 per year. The Review is the
organ of the best minds of America, nearly every
writer of note in the country being a contributor
to it. It combines, to a considerable extent, the
thoroughness of the Cyclopoedia with the timeliness
of the daily paper. It discusses subjects that are

mot omn iI hULl liug atntme
THE TREATMENT OF ASTHMA.-Dr. Wm. Pepper, and presents both sides of aIl-important questions,

of Philadelphia, (Boston Med. and Surg. loaunal) and should be read by every one vho wishes to
savs in anSrmic cases a pill of strychnia, digitalis form intelligent opinions on the events of the day.arsenic and iron is indicated. When the heart is
embarrassed by local congestion, dry cups to the OTTAWA MEDICAL SOCIETY.-At a recent meet-
chest twice a week afford great relief. Bronchitis ing of the Ottawa Medico-Chirurgical Society the
requires alkalies and iodide of potassium. In following oficers were elected for the current year
cases of cop*ous muco-purulent secretion the use President, Dr. J. A. Grant; ist Vice-President,
of copaiba and yerba santa are especially in- Dr. E. C. Malloch - 2nd Vice do., Dr. J. W.
dicated. Spasm of the bronchial tubes calls for Whiteford; Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. R. W. Powell;
bromides in small doses, or a hypodernic of Council, Drs. Bentleï, Baptie, S. Wright, Rogers,
morphia or atropia, but the continued use of and H. P. Wright. At a meeting of this Society
se<latives is inadvisable. Inhalations of carbolic held in November last, it was resolved, "That in
acid and iodine are beneficial. During the attack the opinion of this Society the formation of a
he found the following answer well Provincial Medical Association at the presnt time

I Ammon. bromidi. ..... 3is ot advisable."
Ammon. chloridi ... ...... 3 iss.
Tr. Lobeli....... ........ 3 iij. ALCHoLisNi.-The following mixture is in usein
Spts. Ether. Comp. ................. g j. the Albany Hospital for the treatent of the effects
Syrup acaciæ ad.................... iv. M. of acute alcoholsm, to relieve nervous excitement

Sig. a tablespoonful in water, repeated every hour and insomnia:
or two during the attack. n. Tr. opii. deod.

THE ONUS OF EDITORSHIP.-The following Ext. hyoscyam.. fld.........aa. 3i.
anent the onus of editorship is extracted from the Chloral hydrat............
Lndon Times. If an editor omits anythin he ii: Pot. bromid
lazy. If he speaks of things as they are, people
get angry. If he glosses over or smooths down
the rough points, he is bribed. If he calls things
by their proper names, lie is unfit for the position
of an editor. If he does not furnish readers with

..-...... ............. aa. c

Tr. capsici . ·................... 3ss.
Tr. aconiti rad ................... M v.
Aq. menthæ pip............ad. iv.

M. Sig.-Two tablespoonfuls and repeat in
four hours if sleep is not produced.
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FLATULENCE.-This troublesome condition is and we would comnmend it as an example ·to oursometimes very difficult to remedy. Drs. Sidney advertising confreres.
Ringer and Murrel have found glycerine of especial
benefit in many cases. The dose is from one to CASCARA CORDIAL.-This preparation, so use-two drachms four or five times a day, in water, ful in the treatment of chronic constipation, is a
tea, coffee or lemonade. The addition of from one pleasant substitute for the old-fashioned preparation
to three minims of carbolic acid to each dose will which, was so disagreeable to the taste. The for-be found very much to increase its efficacy. The mula is:- Cascara sagrada bark, i drachm ;rationale is, that these substances prevent fermen- berberis aquifolium root, i drachm ; aromatictation. Ten to fifteen drops of spirits of turpentine herbs, French brandy and syrup. It is both effi.on sugar, will relieve the bowels very speedily when cacious and pleasant to the taste.
largely distended with gas.

To MAKE LEECHES BITE.-Put them in a snallANECDOTE 0F THIERRY DE HERY.-One day glass vessel half filled with water. The part to,while this once famous syphilographer was saunter- which they are to be applied is carefuliy washed
ing through the crypts of St. Denis, paying littie with warm water, and the glass inverted upon theattention to the various royal tombs about him, he skin. The leeches attach thenselves ii surpris-
suddenly precipitated hinself before an eftigy and ing rapidity. When they are all fastened the glass.began to pray ; the berger who was standing nearis removed, the water escaping may be absorbed
by, called out to him-" You mistake, sir, that is by a sponge.
not a Saint's tomb but that of our late King|
Charles VIII." "Simpleton, replied de Hery, L. R. C. P. & S., EDINBURGH.-Dr. E. M. Thu-learn that the good King Charles VIII. is more resson, of Ancaster, Ont., W. J. Cross, of Barrie,than a saint to me, as he imported the pox from Ont., and J. A. Todd, of Cheltenham, successfully
Italy, and has been my benefactor to the amount passed the examination for the double qualifica-of thirty thousand pounds a year." tion, and were admitted to the licentiate of the

NEw ANTIPRURITIC.-Dr. Bulk!ey, in the N. Yl Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons, Edin-
Medical 'roinr;zal. after speaking of the use of burgh, m November last.

opium, chloral hydrate, carbolic acid and bella- COMPOUND TINCTURE OF BENZOIN IN COMdonna, as antipruritics, refers to the tincture Of POUND FRACTURES.Mr. Fergus M. Brown recom-
gelseminum in doses of from ten to fifteen drops Pends this treatment in a recent number of the
every half hour, as of essential value in the treat- Lancet After cieansing the wound and removing
ment of this troublesome symptoni. He was led splinters, etc., he places compresses of lint satur-
to make trial of it fron the relief it occasionall Y ated with the tmncture over the opening, and finds
gives in spasmodic asthma, and in neuralgia of the heaing take place without suppuration.
fifth nerve. He has frequently tried it with suc-
cess during the past two or three years. Lord Brougham once, when he was in a face-

SUCCESSFUL SURGICAL OPERATION-"Yesterday tious mood, being asked to define a lawyer, said:
afternoon Dr. Frink, Vt. S. performed a very skil-1 -" A iawyer is a iearned gentleman who rescuesfui prto o r .L jet's trotting, mare,ý your estate from your enemies and keeps it him-uleration on Mr. E. L. Jewett's self."
Bell, which consisted in removing a tumor of con-
siderable size. The animal was chloroforned Dr. Wilrs, of Berlin is dead. He was reputed
while the operation was performed, and those wio to be the best operator in Germany. Septic
witnessed it are loud in their praise of Dr. Frink's poisoning from a wound received during an opera-
skill." tion vas the cause of death.

We clipped the above from the St. John, N. B.
Daily News of January 7th. It reads very much APPOINTMENT.Dr. J. Dickson, of Goderich,
like some paragraphs that we have seen in the las been appointed one of the physicians at the
daily and Neekly newsZapers fron time to timie, City Hospital, Cincinnati.
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CORONER.-Thomas Orton Steele, Esq., of of physicai diagnosis, and he has compiled aL'Orignal, has been appointed Associated Coroner manual which will serve to lessen the difficultiesfor the Counties of Prescott and Russell. in the way of the beginner, and save valuable time

to the busy practitioner.
eoo% alid gmp)dtt. KIRKBRIDE ON HoSPITALS FOR THE INSANE. J.

B. Lippincott & Co., Philadelphia; and I6PHYSICIAbS VISITING LiST, by Dr. Mils: Pub- Southampton Street, Covent Garden, London.lished by F. Stearns, Pharmacist, Detroit, Mich. Toronto : Willing & Williamson.Price $ 1.50. 
This is a second edition of a very valuable bookThis new aspirant for professional favor is a which the distinguished author gave to the Amri-

pocket-book and visiting list combined in one, and can public many years ago. It is now presented
is very neat and convenient. The pocket-book, in a much enlarged form, on excellent paper and
which is of fine leather, is alone worth the price. in beautiful clear type, and is embellished with 24It is large enough to carry accounts, money and fine plates, illustrating the views of the author on
papers, and weighs only five ounces. All printed the construction and administrative arrangements
matter is omitted from the visiting list, except of asylums for the insane. The important subjects
explanations. The visiting list may be used with of heating, ventilation, drainage, water suplly,
or without tne l)ocket-book. The price of the list cooking, washing, lighting, protection against fire,alone is 50 cents. It only requires to be seen to and, in short, every other requirement of a buildingbe appreciated. 

intended for the safe lodgment and appropriate
THE CANADIAN ILLUSTRATED' NEws, for I88I. treatment of a large number of persons, whose

Publishers price, $4 per annum. intellectual improvement renders it necessary thatWe beg leave to call the attention of our nu- the entire working of the establishment should, as
merous readers to the above-named illustrated much as possible, approach automatic perfection,
weekly. It is a well-conducted and highly inter- are all ably treated.
esting paper, creditable alike to the publishers and To all persons connected with the management
to Canadian enterprise. The illustrations are well or direction of asylums for the insane, this book
executed, and represent matters of interest to both cannot fail to be eminently instructive and useful,
home and foreign readers ; the reading matter is but its usefulness is by no means restricted to this
well selected, and the editorials always interesting. class of public institutions ; valuable instruction
It deserves encouragement, and we heartily com- will be derived from its pages by the managers and
mend it to our readers. We will supply both it governors of all establishments, in which the pre-
and the CANADA LANCET for 188I, at the moderate servation of health, and the promotion of general
price of $6 per annum. comfort, are desirable objects. Few men in this

country, or any other, could be better qualified forHAND-BOOK OF L'RINARY ANALYSIS; CHEMICAL the able treatment of the whole subject than Dr.AND MICROSCOPICAL: For the use of Physi- Kirkbride, whose long experience, extensive
cians, Medical Students, and Clinical Assistants. Kbrie, whs very lon xerin, etensiv
By Frank M. Deems, M. D., Laboratory Instruc- observation, and cautious consideration, well qua-
tor in the Medical Department of the Univer- lify him for the task he has now so ably performed.
sity of New York. New York : Industrial Pub- The chapters in the second part of the work, de-lication Co. Price, 25c. voted to the exposition of the duties of the trus-
This Manual presents a plan for the systematic tees, or other governing bodies, and those of the

examination of liquid urine, urinary deposits, and physicians and other officers of as lums d
y1 , "Are e-calculi. It is compiled with the intention of sup- serving of the serious attention of these function-

plying a concise guide, which, from its small com- aries. Dr. Kirkbride has not spent over a third of
pass and tabulated arrangement, renders it admi- a century in the specialty of alienism, withoLt
rably adapted for use, both as a bed-side reference discovering that error is as often committed by
book and a work-table companion. The author governing bodies in the overdoing, as in the neg-
has had for several years a very -extended ex- lect of their work. Just as, too much law defeats
perience as a teacher of this important branch the true purpose and best ends of law, so in public
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institutions, too much interference by outside gov-
ernors, is ever sure to undermine the authority of
the internal administrators, and seriously impair
their usefulness.

A PRACTICAL TREATIJSE ON THE DISEASES OF
WOMEN, by T. Gaillard Thomas, M.D., New
York. Fifth Edition, enlarged and revised,
with two hundred and sixty-six engravings.
Philadelphia : H. C. Lea's Sons. Toronto: Wil-
& Williamson.

The present edition of this well-known work is
fully abreast of the most recent advances in gynæ.
cology. The author has bestowed two years of
labor in the revision of the work ; much of it has
been re-written, and a considerable amount of
new matter added. This of course was to have
been expected, for with the rapid advances which
have been made within the past few years in this
department, the text book of to-day must of ne-
cessity be very different from that of even a few
years ago. That the author has done his work
well few who read the book will dispute. The
author has a fund of experience to draw from
which few possess, and he has given it to the pro-
fession in a most attractive ard pleasing form. In
bis chapter upon uterine pathology, the author
laments the unsettled state of the science. In
Medicine and surgery, the study of pathology is
made the key-stone of the arch that supports them.
In gynocology, all is uncertainty and dissension.
Many of its votaries are the partisans of some
special dogma or theory, which is warmly attacked
by others who hold some equally narrow and exclu-
sive views. The author's views on this point ap-

pear to us to be pretty sound. He niaintains that
the pelvic organs of a woman, hitherto in perfect
health, may become diseased by one of the three
following abnormal developments in the uterus -
ist. Disorder in innervation and circulation ; 2nd.
Change in the quantity of connective or muscular
tissue ; 3rd. Change in position ; that either of
these lesions may be the forerunner of the other,
and that the primary pathological conditions or
especial factors of uterine disease are :-ist. Ca-
tarrhal inflammation of the lining membrane; 2nd.
Prolonged congestion of the uterine tissues ; 3rd.
Excessive growth of connective or muscular tis-
sues.

The practical part of the work is all that can
Le desired, and we #ould strongly advise all our

brethren who give any attention to diseases of
women, to obtain a copy of the work. Both ths
work and Hamilton's on Fractures and Dislocations
published by Leas' Sons, are finished in a new
and beautiful style of bindtng.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON FRACTURES AND DIs-
LOCATIONs, by Frank H. Hamilton, M. D., New
Yoak. Sixth edition, revised and improved.
Illustrated with three hundred and fifty-two
woodcuts. Philadelphia : H. C. Lea's Sons.
Toronto : Willing & Williamson.
This excellent work of Dr. Hamilton is beyond

criticism, as we have no standard with which to
compare it; the only complete work of the kind
being that of Malgaigne now almost obselete.
Prof. Hamilton's work has, however, been now
twenty years before the profession in America,
and has received almost universal endorsation.
The present edition bas been revised with great
care by the author, some parts re-written, and a
chapter added on General Prognosis. Sone of
the old cuts have been removed to make room for
new ones. This valuable work will form a most
reliable guide to the practitioner in the treatment
of all forms of fractures and dislocations.

PLEASANT REMEDY FORý. ITCH.-

Balsam of Peru ................ i ounce.
Benzoic acid..................... i1o grains.
Oil of cloves ......... ........ .40 drops.
Alcohol .......... ......... 2! drachms.
Simple cerate................. .. 7 ounces.

The essential oil and the benzoic acid are dis-
solved in the alcohol, and mixed with the cerate,
then the balsam of Peru is addd. It is claimed to
effect a cure in twenty-four hours.

irt5, aria:¢$anid ptathi,

On the 28th of Dec., 188o, A. Sanderson, M.D.,
of Albion, to Jennie A., eldest daughter of Rev.
Thomas Baldwin of St. Thomas.

On the 12th ult., R. H. Abbott, M.D., of
Comber, Ont., to Annie, eldest daughter of A.
Sutherland, Esq., of Kingston.

On the r2th Jan., C. C. Baines to Mary Louise,
youngest daughter of C. W. Covernton, Esq., M D.
of Toronto.

On the ioth Jan., H. G. Mackid, M.D., of
Lucknow, to Matilda Charlotte, youngest daughter
of L. G. Meyer, Esq., of Harpurhey.

On the 3rd ult., J. K. Oliver, M.D., of Kingston,
aged 40 years.
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PREPARATIONS of BEEF and WINE.
Owing to the type of debility which characterizes the great ma-

jority of the diseases now prevailing, the tonics or strength-giving
remedies have assumed an increasing importance of late years. - We
have paid much attention to preparations of this class, and desire to
bring to the notice of the Medical Profession three articles, which,
we are confident, will be found of the utmost value ; in fact, ive are
in receipt of the strongest testimony to their efficiency from those
who have already used them.

WINE OF BEP4F.
(VINUM CIBI).

In each tablespoonful of this preparation there is the essence of
one ounce of beef, in solution in sherry wine. It is therefore a re-
freshing stimulant, the effect of which is not merely to quicken the
circulation and impart a temporary excitement, but also to supply
actual strength.

WINE of BEEF, IRON and CINOHONA.
(VINUM CIBI ET FERRI CUM CINCHONA).

The admirable tonic and anti-periodic properties of Cinchona or
Calisaya Bark, have been for so many years past, universally recog-
nized, that they need not be insisted upon. In .the above-mentioned
preparation, which is especially adapted to cases -of recovery from
fevers (in this country.so generally tinged with a malarial type), our
Wine of Calisaya Bark, to which we have always paid great attention,
is made the vehicle for introducing into the system the extract of
beef together with citrate of iron. Hence, we claim for this article,
as a whole, pre-eminent virtues; combining as it does the stimulant,
nutrieit, clialybeate and tonic powers of its several ingredients.

Each tablespoonful or half,ounce contains, dissolved in sherry
wine, the essence of one ounce of bee4 with two grains of citrate of
iron, and twenty grains of Peruvian bark.
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TO PHYSICIANS.

Omee JOUit wyyiT B ueO.

1412 WALNUX ST., PHILADELPHIA.

Iay, 1878.
DEAR SIR:

Some ten years since, we introduced largely to the Medical
Profession of the United States, a combination, which we called

" IEEF, WINE AND IRON," giving the exact ingredients
and making no daim of proprietorship. . It has been very freely pre-
scribed with most satisfactory results. Our sales have been very ex-
tensive, amounting to over one million bottles, besides a large quan-
tity in bulk for dispensing in prescriptions. The claims we -advanced
as to its value as a nutrient, stimulant and tonic, have been. fully
verified, and its advantages have been highly appreciated by thous-
ands of the leading practitioners all over the United States and abroad.
To a great degree, this has been due to the intelligent preparation
of the Beef Juice, which is combined with the Wine and Iron. We
have never claimed that we can manufacture this article any better
than other educated and intelligent Apothecaries, if they provide them-
selves with the appliances required to prepare it properly ; but we
do maintain, that, to manufcture it so as to contain the nutriment ma-
terial in a small bulk, expensive apparatus is essential, in order to
secure expression and evaporation at a low temperature. This can
only be provided to advantage, if the manufacture is to be conducted
on a very large scale; nor can the article be furnished at as rea-
sonable a cost as we can sell it. We import the Sherry Wine, hun-
dreds of casks at a time. We are now receiving froro the best Beef
butcheM supplies of the most desirable' pieces'.f Beef, free from fat
or gelatin, at a slight advance abwe cost to them, as we thus enable
them to dispose of their surplus from day to day.
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The reputation of this combination has been created bythat 0f
our manufacture, and we feel that Physicians should give fur article
the preference, as they can depend upon the quality of the material,
as well as upon intelligent manipulation ,in its preparation; while a
great deal that is made and claimed to be equal to ours, is disagree.able to the taste, offends the stomach, and must disappoint the pre-scriber.

We wish. to caution Physicians against the addition of Pepsine
to our Beef, Wine and Iron. They will appreciate the absurdity of
giving to patients, food partially digested. It is often a great ad-
vantage to administer Pepsine after eating, or immediately after apreparation of this kind, as it assists the stomach to perform its work,
.but the process of digestion is a complicated one, that may be aided,but must not be anticipated by being performed in a bottle. The
gases evolved during digestion in the stomach exert an important and
essential part in generating force, and it is absurd to claim that this
can be done in the laboratory.

Oce. lst, 1880.

Since writing the above, our sales of elf, Irn aid Wime,lave quite doubled in amount, owinto the appreciation by Physicians
of our claim that our preparation really deserves the preference on
account of the Purity of the Wine, the Fresh Bef used, together
with the fact that the Iront is held in solution, in condition to insure
ready assimilation. If Physicians will test it by simple taste, they wj1
find an entire freedom fron the mawkishness that must characterize it
if made from Extract of Beef, resulting in a disagreement with the
delicate and sensative stomachs of the class of patients for whom this
combiation is specially iadicated.

We have no hesitation in stating, that as
a Tonic, stimulant and Roborant, Beef, Iron
and Wine, properly prepared, has proven
More uniformly beneficial, than any combi-
nation we have ever known.

JOHN WYETH & 1RQ
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BEEF IRON AND WINE.
Extraci of Oeef, Citrate of Iron and Sherry Wine.

In this preparation are combined the stimulant properties of WINE and
the nutriment of Bm with the tonic powers of IRo, the effect of whicb
on the blood la sojustly valued. For many cases in which there is

Pallor, Weakness, Palpitation of the Heart,
with much nervous disturbance, as, for example, where there hua been
much losa of blood, or during the recovery from wasting fevers, this article
will be found especially adapted. The peculiar feature of this combination
is that It

COMBINES NUTRIMENT WITH -STIMULUS.

[n. the msjority Of cases, along with fallure of strength, and indeed as one
cause ofthat failure, there Is an inability todigest nourishing food. Hence
it ls very desirable to furnish nourishment in a formn acceptable to the
stomach, 4t the same time we excite this organ to do its duty. On the other
hand, again, wine stimulus although needed, is ill borne if given by itself,
producing hea.dache, excitement, and other symptoms which may be avoid-
ed by the addition of nutritious substance, such as the EssENcE Or BEEi.

Iron also can be taken la this way bythe most delicate or sénsitive
woman or child, to whom it may be inadmissible as usually, given. Prompt
results will follow its use In cases of sudden exhaustion, arising either from
acute or chronic diseases, and will prove a

Valuable Restorative for ail Convalescents.
As a Nutritive Tonic it would be indicated in the treatment of impaired
nutrition, impoverishment of the blood, and in all of the various forms of
general debility. Each tablespoonful contains the Essence of one ounce of
Beef, with two grains of Citrate of Iron, dissolved in Sherry Wine. With
a vifr to making the article more palatable, a portion ofthe beef is in th-
first place partially roasted, as experience has shown that it le better borne
by the stomach, and can be administered for a longer period when this la
done.

Ault Dose:-One tablespoonful between meals, and when suffering from
fatigue or exhaustion

DMg. àr hildmren should be reduced according to the age.
We trust physicians willbe carefal to direct our manufackare of BRB,

IROX and WINB, as numbers of persons make mixtures called by the
same name, and claiming equal merit. We can only say the reputation of
this medicine was created by ouR REPARATroN, and it la almost exclusive.
ly prscuibedi by our leadMing physicians.

JOHN WYETH & BROTHER
CHEMiSTS,

1412 Walnut St, Philadelphia.
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PURE COD LIVER OIL,

Messrs. Scorr & BowNE:

With HYPOPHOSPHITES of LIME and SODA,P: C*ECT, PERMANENT, PALATABLE.
The high character, and wde reputation Sottu Em lissa u as attained through the agency of the Medical Profession, and thehearty support they have given it since its finit introduction, is uffcet guarante of its sperlor virtues. The dlaims we have made as toits permanency-perfection and palatableness--we believe have been fully sustained, and we can positively assure the profession that itohigh standard of excellence will e fully maintained. We believe the profession will bear us ont in the statement that no cemination hasproduced as good results in the wasting disorders, incident to childhoqd in the latter as well as the incipient stages of Phthisis, and hScrofula, Anuemia and General Debility. We would respectfully ask the profession for a continuance o! their patronage, afd those who havenot prescribed it to give it a trial. Samples will befurnished free upon application.
FoRMULA.-50 per cent. of pure Cod Liver Oil, 6 grs. of the Hypophosphite of Lime, and 3 grs. of the I pophosphite of Soda to a fluidounce.

SEE TESTIMONIALS OF PHYSICIANS.
Ihave prescribed your emulsion of Cod Lie i ihHHali fax, N. S., No v. 19, 1880.I hae pescibedyou emlsio o!CodLiver Oil with Hypophosphites for the past two years, and found it moreagrecable to the stomach, and have better results from its use than from any other preparation o the kind Ihave tried.

W. M. CAMERON, M.D.Messrs. ScoTr & BowNic: 
Truro, N. S , Nov. 15, 1880.Gentlemen--After three years experience, I consider your Emulsion one of the very best in the market.

MEssRs. Scorr & BowNE : W. S. MUIR, M.D., L.R.C.P. & S., Ed.h have mue1 pleasure in stating that for the last threc years I have used your Emulsion of Cod Liver Oil and Hypo-îîhosphites in ni.% practice, in cases of l'hthisis, Ners'ous Prostration tnd Anwimia, and alw-ays derived miarked benefit froin its use. That iLdoes not decompose, is very palatable, and remains in the most fastidious stomach, are some of its greate erihts.
St. John, NB. I have the honor to be, yours truly, T. J. O. EARLE, M.D.
MEsSRs. SCOTT & BOWNE:

I have used for iore time, and prescihed Scott's Emulsion of Cod Liver Oil, and find it an excellent flxed prepara-tion. agrecing well with the .tomach, eadly taken, and it8 continued use adding greatly to the strength and comfort of the patient.Petitcodiae, N.B., Nov. 5, 1880. __A. H. PECK, M.D., Penn. Med. Co lege.SCOTT & BOWNE, Manufacturing Chemists, New York.
The Practitioners' Obstetric BagaJohn Reynders & Co.,

(Late of Otto & Reynders,)

N----- 309- F-----o. ourt

UNDER THE COLLEGE

15 inches long, 6 inches high, containing Barnee's Craniotomy For-ceps, Midwifery Forceps, Perforators, Frenum Scissors, Blunt Hookad Crotchet, Catheter, 4 Stoppered Bottles, 1 Chloroform Drop

Bottie. PrIce $26.Bag only, Superior Morocco, Gilt Fittings, . . . . $6.00
Plain Fitting, Chamois

Leather . . . . . • . • • • . . . . $4.50

THE IMPROVED CLINICAL THERMOMETER WITH MAGNI-
FIED AND IMPERISHABLE INDEX.

The mercury is easily seen, and there being no air spec, the liabilityto loose the registering needle is obviated, should by any accident thewhole of the mercury be shaken into the cup it will register the nextlime it is driven up by the temperature.
PRICE IN CASE, . . . . .......
ORDINARY REGISTERING CLINICAL THER-

MOMETERS . . . . . . . . . 1.50
0

J. STE VENS & SON,
GOWER STREET, 274 YONGE ST.,

London, Eng. Toronto, Ont.

h Avenue, New York,
OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS,

Manufacturers and Importers of

S URGICAL
AND

Orthopoxdical Instruments,

SKELETONS,

AND

ANATOMICAL

p PREPARATIONS.

The Manufacture and Importation of everyarticle used by Physicians and Surgeons our Specialties.

Our Wustrated Catalogue and Price LiMt
mailed on application, enclosing twelve cents for Postage.

FOR ADVRITIIEMENT OF BEURY k JOHNBON'S PLASTERU, ME INSIDE PAGE.
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Dr. J. Collis BroWine's Chlorodyne
IS THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY GENUINE.

ADVICE TO INVALIDS.
If you wish to obtain quiet refreshing sleep, free from headache, relief from pain and anguish

to calm and assuage the weary achings of protracted disease, invigorate the nervous media, and
regulate the circulating systems of the body, you will provide yourself with a supply of thatMarvellous remedy discovered by Da. J. CoLLIs BBOWNE (late Medical Staff), to which ho gave
the name of

CHLORODYNE,
and which is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderful and valuable remedy everdiscovered.

CHLORODYNI is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderful and valuable remedy
ever discovered.

CHLORODYNE is the best remedy for Coughs, Consumption, Bronchitis, Asthma.
CHLoRoD effectually checks and arrests those too often fatal diseases-Diphtheria, Fever,Croi p, A gue.
CHLORODYNI actS like a charm in Diarrhea, and is the only o pecific in Cholera and Dysentery
CHLORODYNE effectually cut& short all attacks o. Epilepsy, Hysteria, Palpitation, and Spasms.
CHLORODYNU is the only palliative in Neuralgia, 9heumatism, Gout, Cancer, Toothache.

Moningitis, &c.
Extract from Indian Economist.

"W. direct the attention of medical men to a fact observed ome years ince by ourmelves, and corroborated by oursubsequent experibnce, that Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne is in many cases of Low Fever immensely superior toQuinine in curative power. We cannot persuade ourselves that the true value of Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne'ls yetproperly appraised in India. . . . It may be given with absolute safety even to a child three days old. Were medicalmon but to make a fair and exhaustive trial of it we are persuaded that it would work a revolution in the treatment of two-thirds of the dimeases to which children are subject. Its curative power is simply amasing."
" Earl Russell communioated to the College of Physicians that ho had received a despatch from Her Majesty's Consulat Manilla, to the effot that Choiera had beon raging fearfully, and that the ONLY remedy of any service was CELORO-DYNE."-See Laseet, Deo. 1, 186d.

Prom W. VESALIUS PETTIGREW, M.D., Ron. F.R.C.S., England.
Formerly Lectu ter of Anatomy and Physiology at St. George's School of Medicine.

" I have no hesitation in stating, after a fair trial of Chlorodyne, that I have neyer met with any medicine so eMea-eous as an Anti-Spammodie and Sedative. I have tried it la Consumption, Aithma, DiarrhSa, and other diseaes, and ammost perfectly satisled with the results."
Prom Dr. TuoxAs SANIwoRD, Passage West, Cork.

"I will thaak you te mond me a further supply of Chlorodyne. It was the most effioaclous remedy I ever used, afforting relief In violent attacks of Spasms within a minute after being taken. One patient in particular, who ha& aufered foryears with periodioal attacks of Spasms of a most painful nature, and unable to obtain relief from other remedies, such asopium, &c., ands nothing so prompt and emaclous as Chlorodyne."
Prom Dr. B. J. BOULTON & 0o., Horncastle.

"We have made pretty extensive use of Chlorodyne in our practice lately, and look upon it as an excellent directedative and Anti-Spasmodio. It seem to allay pain and irritation in whatever organ, and from what«er cause. Itinduces a feeling of confort and quietude not obtainable by any other remedy, and seems to posses this groat advantagoover all other sedatives, that it leaves no unpleasant after effocts."
From J. C. BAKER, Esq., M.D., Bideford.

" It là without doubt, the mont valuable and certain Anodyne we have."

CAUTION.-BEWARE OF PIRACY AND IMITATIONS.
Cuvrox.-The extraordinary medical reports on the ecacy of Chlorodyne render It of vital Importance that thepublic should obtain the genuine, which bears the wordsI "Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne."
Vice-Chancellor Woon stated that Dr. J. COLLIu BaowvN was undoubtedly the Inventor of CHLORODYNE : that thewhole story of the Defendant, FatmiWx, was deliberately untrue.
Lord Chancellor Selborne and Lord Justice James stated that the defendant had made a deliberate misrepresentatiot.#f the decision of Vice-Chancellor Wood.
Chemists throughout the lani oonhrm this docision that Dr. J. C. BROWNE was the Inventor of CHLORODYNE.
Sold in Bottles at 1 ld., 2s 9d., 4s 6d., each. Nono genuine without the words "Dr. J.

COLLIS BROWNE'S CHLORODYNE " on the Government Stamp. Overwhelming Medical
Tostimony accompanies each bottlo.
SOLE MANUYACTumab-J. T. DAVENPOIRT, 33 GREAT RUSSELL STREET, BLOOMsBURY, LONDON.
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Shuttleworth's Fluid Extracts
Guaranteed of Standard Strength and Quality.

FLUID EXTRACT OF ERGOT.
This most important preparation is made the subject of special care and attention, not only in regard to the details ofmanipulation but the quality of the crude drug, which is perhaps the most important consideration. The finest ergot ob-tainable is always employed, and physicians using this extract may rely on producing the specific effects of the drug,

NEW REMEDIES.
Preparations of New and Rare Drugs.

ALSTONIA, Dita Bark. BOLDO, Peumus Boldo, Leaves.
ARECA, Betel Nut. CERCIS CANADENSIS.
AVA, Kava-kava Root. CASCARA SAGRADA.
BAEL, Bael Fruit. COTO, Coto Bark.
BERBERIS AQUIFOLIUM. USTILAGO MAIDIS, Corn Ergot.
COCA LEAVES. GRINDELIA ROBUSTA.
DAMIANA LEAVES. JABORANDI.
DROSERA. Sundew. KOOSO.
EVENING PRIMROSE. MISTLETOE.
EUCALYPTUS. RHUS AROMATICA.
FUCUS VESICULOSUS. SANDAL WOOD.
GUARANA. SUMBUL.
YERBA REUMA. YERBA SANTA.
RUEBRACHO. PENTHORUM SEDOIDES.
GOA POWDER. etc. CHAULMOOGRA QIL, etc.

Chemically pure CHLOROFORM, ETHER, and OL. TEREBNTH, for Anesthetic purposes.

CANADIAN MALT EXTSACT.
This is made by a recently devised process by which the greater portion of the Diastase is retained in an active con.

dition.
Sev'eral combinations are manufactured :-MALT with PHOSPHATES, MALT with COD-LIVER-QIL and PHOSPHATES, and MALT with HypOPHOSPHITES.

]B. P. ]PREIPARATIONS.
Al! the Officinal Compounds kept in stock, also a fullt une of Pharniaceutical Preparations generally.

GELATJINE-OOATED PILLS.
A fuCl supply in stock.

Price Lists Forwarded on Application

E. B. SHUTTLEWORTH,

~AJB'AOTUII MISTLETO EI T

YEB roA ERB1  STraNT.

RUEBACHO PrnteNtTHorUMnEDODES
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Electrical Instruments for Medical Use.

BOSTON.
Prof. Francis Minot,
H. H. A. Beach. M.D

CHICAGO.
Prof. N. S. Davis, M.
Prof. James S. Jewel

DETROIT.
Prof. Theo. A. McGr
Prof. James F. Noyes
Prof. Albert B. Lyons
Prof. Leartus Connor

ST. LOUIs.
Prof. J. K. Bauday,
Prof. Jas. B. Johnson

G AL van

FOR SALE BY LYMd

We respectfuly refer to the following Eminent Physicians:
NEW YORK CITY.

Prof. W. A. Hammond, M.D.
M.D. Prof. Lewis A. Sayre, M.D.

. Poof. James R. Wood, M.D.
PHILADELPHIA.

Prof. Robert E. Rogers, M.D.
D. Prof. B. Howard Rand, M.D.
1, M.D. CANADA.

Tr. Theo. Mack, M.D., St. Ca-
tharines.

Dr. Fife Fowler, M.D., Kingst'n
Dr. John R. Dickson, M.D.,

,M.D. Kingston.M.D. -D:. B. H. Lemon, M.D., Tho-
rold.

Drs. Orton & Alexander, M.D.,
Fergus.

M.D. Dr. A. Wolverton, M.D., Ham.
,__.D. ilton.

Dr. J. Fulton, M.D., Toronto.o-IIaradic Mrnf~~igD.Janufacturing Company,
2S FOUTIII AVEN UE. NEW Y OBRR»S ., O'IUMM'LU. Send for Catalogue, with a concise and practical Guide for their use.

DLIzAg àpSwf,< Bir c*z40crs imosm CO#LACTO-PHOSPIATES prepared from the formula of Dr. DUSART, of Paris.
Compound Elixir of Phosphates and Calisaya.--A Chemical Food and Nutritive Tonie.

I elegant preparation combines with a ound Sherry Wine percolated through Wild Sherry Bark and Aromatic,inth e for of an agreeable cordial, 2 ra. Lacto-Phospuhate of Lime 1 gr. Lacto-Phosphate of Iron, 1 gr. of Alka.Itid e of Cauays Bfrk, Qnia , Quinidia jpimehonia , and fifteen drope offree Phosphoric Acid to each half ounce.In the varions forma of Dyspepsia, resulting ln impoverished blood and de praved nutrition, in convalescing from theZymotic Fevers (Typhus, Typhod, Diphthorari, Small-pox, Scarlatina Measles) in nervous prostration from mental andphysical exrtion, dissipation and vicions habita, la chlorotic anæmic women, and in the strumous diathesia in adulte andchildren it a cobination of great efficacy and reliability, and boing very acceptable to the most fstidious it may betaken for an indefinite perioé ithout beco.ning repugnant to the paitient. When Strychnine is indicated the officinalsolution f the Pharmacopoe may be added, each fluid drachm making the 64th of a grain to a half fluid ounce of the. carea valuable combination n dyspep r t nstipation and headaches. This compound is prepared with great
care, and will bo xnaintained of standard purity and atrength.Dot.-For an adut, one table-spoonful three times a day, after eating; from seven to twelve, one dessert-spoonfu);froP a two to seven, one tea-spoonfuEA

Prepared by T. B. WHEELER, M. D., MONTREAL, D. c

FIRST PRIE FOR ARTIFIIAL LIES
AND

S UIR GICA L A PP LI A N CE S.

PPARATUS of every description made to order, for Paralysis, Hip-

JAMES AUTHORS,
16 King Street East, Toronto.

TORONTO, Sept. 17, 1874.
I have much pleasure in being able to testify to the skill, ingenuity, andexcellence of workmanship shown in Mr. Authors' surgical appliances. They will be-.r comparison with those manufac.ured in any part of the world.

JAMES H. RICHARDSON, M.D., University of Toronto, M.R.C.S., England.

ID ]EM. Vt -EZ M ]M ] Me ]M y M



MA LTOPEPSYN
(REGISTERED AT OTTAWA)

FORMULA

SACCHARATED PEPSINE (Porci)--...................zo Grains
PANCREATINE......................5 " iACID LACTOPHOSPHATE OF LIME................- 5 "EXSICCATED EXTRACT OF MALT (Equal to onetea-

spoonful of liquid extract of Malt.)...-.-................ Io

The new Canadian remedy for Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Choléra Infantum, Constipation and all Disease

arising from Imperfect Nutrition.
It is also exceedingly valuable as a relief for Vomiting in Pregnancy.

TO THE MEDICAL PROFESSION.
Having been employed in the manufacture of Pepsine, Pancreatne, etc., in the

United States for the past seven years, and knowing that nine-tenths of the nu-
merous brands of Pepsine and Combinations thereof, in the market to-day, are a.1-
most worthless and inert, and knowing further, that the few really good articles
are absurdly high priced-one dollar per ounce and upwards-I have decided to
offer to the profession, Maltopepsyn, an article unequalled in quality and rea-
sonable in price (fifty cents per two ounce bottle, containing nearly one and one-
half ounces of powder).

~ I will guarantee Maltopepsyn to be compounded exactly as per formula and
each ingredient to be of the best quality possible to be made, and therefore I
claim the following advantages over the ordinary preparations now dispensed,
viz:-

First-The Saccharated Pepsine (Porci) is of a quality superior to any in themarket, it is perfectly seluble, tasteess, odorless, very active, and, being sacchar-ated, will preserve its qualities for years, while made in any different manner it. willnot. N.B. Pepsine is very difficult to procure free, from Mucous Creatine. 'andthe other impurities of the stomach, and is usually sold containing all these hurt-fulsubstances, which not only kill its digestive properties but give it a dark br.ownishcolor, disagreeable odor and acrid taste. Pure Pep9ine ;should be light colored,nearly odorless and tasteless.

Second-The Pancreatine is fully equal to thatimade in London, England,the only Pancreatine in the market at all reliable, andithat is so high priced ($3.00per oz.) as to almost prohibit its use.

Third-The Exsiccated, or dry extract, is a more effective, palatable andconvenient preparation of the nutritive article, Malt, than the liquid extracts usu-ally dispensed.

Fourth--The Acid Lactophosphate of lime is carefully purified and of the bestquality. Its therapeutic value is too well known to need further comment.

Upon application from any of the .Medical Faculty, I will be pleased to for.ward samples, which will substantiate the claims made for Maltopepsyn, and Ihope for your assistance in this my endeavour to introduce a good preparation ata low price.
HAZEN MORSE, 5 7 Front Street East, TORONTO.



M.ALTOPEPSYN
Combines all the digestive principles that act upon

food, with the nutritive qualities of Extract of Malt and

the brain food of the Acid Phosphates.

PRICE LIST.

Maltopepsyn, (2 oz. bottles, containing nearly li oza. powder). 5oc. per bottle.

"a4 S.5 oo per dozen.

" in half pound bottles $5 oo per pound.

Less than half the price of any good preparation cf Pep-
sine in the market, and guaranteed to excel the best in
the results.

Nearly 2,ooo bottles have been sold during the first five
months of its introduction, entirely through physicians' pre-
scriptions.

The following is a sample of the great number of testi-
monials I have received from medical men :-

BRUSSELS, JUNE 28th, I88o.
Hazen Morse, Esq.,

Dear Sir,-I believe Maltopepsyn to be equal, if not superior, to
Lactopeptine or Pepsine, in the use of which I have had a very large experience.

Yours, etc.. WILLIAm GRAHAM, M.D.

CASE ATTENDED BY DR. BURNs, TORONTO, APRIL, i880.

Child of Mr. Edgell, Toronto, about two years old, suffering from Diarrhœa
brought on by indigestion; passed undigested food, etý Dr. B had tried
many remedies without giving any relief; finally prescribed Maltopepsyi. After
the child had taken six doses, there was marked improvement, and before one-
half the bottle was used had entirely recovered.

I will make the same offer to medical men on Maltopepsyn as I do on
Hydroleine, viz: I will forward upon application, to physicians only, a full sized
bottle of Maltopepsyn upon.receipt of twenty-five cents, (half price). This offer
only applies te the first bottle.

HAZEN MORSE, 57 Front Street East, TORONTOt
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TEXT-BOOK OF PHYS [OLOGY,
J. FULTON, M.D., M.R.C.S,, ENG.; L.R.C.P., LONoN.

Projessor of Physiology and Sanitary Science, Trinity Merlie<il klîho1 t onto ;Surgeon to the Toronto General Hospital, &c., &c.
Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged, witlh Numerous IHustrations.

LONDON: J. & A. CHURCHILL.
PHILADELPHIA: LINDSAY & BLAKISTON. TORONTO: WILLING & WILLIAMSON.

Recoiized and adoptea as a Text Book or Piysioogy, by /te Council of the C A!ege of
P/hysicians and Su oeon.s of Ontario.

Prof. Fulton's Physiology has been most favorably received bv the Medical Press and the P'rofe.sion
as the following extracts, collected by the Piublishers, will show

Opinions of the Press:
The book is clear, concise, excellentlv illustrated. and free fromu "i T E volume before us is one we can recouinend. It lias beenlidisturbing references and irrelevant discussions."-Detroit Lancet. written by a practical physiologist, one whose duty it lias been to

study and teach. Tii volume is fully up to the times, and thou1gh
"The book is we.l written, well printed, and reads easily. More- designed especially for medical students, who are supposed to be

over, theauthor possesses the happy faculty of condensing his infor- beginners, it will be found useful to those older and experienced in
mation with the leat sacrifice of clearness.--otoni Medical and the practice of muedicine. Let the reader, if lie atiswers to the chargeSurgical Journal. of having devoted more tinte to the study of materia itedica than to

4 We ri. physiology, go and purchase a copy of this olumite and review lisWe ]ave carefully examiîined the second edition of Prof. Fulton's physiology."-Afarylaiid Medical J urnalwork, and deeni it a very good text-hook on the subject. * * * " Tîn second emîtion of ttis standard Text-B-lk Of l'yaiolagYThe iest hic t a opend of h the narket."-Si. Luis lias been received. It lias been almîost entirely re-w ritten, and has
been brought up to the present adatcei status of that miost import-
ant branch of miedicine. The arraigeinent of the work is peculiarly"«This la a -well l)riiited octavi, ûonttaining 151 illustrations. The the authoras, sud it la liased ulian flic idea that pliysiologyý cati oilyauthor hias drawni diligetly] fromi many sources, and as a rule states teato ,adi sbsduo h data hsooycnolc holio s dct go icl l ron t wi t ou r esnt. d a a C nsi ei the be co ttprelienided properly by first acquiring a knowledge of histol-coclusios caego rically a d witho t arguent. p onsiering te ogy Such a combination wvili prove extreiely useful to both thesize of the book, a notewort1/ feature l the promineuce givet to stuident and practitioner: The work is cf a proper size for a text-histology." . Y' Medicai Record. book, is well illustrated, and in every -isense weil adapted to carry out

"The author lias aimed, in this volume, to present a well-digested the original design of the author." Naxheille Journal of Medicine.text-book, chiefly imtended for iiedical students. The text is accurate "The great trouble with most of ou. text-books on Ihysi, bLy, is,and for the purpose of giving students a clear presentation of the that their auth:ors, as a rule, have been at the satme time investigators,known and accepted physiological doctrines of the day, will answer and, sometimes only in their own opinion, and somtetimes also inwell, His style is clear and simtple."-Med. and Sury. Reporter, that of others, discoverers as well, and with sucb there is the natural
Phila. tendeney to give undue promtienece, both in place and space, to their

own labors or theories. This fault cannot be laid at the door of Dr."This work furîtishea the main physiological facts witliout very Futon ;if lebsavbhyo -sn itteefi ob onmuch discussion, for the nost part in accordance with late scientific Fto bis he bas any hobby or pet-ism, no hit thereof la to be foundresearch. W*e regard the positions taken by the author as in the main in his book, and he has evidently borne constantiy in mind that heresearch.~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~1 We rgrflcosttstaethteaubr i e a-sriting ta couvey instruction, sud ot ta) alvatice bis pnivatetenable. Soie questions are handled with vigor, and are clearly pre- was i etod is tructid ota t n fact, tbis
sentesl."-.Y. Afedicl Journal.opinion. His methodi is clear and logical.** Infctiser . "-AN. Y. Medicai Jouirnial. -work, as a whole, answers more nearly than any book which we have

Prof. Fulton's book is intended chiefir for the medi -ai student met with, the desideratum o a well-digested te\t-book of physio-
and does not enter into the profounder regions of the subject of l y -Hjici Gazeti, fe Yoak.physiology. It is, however, up to the level of our present knowledge " By a judicious blenditg of comleteness und concisenesa, Dr.In most respects, and, being îprefixed by a histological part, covers Fulton bas produced a book which must meet with general favor. Hevery satisfactorily the ground usually gone over in a medical course. bas shown hiniself a perfect master of the bîy no means universal
The work appears to be well calculatel as a text-book"--Philadelph ia knack of l boiling down," while his successful experience as aitri-
Medical Tie. structor lias beer. of iaterial advantage to hii li the matter of judi-

cious selection. The result is a waork -which within tliC cop-ass of
This is a capital book, fulfilling admirably the design of the soute four htundred pages of large print, covers the grounîd as effectu-

author, and the needs of the professor of physiology and lis elass ally as older and more pretentiots land-books, withou, sacrificingstudents. It does not enter into elaborate discussions of doubtful either simootlthness of sty le, or comnpleteness of information to concise-
facts, nor is the texts encuibered by the long lists of foot-note ne-s. The illustrations are limitited to the mere necessities of the text,references and notes, which tend rather to confuse the college student and several new aies are added to the usual stereotyped cuts to be
thant to benefit him. Believing as we do that it serves the wants of met with in al] works oi this subject. The text-book is intended more
mOst general practitioners, and that it is an excellent text-book for particularly for nedical students, who will find that in its compilation
the college studetnt, we cordially reconmend it.- Virinia Medical the author bas been closely attentive to their nieeds, and has devoted
MfInthly. inuch careful labour to smoothing the difficulties in their 1 ath."-

Toronto Mail.
«As a work for students, it will be found unexcelled. The des- "Tii T ok ntnb n h asbe eeirfrmscriptions, while sufficiently full to give a clear idea, arg not over- %ear, fis concise sud se whsiblo--riuu accout if Lie principal factsladen with details, being confined to essential points, and are therefore in pbvsiolog. Tbe authr, ibel ie that histolfugv th L physiolgYconcise and easily remembered. The cuts representing minute and what anatom la t niedicibe, lias intoduced a eitoie tof theticroscopical anatomy are good, and will assist the young micros- microscoîîical features aicme, as mtoded an eitm au thecopistvery ~ ~ ~ Yoii muhi i tde.W odal eo mditco duircto a haptr es of te various tissues w hich, with an intro-cpiast very nuc u bic studits. We cordialy reconimend i to uttory kbapter on 'Proximiate PIrimcipes, occupies the fint third ofphysicigs sud aiedicai stdents w-l desire a cinaise Work ou t e book. The remaitider ik takeon up with a consideration of phy-piîysiology fully abreast of prescrit knowiedge."-Cim.iie itai Medicai siology proper, which is discutssed under the usual divisions of diges-Sous8. tion, absorption, blood-circulation, respiration, animal heat, &c. The

size of the work, of course, precludes anything more than an outlineh The work before us is ne adirably adapfed t Lbe wants ot of the different functions, but this appears to us to be sufflcientlythe studett. I l concise, beg written, sd, lu the main, coaprising clear and accurate.ea'erything n value u the beginuer. histol We can fully under- It is difficult in a text-book to preserve a due proportion betweenstaod ly the author bs icluded liitoloay in bis discussion of the more and the less important subjects, but this Dr. Fulton baspenitulogy- is subje t i tIis couitr usuall recel big the treat- fairly succeeded in accomilishing, and we consider the work to be ament of a step-cild by our acuties, being divided u p betms-een te good introduction to the lar:er treatises ad to contain enough toauatnits ad physiologiats, ad bei g treated ully by either. Tbe render any student w-ho thoroughly masters its contents, a soundext is learly printei, sud free froi t i erura.-Cinci,- practitioner so far as practice is founded on a theoretical knowledgeuai i Lan&celt and Cliîic. tof physiology."--Loniidont Lauet.
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DR. MARTIN'S VACCINE VIRUS
PRICE REDUCED!

True Animal Vaccine Virus (Beaugency Stock)
15 Large Ivory I Lancet " Points................ $2 00

7 t

Perfect, Selected and Mounted Crusts, each... 3 00

ALL VIRUS FULLY WARRANTED.

It is hoped that the Profession will appreciate the impor-tance of fully supporting Physicians devoted to this laborieussnl .rp'nnd specialty, and responsible for the quality of all

If the patronage of Physicians is distributed amongst all,who, often without any Jitness, offer to supply true animalvirus; the simple result will be that no one will receiveenough to maintain a proper establishment.
Our Senior Partner has bren for over twerty years devotodto the specialty of Vaccine supply. He introdu<.ed true

Animal Vaccination into America in 1870; and our establish-
ment is by far the mot perfect and extensive in the world.
Address

I aithAR D'S p
of irou.

SBlancards ia re specially recommended by 0the Med cal ceicehrit e. or the world for acrofua 0(Tumours, king's Evii, etc.), the early stag, of*.onsumption, CoistituLuoiil Weaknes. Poorness or 0lloudand for provoking and regulating its perio--lic course. The genuine have a reactive silver sealattached to the lower part of the cork, and agreen label on
11 wraper,

hecaring the lac-
simile of the
signature of

Pharmacien, ru Bonaparte, 40, Paria,whithout which none are genuine.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

A. M. ROSEBRUGH M.D.,
(Surgeon to the Toronto Eye and Ear Dispensary.)

May be conuluteil at the reidenc o'f
DR. HENRY A. MARTIN & SN, iDr. J. W. Rosebrugh, Upper James St. Hamilton,

Roxbury District, Boston, Mass. Last Saturday of every Month.

USED IN THE ROYAL NURSERIES,$AVORY& And possessing every requirement necessary in a diiet for Children brought up wholly or
partially by hand.

Containing the highest amount of nourishment in the most digestible
and convenient form.

THE MOST PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR HEALTHY MOTHER'S MILE.
N.B.-This Food has only the sugar natural to health y milk.and

UMOURES stherefore freefrom the banef ulsweetnessof highlysugared Food&

SAVORY & MOORE, 143, NEW BOND RROEO LONDON, W.
218 AVD ALL, CHIEMTSTS TIIROUGIIOUT THE WORLD.

W, F COLEMAN, M. D., M.R C.S., Eng.
Fornertly Surgeon to Tronto Eye a;nd Ear hnfirmnary

OCULIST and AURIST
to St. John General Public Hospital. Practice limited to

THE BACTERIA.
By DR. ANTOINE MAoNIN.

TransLated

By GEoRE M. STERNBEiR, M.D., Surgeon U. S. Army.

Office Cor. Princess & Sydney Sts, St. Joh n,NB,

XTRACT FROM PREFACE BY TRANSLATOR.

DR. REEVE For the naturalist. for the physician, or for the non-professiontaîman of general culture, who desires to have accessible in a condenscdCAN BE CONSULTED IN REGARD TO form the most important results achieved in this line of inquto the present day, this volume cannot fail to bc of val lte student and the investigator in scarch of fuiler information, theDISEASES OF T HE EYE AND EAR ° "e nfap °gustalsoubtle ofAt the Tecumseh House, London, service.
On the First Saturday of every month. LITTLE, BROWN & CO.,

254 Washington St., Boston.

9 ce .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 00

Ceiue, t., oronto.
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DETROIT MEDICAL COLLEGE.
(Member of the American Medical College Association-)

SESSION'S OF x88o-'8î

JAMES F. NOYES, M.D., Emeritus]
THEO. A. McGRAW, M.D., PRESIDENT,

Professor of Principles and Practice of Surgery and Clin-
ical Surgery.

GEO. P. ANDREWS, M.D.,
Professor of Principles and Practice of Medicine and

Clinical Medicine.
C. B. GILBERT, M.D.,

1rofessor of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and
Children.

N. W. WEBBER, M.D.,
Professor of Irinciples and Pracice of Surgery and Clinical

Surgcry.
SAMUEL P. DUFFIELD. PH. D., M.D.,

Professor of Toxicology on] Aledical Jurisprudence.
J. I-I. CARSTENS, M.D.,

Assistant Clinical Professor of Clin. Gynoecology,
F. A. SPALDING, M.D.,

Assistant Clinical Professor of Obstetrics.
J. G. JOIINSON, M.D.,

Lecturer on Diseases of Mind and Nervous System.
E. A. CHAPOTON, M.D.,

Lecturer on Pathology and iIorbid Anatomy.
DAVID INGLIS, M.D.,

Instructor in Practice of Medicine.

ULi Y..
Professor of Ophthalmology and Otology.

ALBERT B. LYONS, NI.D.,
Professor of Chemistry and Director of the Chemical

Laboratory.
LEARTUS CONNOR, M.D., SECRETARY,

Professor of Ophthalmology and Otology.
i1. O. WALKER, M.D.,

Professor of Anatomy and Diseases of Genito-Urinary
System.

E. L. SIURLY, M.D.,
Professor of Materia Medica, Therapeutics and

Laryngology.
IAL. C. WVYNAN, M.).

_fessor of Physiology, and Director of the Physiological
I aboratory.

J. W. Ro:ERS, M.1.,
Instructor in Practice of Medicine.

A. E. CARRIER, M. D.,
Instructor and Demonstrator of Anatomy.

MORSE STEWART, JR., M.D.,
Instructor in Materia Medica and Therapeutics.

A. B. STEVENs, PHi. C.,
Instructor in Pharmacy.

CHAs. G. JENNINGS, M, D.,
Instructor in Chemistry.

F. H. KNICKER1,OCKER, NI.D., Curator of Museum and Librarian.
The Collegiate Year is divided into two sessions.
THE REGULAR SESSION opens Wednesday. September Sth, iSSo. and closes March 881, (obligatory.)THE SPRING SESSION opens March 15th, iSi, and closes lune 23rd, (optional.)
All candidates for the degree of Doctor of Medicine at the l)TrFr0F M , ICAL COLLEGE nust succeSSfully cOmpletethe following system of training:
PRELIMIARY EXAMINATION must be passed by all candidates for admission who cannot present satisfactorydocumentary evidence that their acquirements are equal, if not greater than the standard adopted. Date of ExaminationSeptember 6th and 7th, r88o.
GRADED COURSE covers three regular sessions of six months each. The course of instruction has been so ar-ranged as to carry the student progressively and systematically, from one subject to another in a just and natural order.I)AILY PRACTICAL WORK in Anatomical, Chemical or Physiological Laboratories during the first two sessions.I)AILX' CLINICAL LECTURS during the flrst two sessions.
DAILY CLINICAL WORK in the HOSPITAL WARDs or DISPENSARliEs during the entire last session. For thispurpose the Senior Class is diviled into snall sections, and each section placed in charge of a Clinical teacher for onemonth. Then the sections change teachers. so that during the session every menber of the Senior Class is taught to doclinical work in Diseases of the Eve and Ear, in Diseases of the Larynx, in Diseases of Women, in General MedicalCases, in Surgical Cases, in Diseases of the Shin and in Diseases of the Nervous System and in Obstetrics. Thus thestudent makes, or assists im mnaking, examinations and in carrying out treatnent, writes prescriptions and histories ofcases,dresses wounds, applies bandages, watches the progress of pathological processes internal or external, assists at opera-tions, etc.
DAIIY LECTURES AND RECITATIONS on the se eral scientific and practical branches of Medicine and Surgery during the eiitiretlîree courses.
EXAMINATIONS at the end of each course on the studies of that course.DIVISION F STUDENTS. -Tlic students are divided into three classes according to time of study and proficiency in study. Eachcsus bas its lectures, recitations, elinies, wud Laborator work distinct froni the others. The small size of the several classes brings thestudent int intimate personiai relations with his scierai teachers.
Three Hospitals Harper's, St. Mary%'s and St. Luke's- with two large frec Dispiensaries, afford abundance of cliiical aterial. Aillectures are dli ered on lospital Grounds. The per-uliar feature of this school is the intimate union between its Didaetic, its Laboratoryand ita Clinical teachinz.
FEES.-For Regular Session, Registration, yarl............................................................

Lecture Fees......................................................................... 500Final Exainiiation ................... ...................... ........................... 30 00
Lecture Fecs to Third Course Students....-................................... ........................ 50 00

Hospital Tickets frec to ail who take out other tickets.
For Spring Session the fees are $10 to those who attend the Regular Course. Ail others aie rcîircd to pay $25, but $15 of this wilib credited on the fees of the next Regular Course attended Ail fees pay able befor Matriculatio Examnination, to the Secretary, but aro re-

turned if the applicant fails to pass the examrination.
Announcement and Catalogue, or more detailed accouint of the above can be promptly obtained by addressing the Secretary,

LEARTUS CONNOR, M.D., 92 Cass Street, DETROIT, Mich.N.B.-Under na circumastanîces will there be any reduction or remission of any of the published requireménts of the College.
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LAWS

FuîRnID anything
of an o1eaginous
nature being sent

hr s î t1 a5 1
l chenical Coposition, Cosmoline [Unguentum Petroleij is an oleaginous hydrocarbon, corresponding to the heavv petroleum oilaîîd containing a large ainount of the paraffines and oleflîses of formulte C16H34 & ',-ll It contai)s buit asmall percnt&le nIthe îsaraffiu-;and olefines, corresponding to the formula C7 H16 and C7 H14, respectively, and the offensive aud irritatig slropertics of the crude oil havebeen carefully removed. lI the process of purification, no acids, alkalies, or other chemiicals are ensployed, and no injurous additions oany kind are niade to the natural product. The result is a semi-solid, translucent substance, wîth a falot odor, ai unctuous feel and aslightly tarry taste.

Cosnoline [.87 uentumi Petrolci inelts at about 100 Fah Cent.); and boiN at about 025 Fah. (329° Cent.); its specific gravity isabout 0.875 at 60' Fah.
As it contains no oxydizable or organiv inatter capable of change b e putrefaction or fenrentation, and is absolutely without afdinityfor moisture, it offers to the pîofessio,î ant admnirable ungîlent, which cati neser deoîiî1 ,,ose, fermient, or beconse rancid in -i» clinsate ortemperature.

291 MAmosox AVENUE, NEW YoRK, February 26th, 1878.I have exainined the preparations of Cosmioline as mianufactured by E. F. Houghton & Co., Philadelphia, and believe thesu eliadapted to the purposes for which they are designed. As lubricants, and as the bases of simple or medicated olptets, they have a decidedadvantage over the fixed oils and fatty substances in ordinary use, in that they do not becoine rancid, aud do not acquire irritating qualitiesfrom atmospheric exposure.

ALFRED C. POST, M.D. LLD.,Emèentus Profexxor of Clical Surgery in the University of Seie 'ork, Vi8iting, Sîiugeon to Presbyterian Iospital, etc.

218 SoUTH SIxTEENTH STREET, PIIILADELPOIA, July 7th 1880.MEasRs. E. F. HorunTox & CO.
Gentlenen-The petroleum product prepared by you and supplied to physicians under the name of Cosmoline [Unguentuns Petroleil,was first brought to my notice while I was a Resident Physician in the Pennîs vIania Ilospital, and it at osmce coumended itef t Ple as abland emollient, as an elegant substitute for Carronl oil in burns and scalds, as a protective iu excoriations ad certain diseases of theskin, and as an excipient li the place of lard for applications to the eye and ear. For the last five years I have used the plain Cosmolie,both im hospital and private practice, in Gynecological and Obstetrical cases, with perfect satisfaction, and consider it much superior to OlieOil, which is so generally used. Carbolated Cosmoline is a useful comubination, but the rose-sceitcd Cosmoline i beyond ail question, a workof art, which cannot be too highly comumended. I have the honor to be,

Very respectfully, yours, FRANK WOODBURY, M.D.,
Physician to German Hospital.

MEssas. E. F. HoUonTox & Co.:
I have for a numuber of years mnade extensive use of Cosmooline (Unguen tun Petrolei and eossider it a îuost saluable article for surg-cal purposes. Either as a dressing by itself, or as a vehicle for the application of miedicaniets, it ns greatly uperior te lari or other fats'matters, especially by reason of its non-liability to change by tine or temperature.

Yours truly. JOHN H. PACKARD, M.D.

MEssRs. E. F. HoUGHTON & CO. :1031 WALNUT STREET, PuILADELPHIA.
I have used extensively Cosnoline [Unguentums Petroleil both in Dispensary and private practice, witl vcry great satisfactio. Asa vehicle for naking ointmuents it is invaluable, and far superior to lard, for the reason that it viIl 1c0i becwie rancid or usfdergo chemicalchange like the latter, when exposed to the atumosphere. I cannot too highly commusend it as au application il various skin diseases.

Yours truly, JOHN V. SHOEMAKER, A.M., M.D,Physician to the Pennsy lvaînia Free Dispensary for Skin Diseases.

Messrse E F. HoUoHToN & Co., 208 West 34th Street, NEw YORK.
GENTs:-I fully appreciate the value of your Cosmnoline or Ungt. Petrolei and prescribe it frequeîtly i1 oiututs. Fluid Cosmoline Ihave used constantly for several vears, as a lubricant of urethral sounds. It is the ci ce eat oi I know of for this purpose.

Yours trulv, GEO. IIENRY FOX.

PREPARED BY

E. F. HOUGHTON & CO.,
211 S. JRE'?OJSTT STrIEET,P-

In corresponding with advertisers please mention the CANADA LANCET.
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ELECTRO-THER APEUTIC APPARATUS!

aC POTTER,
oog. Pr C

E OpEa 1crca
lu N ()31 King Street East,

TOBOm To.
Separate Coil and Continuous Coil Faradic Batteries. 18 Cell, 20 Cell, and 30 Cell Portable Galvanic Bat-teries. Stationary Batteries put up to order.

Page's Vaporizer and Cresolene, Commutatio
A simple and perfect appa-

ratus for vaporizing all liquids, IHE following periodica
LANCET for one vearperfuming and disinfecting. L rn. 

Cresolene CANADA LANcET and Brait
shis a coal-tar product, posses- Or all three for Am.tirrsing greater power than car- 1CAN&DA L&c

bolic acid, in destroying germs. DA LANcET and Lndo
W. R. CHICHESTER, M.D., New s tet

York: It is immediatelv success- • Obte
ful."

Cresolene vaporized in a closed " " " Londo
room absolutely cures WHOOPING " " MedicaCOUGH, usually within five nights. 6 B st

Asthmatic persons sleep all night I I " Medica
and permanent cures have been Medic
effected. Bronchi'is, catarrh, croup, " New Y
diphtheria, nalarial and scarlet . " Philadfevers are favorabiy influenced b 'y de "e A Vthis treatient. Contagion cannot
be connmunicated. Clothing, bed-
ding, carpets, and walls are disin-

JOHN MERRITT, M. D., "1 .. Scribni
XQUALLED IN TREATMENT OF WHoor- St Ni
IN, CoUGHî. Icairnea-tly recommend Canadi

Applet

Vaporizers complete, neatly " " "
boxed, including lamp and " " " larper
2oz. cresolene.... $16 50 per doz. " Scienti

Cresolene, 20z. bottle.. J3 per doz. " . sple
Suppleran

H. SugdenEvans & Co., Fa

Agents for Canada, "
' " "Atlanti

Littell'
Toronto Agency

Estimates will be furni19 FroA'Dt9'~~nt. S W nunber that may be requiril, P E & 00.0 19I Front Street ! - lh

TORONTO EYE AND EAR DIsPENsARY, CANAn T Ornc

63 Queen Street East.
Open to the ipoor daily, (Tuesdays and Thursdays

excepted), at 10.30 a.m.

n Rates for 1881.
ls will be furnished with the CANADA
at the following rates:
waite's Retrospeet................. .5 »
uarterly Epitome.................. 5 û0

n Lancet Eng. Ed. (weekly) ....
Amt. Reprint (monthly)....

rical Journal of Great Britain......
tioner..........................
n Medical Record (monthly).......
1 Times and Gazette. London ......
Medical and Surgical Journal ....

1 and Surgical Reporter, Philadel...
ork Medical Journal (monthly).....
elphia Medical Times (bi-weekly). .
isiting List for 25 patients ......

50 " ..........

er's Monthly....... ..... .....holas.........---·...........
an Illustrated Nes,
on's Journal.... ..................
r Science Mounthly ...... ..........
r's Monthly, Weekly', or Bazaar.
fic American......................
m ent.....- ......... ..............
Leslie's Monthly........... .......

Ladies' Magazine..
" Weekly.................

c Monthly.....................
s Living Age....................

7 00-
10 00
6 75
6 00
6 25
7 00

10 00
7 00
7 00
6 00
6 00
4 00
4 25
4 50
6 00
5 25
6 00
5 25
7 00
6 25
5 75
7 00
5 25
5 75
6 00
6 25

10 25

shed for any other Jour.als or for ai y
ed.
scription, in advance, must in ail cases

Yours respectf]l LTON
J. FULTON

Eedical Practice.

BOARD AT (3.00 A WEEK CAN BE PROCURED NEAR THE A N OPENING FOR A MEDICAL MAN in a thriving Town EastDISPENSARY. A N of Toronto. The vacaney occuîrs March 18t. An excellentopportunity for a man desirous of establishing hinself in a town antd
coturtry practice. No charge other than rent for office and fixtures.A. T. MCCORD, President. iortarticulars apply "Town Iractice," CANADA LAScET On iy,A. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i TeMCRPeiee (ronto.

MOMMe
Wel e amount of sub,

accom1pany the order.
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To the Medical Profession

LACTOPEPTIN
We take pleasure in ca/lin g the attent 'on of the Proession /o LACTOPEPTI NE. 4fter a iong series ofcareful exteriments, we are able /o produce i/s various components in an absoliely pure state, thus renovingali unpleasant odor and taste, (aiso slightly changing the color). Ve can cAufidently claim, that its di,*gestiveproperties are large/y incrrased thereby, and can assert witoult hesitation tha/ it is as perfect a digestive ascan be produced.
LACTOPEPTINE is the most important remedial agent ever presented to the Profession for Indigestion,

Dyspepsia, Vomi/ing in Pregnancy, Cholera Jnfan/um, Constipation, and ail diseases arising fronimperfect nutrition. It contains the five active agents of digestion, viz : Pepsin, Pancreatine, Diastase, orVeg. Ptyalin Lactic and Hydroch/ioric Acids, in combination with Sugar of Milk.

FORMULA OF LACTOPEPTINE.

Sugar of Milk........... ...... 40 ounces. I Veg. Ptyalin or Diastase.. ....... .4 drachins.Pepsin........... ............. 8 ounces. j Lactic Acid ................ 5 ti. drachns.Pancreatine....... .... .......... 6 ounces. Hydrochloric Acid..... .-... 5 f. drachms.

LACTOPEPTINE is sold entirely by Physicians' Prescriptions, and its almost universal adoption by physicianss the strongest guarantee we can give that its therapeutic value has been most thoroughly established.

The undersigned having tested LACTOPEPTINE, recommend it to the profession.
ALFRED L. LOOMIS, M.D.,

Professor of Pathology and Practice of Madicine, Universilty of the City ofNew Yok.
SAMUEL R. PERCY, M.D.,

Profcssor Materia Medica, Nezo York Medical College.

F. LE ROY SATTERLEE, M.D., Ph. D.
Prof. Chem.. Mat. Med. and Therap. in -. Y. Col. of Dent. ; Prf Chen. & Hyg. in Am. Vet. Col. etc.

JAS. AITKEN MEIGS, M.D., Philadelphia, l'a.
Prof. of the Institutes of i. and Med. 7uris., 7eff. Medical College; Phy. to Penn. Hospital.

W. W. DAWSON, M.D., Cincnnati, Ohio,
Pro: Prin. and P-ac. Surg., Med. Col. of Ohio; Surg. to Good Samaritan los; ital.

ALFRED F. A. KING, M.D., Washington, D.C.,
Prof of Obstetrics, Unicersity of Vjeriont.

1). W. YANDELL, M.D.,
Prof. of ihe Science and Art of Surg. and Cliical Surg., Uniersity oy Loisville, Ky.

L. P. YANDELL, M.D.,
Prof of Clin. Med., Diseases (/ Children, and Dernatology, University of Louisville, Ky.

ROBT. BATTEY, M. D., Rome, Ga.,
Emeritus rof of Obstetrics, Atlanta Med. College, Ex Pres. ed. Association of Ga.

CLAUDE H. MASTIN, M.D., LL.D., Mobile, Ala.
PROF. H. C. BARTLETT, Ph. b., F.C.S., London, England.

THE NEW YORK PHARMACAL ASSOCIATION,
P.O.Box[1574. Nos.1101& 12COLLEGE PLACE, NEWIYORB .

Lowden, Neill & Co., Foronto, Ont., Wholesale Agents,
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EE40Y 4Q Ml Z
WIOLESALE AND RETAIL DRUGGIST-CoR. QUEEN AND YONGE-STS.. TORONTO.

The following prices will serve as a guide to intending purchasers, subject to market fluctuations, quality being of the first importa
nee. Tinctures, Syrups and Liquors are kept ln 8 oz bottles, and the price quoted includes the bottle. £5" Terms Cash; less 5 per cent.

A cid,Carbolic...... .. .. ... O
Sulph. Ar.........8 oz. bot 20
Hydrocyan ............ 1.....

Xther, Nit............. . bot. 22
Sulph.............. " 033

" Co 028
Antim. Pot. Tart.. .. O..... ...
A rgcnti Nit. fus.. .. ... ..... 20
Sisani Copaib.. ... ..... 8 oz. bot. 0 50

lismuth, Car.. .... .. .. 2..0..o
('rii Oxalas............... 20
Chloral H rate .. .. ........ 13
Clorodyne ................ c 5
Ciloroform..... . lb. . 30
Cinchon, Sul... OZ 045
Ergot, pulv.. .. .. .......... 15
Emp. Lytta............... 25
Ext. Belladon.............. 0 20

" Colocynth C.......... 12
" Hyosciam, Ang ..... . 25

Sarza Co., Ang.. . 30
Nucis Vom............ 75

Gum, Aloes Soc .90
" Acacia, pulv... .. ...

Glycerine, pure......... .. lb. 30
Ferri, Ain. Cit.... .. ...... .. 12

" et Quin. Cit.......... 75t 100
" Citro,phos.. .. 0 15

FerruaRedact.. .. .. .. .. .... 1
Hydrarg, Chlor............ d 10

C Cret,' 0 07

Jalapin ... .........
Lin. Saponis...8 oz. bot.
Liq. Ammon... . .

Arsenic ..
Bismuth...........
Donovan ...........
OpiiSed............

Morph. Sul. ............... oz.
" Mur............

01. Crotonis............
" Jecoris Asselli.. ......... b.

Pil. Aloes............... gross.
" " et Ferri. . "
" Assafoetid..........
" Cath. Co., U. S........ "

i lydrarg, Mass. .. .. .. .. lb.
" "e Subchlor. Co. gross,
" Rhei. Ca............. "
" Podophyllin, Co.. . .

Plumbi Acet.. .... .. ..... ib.
Potass. Acet................

" Bicarb..........
" lBromid........... "
" Iodid............. "

Pulv. Opii.. ............... oz.
Pulv. Creta Co............. lb.

l " C Opio.. . .
Ipecac........ ....

Co ............ "
Jalapa............

Quinte Sulph, Unblached... oz.

* c.
1 75
0 24
0 17
0 20
0 40
0 28
1 20
4 25
4 25
0 25
• 25
0 30
0 30
0 30
0 45
1 00
0 30
0 35
0 40
0 25
0 60
0 35
0 60
5 00
0 75
0 75
1 00
2 60
2 25
1 00
4 00

A full assortment of Trusses, Shoulder Braces, Supporters, &c., &c., at the lowest rates.
supply of reliable Vaccine-Scabs, $2 ; Half-Scabs, 1. Enemas from 75c.

g c
Rad. Rhel. pulv.. .......... b 2 (0
Santonie .... ............ oz. 0 80-
Soda Bicarb...............lb 0 14" Potass. Tart..........." 0 38
Spir. Ammon. Co........8 oz. bot 0 24
Syr. Aurant............... " 0 20-

" Codeia ................. 0 90
Ferri lod.. .. ........... ".054
Strych. Phos. Co " 0 80,
Hypophos ............ " 0 38
Phosph. Co .. " 0 35
Scillæ . . 0 22

Tinct. Aconit ............ " 0 24
Arnica .. 0 24
Camph. Co . .0 20
Cardam. Co 0 24
Catechu 0 20
Cinchon Co . . 0 24
Colch.Sem............ i 0 30SDigital.........0 20
SErgot0 40
Ferri Perchlor. ... 0 18
Hyosciam... . . 20
lodine................" 0 50.
Nucis Vom............ 0" O 24
Opii.............. 0 55
Verat Vir............os. 0 20.

Ung.Hyd.Nit.............. i. 0 60
Zinci.................. " 0 40

Vin. Ipecac...... .. .. .. 8 os. bot. 0 30
" Antim............... ' o 20-

Arrangements have been made for a constant

- i
M OR. WADSWORTH'SCupT

CARBLATE OF IODINE The best Pesssry, for Dispîscementsof the Womb, ever invented; s0 say
INFAILNT, thousanda of Physîcias from Canada 0 Texas. SendforPamphlet and Price List toA REMEDY for ail NASAL, THROAT and LUNG Dis- I. H. BURRINGTON, Proprietor, Providence, B. .

eases, affording relief in some cases in a few minutes.
This instrument is gotten up on an entirely new principle, AlSO for sale by J. L WIDEXAN, St. Jacoba, Ont.

and is well adapted to the treatment of all those diseases of
the air passages requiring efficient inhalation. It is endorsed
by mtany leading practitioners, and commends itself to all
desiring an apparatus.*

Dr. George ladley, late Professor of Chemistry and Phar-
riacy in the University of Buffalo, in a carefully considered
report upon its merits, concludes in these words : " On the
whole, this Inhaler seems to me, to accomplish its purpn"s, OCILIST and A1RIST
by novel, yet by the most simple and effectuai mens ; to
be philosophical in conception, and well carried out in th3 i t John Generai Iblic Hospital Practice liited to,
execution.'

Always ready, no danger of breaking or spitling, besides EJ..A .
Leing as safe and efficient in the hands of the navice as the
odept. Made of Hard Rubber, it may be carried about the Office Cor. Princess&Sydney Sts, St. John,N,B,
1.erson as handily as a pencil case, and used regardless of
time or place. Patented in the United States, En;laud and
Canada. Over 300,000 now in use.

Price $1, iicluding Inhalant for two montha' use. Neatly ]DR. REEVE
ut up and sont by mail free, on receipt of $1.25. Extra

bottles of Inhalant, 5Oc. Liberal discount to the trade.
t'ept by ail druggists. 'Send your addresa and receive our
descriptive circular, post-paid. Samples to Physicians free OF THE EYL AND KAfl
by mail on receipt of $1. s~Lrjj.'. LLiJ4.jA.V £ U

W. H. SMITH & 00., At the Tecumseh House. London,
402 and 410 Michigan St., Buffalo, N. Y.

_______________________ On the First Saturday of every month.
"See page 188 CÂANDA LuAcrr, Feb. lst, 1880, on Carbolic Acid Residenre znd Office, 22 Shuter

Spray in Coughs, Astfma, &c.iS p ents
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Chian Turpentine -: Tonga.

Introduced by Profes- A remedy introduced

sor Clay, of Birming- from the Fiji Islands.

ham, Eng., as a remiiedy Hlighly recomnended by

in cancer. We can sup- Drs. Ringer and Mur-

ply moderate quantities rell, as a remedy in

of the genuine drug. neuralgia.

-oang N-n.- Chaulmoogra Oil.

This new drug is in An alterative o! pro-
high repute in Its native nounced aeivity, especi-
habitat, Anam and Toit- ally in affections o! a
quin, as a remedy in scrofulous nature. In
leprosy and in the bites chronic non-infiamma-
of poisonous reptiles. It try skin dIeases it may
bas been used with mark- be given iiiterially, and
ed benefit in serofula, applied ocally.
constitutional syphilis, In leproay, it has "0
and in affections calling equal iu the materia
for the employment of a medica.
tonic alterative.

Gurjun Balsam. Alstonia Con-
ý -. astricta.

The followint is a favo- £ - -

rite prescription in the A remedy sometimes

hospitals of Paris, as a confounded with Dita
remedy f.r gonorrhea. Bark or A Scholaris,
», Gurjun Balsam, drs. j but not so active as that

Oum Arabic, - drs. j.
Infusion of Star dru- It la, however,

Anise, - - drs. x. an

Make an emuulsion, to
be taken in tablespoon- be employed with bene-
fui doses after each fit ln convalescence frùm
meal. ague.

In corresponding with advertisers

Aletonia Scho-
laris.

Commnonly known as
Dita Bark, is a valuable
anti-pariodie and tonie,
reputed also, to have an-
thelnintic properties.

Waring says that it
bas proved valuable in

Extraot 'Duboisia,

1 This new mydrihtic is
introduced as a substi-
tute for atropia, being
more promptin its action,
and attended with none
of the local or constitu-
tional disturbance pe-
culhr to the belladonna

chronic diarrhSa and laidItalrgy
the advanced stage of ii)oeie pttc.
dysentery.

please mention the CANADA LAWCRTa

}fanufacturing Chemists,

DETROIT, - - MICH.

Manufacture a full line of

U. S. P. Preparations, and are

special dealers in

NEW AND RARE 1
DRUGS.


